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ABSTRACT
A development test program conducted on various transducers developed
for recent aerospace projects is described in this report. The program
objective was to verify stability and performance not only of existing trans-
ducers, but also of associated improvements that would make these articles
compatible with Shuttle ECS requirements. These requirements are aimed
at incorporating design and development features into the transducers to pro-
vide the following:
(a) Improvement of overall transducer ruggedness and reliability
(b) Review of materials and processes with changes to provide a
common transducer for all ECS fluids that will be unaffected by
long quiescent periods in the space environment, and that will
require no maintenance or refurbishment for 100 or more launches
(c) Incorporate self-check features where possible and simplify
checkout and maintenance
The transducers evaluated during the program included three different models
of pressure transducers, a three-way valve for isolating pressure transducers
from closed liquid loops during maintenance, surface-type platinum-wire
resistance temperature sensors, and a nucleonics gaging system for monitoring
the contents of a zero-g bladder-type water storage tank. Portions of the
related development activities were subcontracted to the transducer manufac-
turers, particularly when the development improvement involved the proprietary
features of the transducer. A complete description of all tests and develop-
ment improvements is contained in this report and the associated appendixes.
The data in the report are presented in the international system of units,
followed by the customary units in parentheses. All data recorded during test
are presented in the appendixes in customary units only. The ruler shown
adjacent to the test articles in each of the AiResearch Manufacturing Company
photographs is calibrated in inches.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
SECTION I
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This report describes a development program for improving the relia-
bility of transducers that are suitable for use in the Shuttle Environmental
Control System (ECS). The program was undertaken to make both Apollo ECS
transducers and those used in more recent aerospace programs rugged and
reliable by determining their chronic failure modes and mechanisms, and to
conduct a development test program to reduce or eliminate any inherent weak-
nesses. The initial work, consisting primarily of the analysis of Apollo fail-
ure reports logged against the ECS tranducers, was performed for NASA JSC
by AiResearch Manufacturing Company under NASA Contract NAS 9-12452.
This work is summarized in AiResearch final report, "Environmental Control
System Transducer Development Study, " Report No. 72-8537-1, dated
February 10, 1973.
The follow-on work described herein was performed by AiResearch for
NASA JSC under Contract NAS 9-13446. The purpose of this development
program was to continue the development of remedial designs to reduce or
eliminate the chronic failures experienced on Apollo ECS transducers. The
selection of transducers, and development improvements made during the
course of contract NAS 9-13446, were made in order to investigate and verify
transducer techniques and products that were developed for aerospace pro-
grams more recent than those developed for the Apollo ECS. The work tasks
and the scope of each development program were described by program plan
for review and concurrence by the NASA contract technical monitor. In most
cases, portions of the development were conducted by subcontract because
of the proprietary nature of the transducer design techniques and processes.
Following are the task activities performed during this program.
Stability Test Program on Statham Instruments, Inc.
Strain Gage Pressure Transducers
Four pressure transducers were evaluated during this program. Two
were rated at 0 to 345 kPa (0 to 50 psia) and two at 0 to 1034 kPa (0 to 150
psia). These units are equivalent to the pressure transducers that have been
developed for the main Shuttle engines. The tranducers incorporate four thin-
film strain gage elements that are vacuum deposited on a specially shaped
metal beam. The sensed pressure acts on a diaphragm that deflects the beam
via a push rod.
S Statham Instruments, Inc., Oxnard, California, performed the stability
test under a subcontract issued by AiResearch. The development test pro-
gram covered a period of six months, during which time 100, 000 pressure
cycles per month were applied to each of the four test articles, for a total of
500, 000 cycles. Performance record tests were conducted each month at
room temperature, 219 0 K (-65 0F), and 394 0 K (+250 0F). The test articles
proved to be stable, with all excursions resulting from the pressure cycles
and high and low temperatures within +1 percent of the original calibration
data. Section 2 presents a detailed description of this stability test program.
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Performance Tests on the National Semiconductor Corporation
Absolute Pressure Transducer
A performance test program was conducted by AiResearch on two Model
LX1600A absolute pressure transducers manufactured by National Semicon-
ductor Corporation, Santa Clara, California. The pressure transducer incor-
porates a Wheatstone-bridge arrangement of four piezoresistors diffused into
a silicon chip. Integrated circuit technology is used in the fabrication, cali-
bration, and test, resulting in a low-cost, lightweight end product. These
transducers are designed primarily for application in the automotive industry;
however, they may be attractive for low-pressure monitoring applications in
the Shuttle ECS.
The test results indicate that the LX1600A pressure transducers are
repeatable and accurate at room temperature; however, they show a large
shift in performance with changes in ambient temperature. The maximum
shift in performance was indicated on serial No. 188, which showed an 8-per-
cent shift at 333oK (+140 0 F) and a 14-percent shift at 233 0 K (-40 0 F). The test
program and test results are described in greater detail in Section 2 of this
report. Discussions with National Semiconductor Corporation personnel indi-
cate that their Model LX3700, superseding Model LX 1600A, performs with
substantially improved stability at extreme temperatures and incorporates
a more rugged package to withstand handling and installation stresses.
Performance Tests on the Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation
Absolute Pressure Transducer
AiResearch conducted a performance test on Fairchild. absolute pressure
transducers Models 4207 and 4208. One test article of each model number
was purchased from an electronic retail parts supplier as off-the-shelf units.
Since these transducers are designed for application in the automotive indus-
try, the projected cost of these units is $10 each for quantities in excess of
10, 000 units. The test results show good repeatability (within 1 percent of
full scale) during high- and low-temperature tests and before and after approx-
imately 500 pressure cycles. The test program, including performance
curves and test data, is described in Section 2 of this report.
Three-Way Isolation Valve Development Program
A three-way isolation valve was designed and a breadboard model fabri-
cated to demonstrate by actual test that a faulty pressure transducer can be
removed and replaced without destroying the hardfill of the closed liquid loop.
The three-way valve was developed and fabricated by L. J. Engineering,
Westminister, California, and the test program was conducted at AiResearch
on a simulated water and Freon-21 thermal transport loop. The results
indicate that it is feasible to include a permanently installed isolation valve
between the liquid loop and each pressure transducer to simplify and reduce
maintenance time on the ECS liquid loops. It is estimated that a production
version of the isolation valve will weigh 85 grams (3 oz). The isolation valve
also may have application for isolating other component items in the liquid
systems. A complete description of the three-way valve and test program is
contained in Section 3 of this report.
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Temperature Transducer Development Program
A temperature sensor stability test program was conducted on platinum
resistance surface-type temperature sensors furnished by Tylan Corporation,
Torrance, California, including development improvements and a built-in-
test provision analysis. The cyclic temperature test program performed at
AiResearch included various performance record tests, data reduction, and
reporting. The sensors show good accuracy through a temperature range of
195 0 F (-109 0 F) to 422 0 K (+300 0 F) and are repeatable in performance to within
+loC even after a 5-year shelf life. Eight of twenty-three sensors failed dur-
ing the test program; the failures were caused by the loss of bond between
the insulation on the lead wire and the fiberglass laminate surrounding the
sensing element. Loss of the bond results in excessive loads being imparted
to the 0.0254-mm- (0.001-in.) diameter wire platinum resistance element,
resulting in breakage of the wire. Tests of improvements made to prolong
the life of the bond between the insulation of the leadwire and fiberglass
laminate did not prove successful during this development program. A
detailed description of the test and development program is contained in
Section 4 of this report; criteria governing the use of these sensors also are
contained in the results and conclusions in Section 4.
Development of the Interfaces of a Nucleonics Gaging System
to a Zero-g Bladder-Type Water Storage Tank
A nucleonics gaging system was fitted to an existing bladder-type water
storage tank that was used in the Apollo ECS. The major development activity
consisted of shaping the radioactive source tube and the Geiger-Mueller detec-
tor to appropriate areas on the outside surface of the water tank to provide an
accurate indication of the water quantity. The development interfacing was
subcontracted to General Nucleonics, a division of TYCO Laboratories,
Pomona, California. The gaging system used for this development is similar
to the nucleonics oil quantity indicating system used on various Air Force air-
planes. The source consists of an inert radioactive (Krypton-85) gas con-
tained in a 6.35-mm- (1/4-in.-) OD aluminum tube with the ends of the tube
redundantly sealed. Gaging system safety to maintenance personnel has been
verified by the Air Force. A detailed report of the development program and
safety aspects of the nucleonics gaging system is contained in Section 5.
Results and Conclusions
The transducers evaluated during this program represent a small number
of available configurations that are compatible with the Shuttle ECS require-
ments. The scope of this program was limited to the accomplishment of cer-
tain tasks identified and mutually agreed to by NASA and AiResearch. It was
not intended to evaluate every available transducer for application to Shuttle.
The transducers evaluated during this program show that improvements
have been made in accuracy, size, weight, and cost over the transducers
used in the Apollo ECS program. For example, the pressure transducers
used in the ECS of the Apollo command service module averaged 0. 284 kg
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(10 oz) in weight, and cost more than $5, 000 each. The pressure tranducers
used in this test program are less than one-half as heavy and less than one-
fifth as costly. Similar savings can be shown for the temperature transducers.
The tests conducted during this program also show the transducers to be
stable with age and cyclic life.
Each section and subsection of this report contains results and conclu-
sions appropriate to the specific transducer.
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SECTION 2
PRESSURE
SECTION 2
PRESSURE
This section contains test reports on three configurations of pressure
transducers manufactured by three different companies. The reports are
identified by company name, and each comprises a subsection, as follows:
Statham Instruments, Inc. Pressure Transducers
National Semiconductor Corporation Pressure Transducers
Fairchild Semiconductor Components Group Pressure Transducers
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Statham Instruments, Inc. Pressure Transducers
Introduction. -- AiResearch awarded a cost-sharing subcontract to Statham
Instruments Inc., Oxnard, California, to conduct a verification test on four
strain gage pressure transducers. The four test units were fabricated to
the same tolerance as catalog items.
The objective of the test program was to determine the repeatability
(stability) of the pressure transducers as a function of pressure cycles and
time. An equation was derived using the least sums squares method from the
original test data recorded before the start of cyclic testing. All subsequent
performance test data were compared with the original derived equations for
each unit. The data show that after subjecting each of the four units to
500, 000 pressure cycles, the performance of the test articles is within ±l per-
cent full scale of the original test data. The results indicate that pressure
transducers of this type will not need a periodic recalibration of the signal
conditioning equipment.
Background. -- In order to cope with the hostile environments in certain
Shuttle subsystems, it is desirable to provide pressure sensors containing
a minimum of component items that are prone to malfunction in these
extreme environments. The electronic components needed for conditioning
the output signal of the pressure transducers, therefore, are contained in
a centralized signal conditioner and power supply. Vehicle maintenance
will be greatly simplified if the pressure transducers can be used for many
missions over a long period of time without the need for recalibration of the
signal conditioning equipment. This program provided information on the
stability of one type of pressure transducer capable of meeting the above
objective.
Description of pressure sensor. -- The pressure sensors selected for the
verification test program utilize four strain gage elements that form the
transducer bridge. The four test units are shown in Figure 2-1.
The typical mechanical configuration of this sensor assembly consists
of a diaphragm (force collector) that is connected to a bending beam through
a rigid linkage pin. Pressure introduced into the transmitter asserts a
force on the face of the diaphragm that causes calibrated amounts of dis-
placement. A displacement of identical magnitude is translated to the
bending beam by the linkage pin, thereby imparting strain in this member.
By careful placement of strain gages on the surface of the bending beam,
points of maximum strain are monitored. A typical bending beam is shown
in the middle of Figure 2-2. Since strain gages exhibit a change in resist-
ance as a function of strain, transduction of mechanical strain to a change
in electrical output is accomplished. In actuality, the displacements of these
members are minutely small, and in effect, the assembly can be considered
to have no moving parts. The sensor subassembly is vacuum sealed in a
hermetic stainless steel case utilizing electron-beam welding techniques
to ensure environmental protection. Redundant protection is achieved by
welding another stainless steel hermetic outer case over the whole trans-
mitter assembly.
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Figure 2-1. Statham Instruments Strain Gage Pressure Transducers
(6-in. ruler shown for comparison)
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Four thin-film strain gages are vacuum deposited in strategic locations
on the top surface of the bending beam and interconnected electrically into a
fully active four-arm bridge circuit. The bending beam is prepared for the
thin-film strain gages by first depositing a special ceramic material to form
a suitable electrical insulation barrier. The thin-film strain gage material
was specially developed for its inherent long-term stability, gage factor,
and resistance characteristics required for optimum strain gage performance.
Transducer performance characteristics. -- Following is a description
of the performance characteristics of the Statham transducer.
Stability. -- The ultimate stability of a strain gage bridge is highly
dependent upon the symmetry of the characteristics of the four individual
strain gages. Other factors influencing stability are the aging of organic
materials and oxidation of the strain gages. In the thin-film strain gage
process, all four strain gages are simultaneously deposited from the same
parent material, thereby producing virtually identical characteristics.
Only metals and ceramics are used in this transducer. The strain gages
are fully oxidized during the deposition process. These factors are
important for achieving long-term stability.
Thermal coefficients. -- The two primary effects of temperature are
changes in the zero output and the sensitivity of the transducer. The
thermal zero coefficient results in a translation of the output curve, while
the thermal sensitivity coefficient produces a change in slope.
The thermal zero coefficient of a properly designed transducer is due
mainly to the mismatch in the temperature coefficient of resistance of the
four strain gages. Ideally, the strain gages should have zero temperature
coefficient of resistance but in actual practice that is not possible. Since
all four thin-film strain gages are deposited at the same time, the temper-
ature coefficients of resistance are essentially identical.
The thermal sensitivity coefficient is determined by the product of
thermal coefficient of Young's modulus for the sensing element and the
thermal coefficient of gage factor for the strain gages. Most metals have
a positive thermal coefficient of Young's modulus. Therefore, it is desired
that the strain gages have equal magnitude negative thermal coefficient
of gage factor. By proper selection of the strain gage material and control
of the deposition conditions, it is possible to control the thermal coefficient
of gage factor independent of the temperature coefficient of resistance. In
the thin-film strain gage transducer, the techniques described above pro-
duce intrinsically compensated transducers that do not require auxiliary
electrical compensation.
Hysteresis and creep.--With the high-strength alloys typically used,
both the basic hysteresis and creep of the metal sensing element are less
than 0. 05 percent full scale. The strain gage insulating material and
adhesive (if used) are in the force circuit and affect these characteristics.
This is particularly true at higher temperatures where organic materials
tend to soften and deteriorate in performance.
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The thin-film strain gage transducer uses a thin-film ceramic insula-
tion. This insulation exhibits no hysteresis or creep up to the yield point
of the metal and at elevated temperatures.
Nonlinearity. -- Standard strain gages are linear throughout the strain
range of the transducers. With this condition, the transducer nonlinearity
is determined by the characteristics of the sensing element. Based on
comparative tests with standard strain gages, the thin-film strain gage has
negligible nonlinearity, and does not contribute to the nonlinearity of the
transducer.
Size. -- Microminiature sizes are not available in most transducers.
Generally, the limiting item is the size of the electrical pickoff, whose
resistance or impedance becomes progressively smaller as the size of the
element decreases. The size of the thin-film strain gage transducer is not
limited by this consideration. The resistance of the thin-film strain gage
starts at infinity, and decreases during the coating process. Therefore, the
resistance can be retained at a desired value even though the physical size of
the strain gage is reduced. The final size of the transducers then becomes
limited by the mechanical configuration required for the force-summing
device.
Power rating.--The bridge resistances can be made any desirable value.
Values ranging from the conventional 350 to 5000 ohms are readily produced.
This permits optimizing the transducer bridge resistance to the specific
application. Each leg has the maximum area consistent with other design
factors in order to permit internally generated heat to be dissipated over a
substantial area. The strain gage bridge is separated from the metal sensing
element by a thin film of ceramic insulation that has a high thermal conduc-
tivity. Thus, the strain gages are effectively heat-sinked to the sensing ele-
ment. High-resistance bridges permit higher excitation voltages at the same
power input. This increases the output voltage level and provides a higher
signal-to-noise ratio. Where power dissipation is critical, these bridges can
be operated at the same voltage as lower resistance bridges, which reduces
the power requirement proportionally.
Test requirements and results. -- The test program was conducted by
Statham Instruments Inc., in accordance with a Statement of Work (SOW)
prepared and monitored by AiResearch Manufacturing Company of California.
Statham's report summarizing the test program results is presented in
Aopendix A, together with a copy of the AiResearch SOW showing the direc-
tions given to Statham on the scope of the work, etc. The test requirements
specified that (1) performance of each unit be recorded at 219 0 K (-650 F),
room temperature, and 3940 K (+250 0 F) in suitable pressure increments
between zero and maximum operating pressure; (2) a minimum of 100, 000
pressure cycles be applied to each of the four units each month; and (3) the
performance be measured each month and at the end of the test program.
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General performance. -- The output vs input of the four pressure
transducers is plotted in Figures 2-3 and 2-4. These units were fabricated
to standard catalog tolerances and consequently do not have coincidental
performance curves. The amount of spread between each pair of transducers
is shown in Figure 2-5.* In order to permit removal and replacement of
transducers or subsystems containing new transducers without having to
recalibrate the signal-conditioning equipment, it is desirable for all trans-
ducers made to a specific part number to have similar output-vs-input char-
acteristics. Representatives of Statham Instruments Inc., indicate that the
full-scale sensitivity (represented by the slopes of the curves of Figures
2-3 and 2-4) can be controlled during manufacture to fall within ±1/2 percent
full scale of each other. This requirement adds approximately 10 percent
to the cost of the transducer. The zero balance also may be restricted
to fall within ±1. 0 percent of full scale for an additional 10 percent of the
cost of the transducer.
Linearity, hysteresis, temperature shift, and stability. -- An equation
was fitted to the performance data recorded for each of the four test articles
before any pressure cycles were conducted. The equations were derived
using the least sums square method for the initial 2970K (75 0 F) test condition.
All subsequent performance data consisting of 219 0 K (-650 F) and 394K (+250 0 F)
ambient temperature tests and the data recorded following the completion of
500, 000 pressure cycles were compared to those derived equations and plotted
as a deviation in percent of full scale from these equations. The results are
plotted and indicated on Figures 2-6 through 2-13 as a deviation in percent of
full scale. Increasing pressures are denoted by solid lines while decreasing
pressures are shown by dotted lines. The separation between the dotted and
solid lines represents the hysteresis of the unit. The deviation of the dotted
and solid lines from zero for the ambient test condition of 297 0 K (75 0 F) before
pressure cycling (e. g., Figure 2-6) decribes the nonlinearity of the trans-
ducer. The increased deviation of the dotted and solid lines from zero for the
ambient test condition of 297 0 K (75 0 F) (Figure 2-7) is attributable to changes
that have taken place in the pressure transducer as a result of the pressure
cycles. The before and after cycling test data are shown in Figures 2-6 through
2-13 for each of the four test articles. The deviations from zero for the high
and low ambient temperatures describe the performance of the integral tem-
perature-compensation devices and techniques used during fabrication and
assembly of the transducers.
The data show that the transducers performed within ±1 percent of the
original test data in spite of being subjected to high and low ambient tempera-
tures and a total of 500, 000 pressure cycles. The deviation of serial no.
15159 (Figure 2-7) at 3940 K (250 0 F) after 500, 000 pressure cycles is slightly
*The performance data recorded for serial numbers 15159 and 15163 were
taken as baseline. All comparative data that fall above the baseline data are
shown negative and all data that fall below are shown positive, as illustrated
in Figure 2-5. This convention is typical for the data plotted in Figures 2-6
through 2-13.
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STATHAM PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
30 - MODEL PA822-50
SERIAL NOS.: 15159 & 15160
28 TEST DATE: 12-12-73
AMBIENT TEMP = 297°K (75°F)
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Figure 2-3. Output vs Input of 0- to 345-kPa (0- to 50-psia)
Pressure Transducers
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34 - STATHAM PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
MODEL PA822-150
32 - SERIAL NOS.: 15163 & 15164
TEST DATE: 12-12-73
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Figure 2-4. Output vs Input of 0- to 1034-kPa (0- to 150-psia)
Pressure Transducers
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2STATHAM PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
MODELS: PA822-50 AND -150
TEST DATE: 12-12-73
AMBIENT TEMP: 2970 K (750 F)
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Figure 2-5. Typical Spread Between Catalog Pressure Transducers
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Figure 2-6. Performance Shift vs Temperature before Pressure Cycling
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Figure 2-7. Performance Shift vs Temperature after 500, 000 Pressure Cycles
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0.5 STATHAM PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
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Figure 2-8. Performance Shift vs Temperature before Pressure Cycling
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above 1 percent of the data based on the least squares equation; however,
the original temperature compensation shown in Figure 2-6 for the 394*K(250"F) test condition initially is somewhat high. The transducers are inte-
grally temperature-compensated during fabrication, resulting in very little
output deviation as a result of 219 0 K (-65 0F) and 3940 K (+250 0 F) ambient
temperatures.
Results and conclusions. 
-- AiResearch elected to reduce the test data in
relation to an equation that was fitted to the first set of performance test data.
This equation in effect simulates the initial calibration of the Shuttle central-
ized signal conditioner for each ECS transducer. The test data show that any
changes in performance from the transducer as a result of age, life cycle,
and ambient temperature changes result in a deviation from the original cali-
bration of no more than ±1 percent. An additional ±1.5 percent deviation
should be allowed to accommodate the full-scale sensitivity and zero balance
differences from sensor to sensor. Therefore, it is estimated that pressure
transducers of the type tested are compatible with the 100-mission-/10-year-
life requirement of Shuttle and that they may be replaced during maintenance
tasks without the need for recalibration of the signal conditioner, resulting in
simplified maintenance. The total error that may be expected over long-term
usage (including removal and replacement of transducers) is less than ±3. 0
percent of full scale. An error of this magnitude is acceptable for monitoring
most ECS operational parameters.
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National Semiconductor Corporation Pressure Transducers
Introduction. -- A new family of pressure transducers is being developed
for the high-volume industrial requirements of the automotive and appliance
fields. These transducers incorporate integrated circuit (IC) technology in
their design, fabrication, calibration, and test. As a result, the transducers
are extremely small and lightweight. The cost of these units is currently
under $100 each for prototype quantities, with an eventual selling price of
approximately $10 each predicted for quantities of over 10, 000 units. The
pressure transducers are available as absolute, differential, and gage units
and are suitable for low-pressure (0 to 206. 8 kPa) (0 to 30 psia) application.
This section of the report describes the results of a verification test pro-
gram conducted by AiResearch Manufacturing Company of California on two
absolute pressure transducers, model LX1600A, manufactured by National
Semiconductor Corporation, Santa Clara, California.
Background. -- Pressure transducers have undergone a comparatively
slow development from mechanical to electromechanical to the more recent
integrated circuit technology, because the demand has been for a multitude
of short-run configurations that did not warrant the expenditure for high-
volume, low-cost transducers. Mechanical transducers originally were
custom-built by craftsmen who first used potentiometer wipers and unbonded
strain gages, then cemented strain gages, and more recently deposited and
diffused pickoff elements. Test and calibration also have contributed greatly
to the high cost of state-of-the-art transducers.
The high-volume industrial requirements for pressure transducers in
the automotive and appliance industries have permitted major investments in
the development and manufacture of high-quality, lightweight, low-cost pres-
sure transducers. This new family of transducers is taking advantage of
integrated circuit (IC) technology for fabrication, calibration, and test; the
price of the end product will be similar to the price of the integrated circuit.
Description of pressure transducer. -The National Semiconductor pres-
sure transducer consists of a Wheatstone-bridge arrangement of four piezo-
resistors diffused into a silicon chip. The silicon chip is a 1-mil-thick
pressure diaphragm that has been etched out of one wall of a vacuum refer-
ence cell or cavity, as shown in Figure 2-14a. The pressure transducer
device is contained on a single ceramic substrate, along with an array of
thick-film signal-processing resistors, mechanical enclosures, and two
operational amplifiers that serve as a buffer amplifier and output amplifier,
as shown in Figure 2-14b.
All four of the basic transduction elements shown in Figure 2-15 are con-
tained in one small package. The physical dimensions of the absolute pressure
transducer model LX1600A are shown in Figure 2-16, while the differential
pressure transducer is shown in Figure 2-17. The gage pressure transducer
is configured similar to the absolute pressure transducer.
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The actual weight of the LXI600A absolute pressure transducer is 5 grams.
The units representative of this weight are shown in Figure 2-18.
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The actual weight of the LX1600A absolute pressure transducer is 5 grams.
The units representative of this weight are shown in Figure 2-18.
Performance and design data taken from the National Semiconductor bro-
chures are presented in Table 2-1.
Verification test program. -- Two absolute pressure transducers, model
LX1600A, serial numbers 175 and 188, were procured from National Semi-
conductor Corporation, Mountain View, California, for the test program des-
cribed herein. Laboratory tests were conducted on these units by AiResearch
during the early part of 1973. The test procedure and actual test data are
contained in Appendix B. A portion of the test data was reduced and plotted;
it is described in the following paragraph.
The test data taken on January 15, 1973, (Appendix B) were reduced for
the 295. 50K (720), 233. 30K (-400 F), and 333. 30 K (+140 0F) test runs. The data
are shown on the performance-vs-temperature curves of Figures 2-19 and
2-20. A smooth curve was calculated using the least squares method from
the 295. 50K (72 0F) test data for both serial numbers 175 and 188. The
deviation between actual performance and the least squares equation was
calculated as an error in percent of full scale for the 295.5 0K (72 0F), 233.3 0K
(-400F), and 333. 30K (+1400 F) test runs. All three sets of temperature test
data were related to the least squares equation calculated for the 295. 50K
(72 0F) test data. A separate least squares equation was calculated for each
of the two serial-numbered units. Figures 2-21 and 2-22 show the deviation
resulting from linearity and hysteresis and also the shift in performance at
high and low ambient temperatures.
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TABLE 2-1
PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Absolute Maximum Ratings
Excitation voltage 30 vdc
Output current 5 mA
Temperature sensing current 100 tA
Operating and storage temperature range 233. 30K to 388. 80K (-40*F to +240'F)
Bias current at 15v excitation 15 mA
Lead temperature (soldering, 10 sec) 573. 30K (572 0 F)
Nominal Characteristics 294.4 0K (+70*F, 15v excitation)
Absolute Transducers
Output Voltage Calibrated Pressure Range, psia*
±1. 5% Span LX1601A LX1602A LX1603A
(±150 my) LX1701A LX1702A LX1703A
2. 5v Low-pressure 10 0 0
End-point
7.5v Midrange 15 7.5 15
12.5v High-pressure 20 15 30
End-point
Maximum allowable 40 40 50
overpressure
Gage and Differential Transducers
Output Voltage Calibrated Pressure Range, psig*
LX1601G LX1602G LX1603G LXl604G
±l. 5% Span LX1701G LXI702G LXI703G LX1704G(±150 my) LX1601D LX1602D LXl603D LX1604D
2.5v Low-pressure 
-5 0 0 
-15
End-point
7.5v Midrange 0 7.5 15 0
12.5v High-pressure +5 15 30 +15
End-point
Maximum allowable 30 40 50 40
overpressure
*SI conversions are as follows:
psia x 6895 = Pa
(psig + 14. 696) 6895 = Pa
psid x 6895 = Pa
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Results and conclusions. -- The performance of the two National
Semiconductor Corporation absolute pressure transducers tested by
AiResearch shows a large deviation with changes in ambient temperature.
The linearity and hysteresis of serial number 175 at 295. 50 K (72 0 F) (Figure
2-21) causes a deviation of less than l percent of full scale. This represents
an acceptable degree of accuracy for many aerospace applications; however,
the performance shift experienced at high and low ambient temperatures
would not be acceptable for most applications without additional temperature
compensation. These pressure transducers are a relatively new development
and undoubtedly will be improved as mass production techniques and tooling
are refined. The small size, low weight, and low cost are attractive features
that warrant a continuing interest in adapting these transducers to applications
in the aerospace industry.
National Semiconductor Corporation personnel state that a Model LX3700
currently supersedes Model LXI600A; it performs with improved temperature
stability and incorporates a more rugged package to withstand handling and
installation stresses. The Model LXI600A is available to support existing
installations; however, Model LX3700 is recommended by National Semicon-
ductor Corporation for all new design applications.
Model LX3700 was not tested by AiResearch during the course of this
program.
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Fairchild Semiconductor Components Group Pressure Transducers
Introduction. -- This subsection describes a low-cost, automotive-type
pressure transducer manufactured by Fairchild Semiconductor Components
Group, Mountain View, California, and includes the results of a verification
test program conducted by AiResearch Manufacturing Company of California
on two of the pressure transducers.
Background. -- Federal requirements for reduced emissions from auto-
motive engines in 1975, and the need for greater fuel economy, have motivated
automobile manufacturers to develop electronic fuel injection systems that
require low-cost, accurate, absolute pressure transducers. The severity of
the environment, i. e., temperature, vibration, shock, cleanliness, and
rugged handling, as well as the extreme cyclic life requirements (including
long service life capability) ensure that transducers meeting these require-
ments have more than adequate capability for most aerospace applications.
The large demand potential has generated ideas and methods for the
development of a low-cost, rugged, and reliable transducer that meets the
goals of the automotive industry. These automotive transducers soon may
find application in other areas such as:
* Altitude sensing
* Fluid level sensing
* Environmental control
• Air conditioning coolant pressure monitoring
* Low-pressure gas reservoir monitoring
* Aircraft instrumentation
* Process instrumentation
After consideration of their potential applications, it was decided to test
two off-the-shelf Fairchild absolute pressure transducers.
Description of test articles. -- The absolute pressure transducers used in
this test program were manufactured by Fairchild Semiconductor Components
Group, Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, 464 Ellis Street,
Mountain View, California 94042. The test units are identified as Model
SH 4207, Serial No. 31006 and Model SH 4208, Serial No. 30874. The units
are identical in appearance (Figure 2-23); however, Model SH 4207 is priced
at $160 each as compared with $100 each for Model SH 4208, because of addi-
tional screening for greater accuracy. The projected cost of these units is
$10 each for quantities in excess of 10, 000 units; these production levels are
anticipated in the second half of 1974.
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Figure 2-23. Fairchild Absolute Pressure Transducer,
Model 4207
(6-in. ruler shown for comparison)
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The two test units were procured from an electronic retail parts sup-
plier as off-the-shelf units.
The pressure transducers incorporate a single-crystal diffused silicon
strain gage with a self-contained zero-pressure reference chamber. Two
linear operational amplifiers are incorporated for temperature compensation,
offset adjustment, and scale factor control. A single-chip voltage regulator
is incorporated for accurate control of the voltage supplied to the sensor and
amplifier from an external voltage source that may vary between 8 and 32 vdc.
The transducer delivers a voltage in response to changes in absolute pressure
in accordance with the following relationship:
Vou t = 1.500 + 0. 1 Pabs
(where Pabs is given in in. Hg and Vout in volts).
Criteria. -- Following are the operating characteristics of the Fairchild
transducer:
Input voltage 8 to 18 vdc
Applied pressure 0 to 32 in. Hg
Full scale = 32 in. Hg abs
Output characteristics See typical performance
curves in Figure 2-24
Ambient temperature 256 0 K (0 0F) to 367 0 K (200'F)
The absolute maximum ratings are as follows:
Operating temperature range 233 0 K (-400 F) to 367 0 K (2000 F)
Storage temperature range 233 0 K (-400 F) to 367 0 K (200 0 F)
Input voltage 32 vdc
Applied pressure 60 in. Hg abs
Envelope and weight See outline dimensions in
Figure 2-24. Actual weight of
test articles is 52 grams.
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Verification Test Program. -- The two pressure transducers, Models
4207 and 4208, were subjected to performance tests at room temperature,
231 0 K (-44-F), 334°K (+142°F), and 563 pressure cycles. An equation repre-
senting the input-output characteristics was calculated from the initial per-
formance test data recorded for each of the two test articles. The equation
was determined by the least squares method, which in effect simulates the
calibration of the signal conditioner for the applicable parameter to be moni-
tored. All subsequent test data were compared to the calculated equations
for each of the two test articles, and are shown in errors or deviations in
percent of full-scale output. Figures 2-25 and 2-26 show the actual shift in
performance resulting from high and low ambient temperatures and pressure
cycling. The hysteresis resulting from the application of decreasing and
increasing absolute pressures also is shown for each of the test conditions in
Figures 2-25 and 2-26. Decreasing pressure is represented by a solid line
and increasing pressure is represented by a dashed line. The test data
gathered during the verification test program, including a test schematic and
leakage test data, are contained in Appendix C.
Results and Conclusions. -- The performance of the two Fairchild absolute
pressure transducers tested by AiResearch shows that the transducers are
repeatable to within 1 percent of full scale during the actual test temperature
extremes of 231 0 K (-44°F) and 334°K (+142 0 F), including the application of 563
pressure cycles. The more expensive Model 4207 shows a deviation of approx-
imately 1. 2 percent as compared with approximately 0.9 percent for Model
4208. The more expensive model should have performed with better accuracy
because of the extra screening it receives during manufacture. Neither of the
test units was marked with a model number and consequently the units may
have been incorrectly identified. Both transducers show excellent repeatability
for off-the-shelf production articles. The small size, light weight, low cost,
and good performance characteristics displayed by the two test articles are
desirable features for satisfying the low-pressure monitoring applications in
the Shuttle Environmental Control System.
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SECTION 3
THREE-WAY ISOLATION VALVE
SECTION 3
THREE-WAY ISOLATION VALVE
This section presents the results of a breadboard development program
for a three-way isolation valve to isolate pressure transducers from liquid
systems, to permit removal and replacement of a faulty pressure transducer
without destroying the hard-fill of the closed liquid loop.
Background
Air inclusion in fluids used in coolant loops presents a problem in zero-g
operation since there is a likelihood that the air bubble will migrate through
the loop and ultimately cause cavitation at the recirculation pump. At one-g,
a high point (air trap) can be so designed into the system that the air inclusion
is harmlessly trapped.
The coolant loops in the Apollo environmental control system (ECS)
required the coolant fluids to be deaerated; it was necessary to clean the loops
meticulously and purge them of noncondensable gases by subjecting them to a
low pressure by means of a vacuum pump. This process was very time-
consuming and had to be repeated each time a component in the coolant loop
required replacement. Once the coolant loop was installed in the vehicle, the
technique for removing air inclusion following system repair necessitated use
of even greater caution due to fluid spillage and the added requirement for
interfacing with ground service equipment. It can be expected that pressure
transducers must be replaced more frequently in Shuttle coolant loops because
of the 100-mission or 10-year-life requirement.
Design Program
The three-way isolation valve is designed for installation between each
pressure transducer and the liquid loop. During normal usage, the valve
porting allows the pressure transducer to be open to the liquid loop. The third
(evacuation) port is shut off by the arrangement of the porting in the plug valve,
which is capped with a standard coupling to act as a redundant seal. The hous-
ing containing the plug and actuation device also is capped to provide a redun-
dant seal.
Prior to removal of a failed pressure sensor, the redundant caps are
removed and the plug valve is manually moved to the ISOLATE position.
The small amount of fluid contained in the sensing portion of the transducer
remains in the failed transducer except in the case of Freon-21, in which case
it quickly evaporates to ambient through the evacuation port. After the pres-
sure transducer is replaced, the evacuation port is pumped down with a port-
able GSE vacuum pump. While the vacuum is maintained, the plug valve is
manually moved to the NORMAL position, thus allowing the accumulator in
the fluid loop to backfill the pressure transducer.
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The primary concern in the design and development of the isolation valve
was the selection of materials of construction that are compatible with Freon-
21, one of the two coolant fluids planned for the Shuttle environmental control
systemn. The most troublesome property of Freon-21 is the solvent property
of the fluid. DuPont Company states: "Freon-21 is the best solvent in the
Freon fluorocarbon series. The presence of one hydrogen and two chlorine
atoms in the molecule is apparently an arrangement that imparts good solvent
properties to the molecule." This solvent action results in comparatively
greater effect on elastomers and plastics than most other heat transport fluids,
as well as restricting the lubrication of sliding or bearing surfaces to the
lubricity of Freon-21 alone, since greases are washed away by the Freon-21.
Several materials were considered for use in the construction of the three-
way valve.
Freon-21, dichloromonofluoromethane (CHCL 2 F), is a clear, odorless,
fluorocarbon compound with a molecular weight of 102. 93, produced by DuPont
for use as a refrigerant, heat transport fluid, aerosol propellant, and solvent.
Table 3-1 summarizes its physical properties; Figure 3-1 shows the vapor
pressure of the fluid as a function of temperature.
TABLE 3-1
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF LIQUID FREON-21
SI Units U. S. Customary Units
Boiling point at 1 atm oK Z82. 2 oF 48.06
Freezing point oK 138.3 oF -211
Critical temperature oK 451.8 oF 353.3
Critical pressure MPa 5.17 psia 750
Density at 298.3*K (77'F) kg/m 3  1366.2 lb/cu ft 85.28
Specific heat at 298. 3'K (77'F) J/kg.k 1071 Btu/lb'F 0.256
Heat of vaporization at boiling point kJ/kg 242. 3 Btu/lb 104.15
Thermal conductivity at 298. 3'K (77*F) w/m 2 . K 0.4 Btu/hr ft 'F 0.063
Viscosity at 298. 3'K (77'F) N. s/m 2  0.00034 centipoise 0.34
Surface tension at 298. 3'K (77*F) dynes/cm 20 dynes/cm 20
Refractive index at 298. 3'K (77'F) 1.354 1.354
Relative dielectric strength (nitrogen=l) 1.85 1.85
Dielectric constant @28'C 5.34 828'C 5.34
Solubility in water at 298. 3'K (77'F) Wt, percent 0.95 Wt, percent 0.95
Solubility of water in F21 at 298. 3K (77'F) Wt, percent 0.13 Wt, percent 0.13
Freon-21 has more effect on elastomers than most other heat transport
fluids, and it is the property that must be carefully accounted for in design.
Table 3-2 summarizes Freon-21 swell data, arranged by increasing
linear swell. Swell is an important measure of an elastomer's suitability, but
other effects, such as loss of plasticizers or fillers and changes in mechanical
strength and hardness, also may be the result of exposure.
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TABLE 3-2
LINEAR SWELL OF ELASTOMERS IN FREON-ZI
Percent Increase in Length,
7-Day Exposure
Room Temperature 327.80 K (130 0 F)
Compar 1003 (PVA) 3.7 5.3
Compar 1002 (PVA) 6.4 6.0
Compar 1001 (PVA) 8.3 5.7
Neoprene W 22 25
Viton B 22 25
Nordel (EPR) 23 25
Butyl rubber 24 -
Hypalon 40 24
Viton A 26 -
Polysulfide rubber 28 -
Neoprene GN 28 -
Thiokol FA 28 -
Natural rubber 34 -
Adiprene L (urethane) 41 41
NBR 48
Silastic 50 (silicone) 49 51
SBR 49 -
Adiprene C (urethane) 54 78
DuPont reports that Freon-21 has little or no effect on nylon, polyethe-
lene, Teflon TFE, polyvinylidene chloride, and phenol formaldehyde resin.
They do, however, report serious attacks on other plastics. Table 3-3 lists
available data. Some other DuPont observations on compatibility of plastics
and Freon compounds are presented below.
Teflon Tetrafluoroethylene Resin--No swelling observed when sub-
merged in Freon liquid but some diffusion found with Freon-l2 and
Freon-22.
Polychlorotrifluoroethylene--Slight swelling but generally suitable
for use with the Freon compounds.
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TABLE 3-3
LINEAR SWELL OF PLASTICS IN FREON-21
Percent Increase in Length
at Room Temperature
Cellulose acetate Dissolved
Cellulose nitrate Dissolved
Lucite acrylic resin Dissolved
Methyl methacoylate Dissolved
Nylon 0
Phenol formaldehyde 0
Polyethylene 4.5
Polystyrene Dissolved
Polyvinyl alcohol 13
Polyvinyl chloride 15
Polyvinylidene chloride 1
Teflon TFE resin 0
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Polyvinyl Alcohol--Not affected by the Freon compounds (except
Freon-21) but very sensitive to water.
Vinyl--Resistance to the Freon compounds depends on vinyl tape and
plasticizer and considerable variation is found. Samples should be
tested before use.
Orlon Acrylic Fiber--Generally suitable for use with the Freon com-
pounds.
Nylon--Generally suitable for use with the Freon compounds but may
tend to become brittle at high temperatures in the presence of air or
water. Tests at 394. 4K (250 0 F) with Freon-12 and Freon-Z2 showed
the presence of water or alcohol to be undesirable. Adequate testing
should be carried out.
Polyethylene--May be suitable for some applications at room tempera-
tures but should be thoroughly tested since greatly different results
have been found with different samples.
Lucite Acrylic Resin--Dissolved by Freon-21 and Freon-2Z but gen-
erally suitable for use with Freon-12 and Freon-114 for short expo-
sures. On long exposure, tends to crack and craze and becomes cloudy.
Polystyrene--Considerable variation found in individual samples but
generally not suited for use with the Freon compounds.
Phenolic Resins--Usually not affected by the Freon compounds; how-
ever, composition of resins of this type may vary greatly and samples
should be tested before ush.
Epoxy Resins--Resistant to most solvents and entirely suitable for
use with the Freon compounds unless highly plasticized.
Delrin Acetral Resin--Suitable for use with the Freon compounds
under most conditions.
DuPont comments regarding the effect of Freon-21 on metals are as
follows:
"Most of the commonly used construction metals, such as steel,
cast iron, brass, copper, tin, lead, and aluminum can be used
satisfactorily with the Freon compounds under normal conditions
of use. At high temperatures some of the metals may act as
catalysts for the breakdown of the compound. The tendency of
metals to promote thermal decomposition of the Freon compounds
is in the following general order:
Least decompostion: Inconel <18-8 stainless steel <nickel
<copper <1240 steel <aluminum <bronze
<brass <silver: most decomposition.
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"This order is only approximate and exceptions may be found
for individual Freon compounds or for special conditions of use.
Magnesium alloys and aluminum containing more than 2-percent
magnesium are not recommended for use in systems containing
Freon where water may be present. Experience with zinc and
Freon compounds has been limited and no unusual reactivity
has been observed; however, it is somewhat more chemically
reactive than other common construction metals and it would
seem wise to avoid its use with the Freon compounds unless
adequate testing is carried out. "
Corrosion tests at 327. 80K (130*F) for 60 days showed the following results:
Freon-21 and free water on 1020 CR steel 0. 003 mm/month
(127 x 10-6 in. /month)
Freon-21 and free water on Al 25 aluminum 0. 009 mm/month
(357 x 10-6 in. /month)
Dry Freon-21 on copper 0. 0001 mm/month
(5 x 10-6in. /month)
Dry Freon-21 on 1020 CR steel 0. 0002 mm/month
(8.5 x 10-6 in. /month)
Breadboard Development
The breadboard three-way isolation valve used in this development program
was fabricated and assembled by L. J. Engineering, Westminster, California.
In addition, two simulated pressure transducer housings were fabricated, each
containing a glass window to permit a visual examination of the air inclusion
resulting during the maintenance task of pressure transducer replacement.
The breadboard valve and simulated pressure transducer housings are shown
in Figure 3-2. The isolation valve was constructed from stainless steel and
Teflon. To minimize fabrication costs, excess material was not removed
from the valve body. A welded interface between the valve and coolant loop
should be considered when designing the production version of the three-way
isolation valve. Three female ports conforming to MS-33649-4 were incor-
porated in the body of the breadboard valve to facilitate attachment to the test
setup.
Figure 3-3 shows the component parts of the three-way valve. The valve
design takes advantage of the cold-flow property of Teflon to provide a leak-
tight valve. The Teflon plug containing the three-way porting is heavily loaded
in the valve body by four spring-type washers, causing it to flow out against
the wall of the stainless steel body. The cross-drilled flow passages in the
Teflon plug are reinforced with thin-wall stainless steel tubes so that the internal
flow passages will not close up as the Teflon cold-flows. Four pins protrude
into the Teflon block for transmitting the actuator torque to the Teflon plug.
The low coefficient of friction inherent in Teflon allows the valve to be actuated
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at less than 0. 565 N.m (5 in. -lb.) The actuator contains four pins, a female
5/32 hexagonal cavity for mating with an Allen wrench, and a mechanical
stop at each end of the 90-deg arc required for actuation. The spring load
is transmnitted to the actuator and ultimately to the Teflon plug through a
mnetal washer paired with a Teflon washer to minimize the torque. The
spring retainer compresses the four spring-type washers to a specified
load and is held to the valve body with four screws. A cap is installed
over the valve actuator to provide a redundant external seal if fluid escapes
past the Teflon plug. The evacuation port normally is sealed with an
AN814-4D plug for redundancy.
The performance and design data of the three-way isolation valve are
summarized in Table 3-4.
TABLE 3-4
PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA OF THREE-WAY ISOLATION VALVE
Fluid medium Freon-21 or water
Flow porting 1 mm (0. 040 in.) dia nominal
Pre s sure
Normal 1.7 MPa gage (250 psig)
Proof 2. 58 MPa gage (375 psig)
Burst 3.4 MPa gage (500 psig)
Temperature
Normal 275 0 K (35 0 F)
Low 219. 4 0 K (-65 0 F)
High 344. 40 K (1600F)
Leakage None with redundant cap and plug installed
Actuator
Stroke 90-deg arc, positive mechanical stops at
each end of stroke
Type Mates with 5/32 Allen wrench
Torque 1.13 N.m (less than 10 in. -lb)
Envelope (production 645 mm 2 (1 -in. -square) cross section, 44. 5
version estimate) mm (1.75 in.) long, coolant loop to valve
interface to be welded
Weight (production 85. 1 g (3. 0 oz)
version estimate)
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Test Program
Test setup. -- The breadboard three-way isolation valve was connected to
a water accumulator to simulate the Shuttle ECS pressurized water coolant
loop. The vacuum pump and pressure gage were plumbed to the evacuation
port of the three-way valve. Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show the test setup. An
empty housing containing a glass window (shown in Figure 3-6) was connected
to the three-way valve. The housing was made to simulate the pressurized
cavity of a typical pressure transducer. The 6.4-mm- (1/4-in.-) thick glass
window permitted visual observation of the air bubbles introduced into the
coolant system with the system pressurized at 172. 4 kPa (25 psig), 344. 8 kPa
(50 psig) and 689.5 kPa gage (100 psig). A second simulated transducer
housing containing a transparent window was used to demonstrate the removal
and replacement of a pressure transducer from a pressurized coolant loop.
The test setup used for demonstrating transducer removal and replace-
ment on a Freon-21 coolant loop was identical to the test setup used for the
water coolant loop test setup described above, except that a piston-type
accumulator was used to simulate the pressurized Freon-21 coolant loop.
This test setup is shown in Figure 3-7.
Test procedure. -- The following test procedure was used for the trans-
ducer removal and replacement tests for the water coolant loop tests. The
same procedure, with the water accumulator replaced by a piston-type accum-
ulator containing Freon-21, was used for the Freon-21 coolant loop tests.
(a) The breadboard valve was connected to an accumulator containing
distilled water, and capable of being pressurized to 689. 5 kPa gage
(100 psig).
(b) The redundant cap was removed from the valve and the valve-plug
positioned so that the transducer (transparent housing) was open to
the evacuation port. The valve-plug may be actuated with a 5/32
Allen wrench.
(c) A vacuum pump and vacuum gage were connected to the evacuation
port. The vacuum gage was capable of indicating a pressure as low
as 50 microns.
(d) The transparent housing was evacuated through the evacuation port
to 1500 microns. The water accumulator was pressurized to
344. 8 kPa gage (50 psig). While maintaining a vacuum of 1500
microns, the isolation valve was moved to the NORMAL position.
Water from the accumulator filled the transparent housing. The
air inclusion was monitored by measuring the size of the bubble(s)
in the transparent transducer housing.
(e) The isolation valve was placed in the ISOLATE position. The trans-
parent transducer housing was removed and replaced with the second
transparent housing, simulating removal and replacement of a pres-
sure transducer. The new transducer housing was evacuated to
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Figure 3-6. Exploded View of Simulated Pressure Transducer
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1500 microns and the valve-plug was moved to the NORMAL position.
The air inclusion was monitored by measuring the size of the
bubbles(s) in the transparent transducer housing.
(f) Step (e) was repeated by alternately replacing one transparent housing
with the other for evacuation pressures of 1000, 500, 100, and 50
microns. The size of the air bubble(s) and the time required to
pump the pressure to desired evacuation pressures were recorded.
(g) By trial and error, the stabilized evacuation pressure that would pro-
duce a 0. 8-mm- (1/32-in.-) dia bubble in the transparent housing with
the water accumulator maintained at 172.4 kPa gage (25 psig) was
determined.
Test results. -- The two simulated pressure transducer housings permitted
one housing to be dried by a separate vacuum pump while the other was attached
to the three-way valve for demonstration of air inclusion at several levels of
coolant loop pressure and evacuation pressure. Many checkout tests were
conducted at various evacuation pressures and at different system pressures.
The air bubbles observed through the glass window of the simulated pressure
transducers varied as test points were repeated, indicating leakage in the
system. Several leakage points were identified by use of a helium detector,
and corrected; the data then became repeatable. Table 3-5 gives the amount
of observed air inclusion vs evacuation pressure resulting from removal and
replacement of transducers in a pressurized water loop.
Each time a dry transducer housing was installed on the three-way valve,
evacuation pressures of less than 500 microns were easily and quickly obtained
in the laboratory using a portable vacuum pump. This indicated that a portable
GSE vacuum pump could be used for the Shuttle ECS transducer replacement
task. The data contained in Table 3-5 show that the replacement pressure
transducer initially should be evacuated to less than 20 mm Hg abs and pre-
ferably to less than 10 mm Hg abs to preclude air inclusion during removal
and replacement of a pressure transducer in the water coolant loop.
Table 3-6 describes the amount of observed air inclusion vs evacuation
pressure resulting from removal and replacement of transducers in a pres-
surized Freon-21 loop. In the laboratory tests, the air bubble decayed in
size after the three-way valve was moved to the position that allows pressur-
ized Freon-21 to enter the evacuated cavity in the simulated pressure trans-
ducer. Tests were conducted on an empty (dry cavity) transducer housing
that was not evacuated prior to subjecting it to pressurized Freon-21. The
cavity was immediately half-filled with Freon-21; however, the entire cavity
soon became filled with Freon-21, indicating that air is soluble in Freon-21.
Air dissolved in Freon-21 could be hazardous in the Shuttle ECS Freon-21
loop because it will come out of solution in areas of the system where the
temperature is high and the pressure is low. This condition typically exists
in the inlet of the Freon-21 recirculation pump, which may result in pump
cavitation and the loss of the thermal transport capability of the loop. All
tests conducted below 500 microns (0. 5 mm Hg abs) resulted in no visible
air being introduced into the system. Consequently it is recommended that
the replacement pressure transducer initially be evacuated to less than 500
microns before allowing Freon-21 to backfill the transducer from the accum-
ulator in the coolant loop.
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TABLE 3-5
AIR INCLUSION VS EVACUATION PRESSURE IN
WATER COOLANT LOOP
Water Coolant Evacuation Port
Loop Pressure Pressure, Condition of Fluid in Transducer as
kPa psig mm Hg abs Observed Through the Glass Window
620.6 90 0.05 No bubbles
620.6 90 0.1 No bubble s
620.6 90 0.2 No bubbles
620.6 90 0.5 No bubbles
620.6 90 1.0 No bubble s
620.6 90 2.0 No bubbles
620.6 90 4.0 No bubbles
620.6 90 8.0 No bubbles
620.6 90 20.0 No bubbles
620.6 50 20.0 No bubbles
172.4 25 20.0 Few small bubble s<0. 25 mm (1/100-in.) dia
172.4 25 25.0 About 30 bubbles <0.4 mm (1/64-in.) dia
172.4 25 30.0 About 30 bubbles<0.4 (1/64-in.) dia
172.4 25 45.0 About 100 bubbles 0.4 mm (1/64-in.) dia
and smaller
172.4 25 100.0 About 100 bubbles 0.8 mm (1/32-in.) and
0. 4 mm (1/64-in.) dia
172.4 25 200.0 Many bubbles 1.6 mm (1/16-in.), 0.8 mm
(1/32-in.), and 0.4 mm (1/64-in.) dia
34.5 5 20.0 No bubbles
6.9 1 20.0 No bubbles
Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of the breadboard development program show that pressure
transducers can be isolated and replaced in closed-loop liquid systems without
introducing air into the system by adding a three-way isolation valve between
the closed liquid loop and each pressure transducer. The three-way isolation
valve permits the failed transducer to be isolated from the closed liquid loop
and replaced by a new transducer that is evacuated through the evacuation port
of the three-way valve by use of a portable GSE vacuum pump. A pressure
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TABLE 3-6
AIR INCLUSION VS EVACUATION PRESSURE IN FREON-21
COOLANT LOOP
Freon-21
Coolant Loop Evacuation Port
Prossure Pressure, Condition of Fluid in Transducer
kPa psig mm Hg abs as Observed Through Glass Window
668.8 97 0.1 No bubbles
668.8 97 0.5 No bubble s
668.8 97 1.2 No bubbles
668.8 97 2.0 No bubbles
668.8 97 3.0 No bubbles
668.8 97 5.0 No bubble s
668.8 97 10.0 No bubbles
482.6 70 20.0 One bubble about 0.4 mm (1/64- in.)
dia that would disappear in
approximately 2 sec
344.8 50 0.5 No bubbles
344.8 50 1.0
344.8 50 2.0 One bubble about 1. 6 mm (1 /16-in.)
3dia that would disappear in
344. 8 50 5.0 approximately 1. 5 min
344.8 50 10.0
344.8 50 20.0
206.8 30 20.0 One bubble about 3.2 mm (1/8-in.)
dia that would disappear in
approximately 2 min
482.6 70 760 (ambient) One bubble indicated during three
consecutive tests
413. 7 60 760 (ambient) One bubble indicated during five
consecutive tests
193. 1 28 760 (ambient) One bubble about 4. 8 mm (3/16-in.)
dia occurred during every test
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of less than 500 microns (0. 5 mm Hg abs) was obtained easily in less than 3
min from the laboratory portable vacuum pump, which was rated at 0. 14 m3/ 60s
(5 cfm). An evacuation pressure of 500 microns reliably produced no visible
air inclusion when the three-way valve was moved to the NORMAL position,
thus allowing fluid to backfill the replaced transducer from the pressurized
accumulator in the closed-loop system.
The breadboard development program for a three-way isolation valve
was done to simplify the removal and replacement of pressure transducers
used for monitoring the Shuttle water coolant and Freon-21 coolant loops. The
Shuttle equipment will be designed to be capable of meeting specified perfor-
mance for a minimum of 500 hr over a 10-yr period. This life includes opera-
tions such as test, checkout, prelaunch, and flight. The operating life of the
equipment will be 100 missions. These goals will be achieved by periodic
replacement and refurbishment of the hardware. It is recommended, there-
fore, that a three-way isolation valve be permanently installed between the
liquid loop and each pressure transducer. This will expedite and simplify
maintenance of the pressure transducers used to monitor and control the
Shuttle liquid systems.
74-10325
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TEMPERATURE
SECTION 4
TEMPERATURE
This section describes a development and verification test program for
improving and evaluating the stability of surface-type temperature sensors
mnade by Tylan Corporation, Torrance, California.
Background
Preliminary studies made on Shuttle instrumentation showed a saving in
weight and electrical power by utilizing separate sensors with a common
power supply and signal conditioner. The separate sensors can withstand
hostile environments in remote sections of the vehicle, while the electronics
contained in a common power supply and signal conditioner can be installed
in an environmentally conditioned compartment. In addition, redundancy and
built-in-test provisions can be incorporated more simply. The transducer
development plan, therefore, was patterned around the use of separate sen-
sors with common power supply and signal conditioners.
The temperature sensors selected for this development program were
off-the-shelf surface-type platinum resistance units that have been used on
many major aerospace vehicles. They were designed for attachment to the
outer surface of the tubing by means of aluminum foil tape for measurement
of temperature on liquid loops, and installation inside perforated tubes for
measurement of air temperature. The major requirement was to conduct
cyclic tests to verify the stability of the units, including a determination of
the error band caused by drift vs time, and the commonality of new sensor
outputs, whether recently built or in stock for more than 5 years. Built-in-
test (BITE) provisions were demonstrated by laminating a second 0. 254-mm-
(0. 010-in.-) thick sensor over the primary sensor to act as a heater when the
BITE circuit is energized by means of the power supply and signal conditioner.
The increased temperature is sensed by the primary sensor to verify that it
is functional.
Development Program
Introduction. -- The development program consisted of subjecting off-the-
shelf surface type temperature sensors to cyclic temperatures between 195 0 K
(-1090 F) and 4220 K (+300 0 F) for the purpose of determining the stability of the
sensors. The surface-type temperature sensors were selected from the
Tylan Corporation inventory on the basis of age (a span of approximately 2
months to over 5 years from the date of manufacture), to provide data relative
to the repeatability (stability) of the sensors from their original calibration as
a function of time. The development program produced test data and recom-
mendations and a definition of built-in-test (BITE) provisions.
Tylan Corporation shared in the cost of the program by making the test
articles available, conducting a BITE analysis, and conducting initial perfor-
mance record tests on the test articles. AiResearch provided the cyclic test
apparatus, conducted the cyclic temperature tests, performed periodic perfor-
mance record tests on the test articles, reduced the test data, and prepared
the monthly progress and final reports.
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Temperature Sensor Description. -- Tylan Corporation surface-type sen-
sors (Model FG-100 series) were selected for the development test program
because they are low-cost, lightweight (less than 12 gm/sensor), can be
replaced in liquid coolant loops without flushing and refilling with every sensor
failure, and do not pose the problems of pressure drop that can occur with an
immersion-type or well-type sensor that can impede fluid flow.
The hermetically sealed temperature sensors were designed to measure
the surface temperature of flat surfaces or circular ducts or tubing. The
precision temperature-sensitive element is made from reference grade
(99. 999-percent-pure hard-drawn) platinum wire that undergoes a change in
electrical resistance with respect to temperature. The sensor element is
insulated with a multiple-layer coating of Pyre-ML synthetic varnish. The
wire is noninductively wound on an epoxy-impregnated fiberglass card and ter-
minated by welding to copper leads. The element and leads are sandwiched
between two sheets of epoxy-impregnated fiberglass cloth and cured under heat
and pressure. During this cure, the impregnated epoxy resin goes through a
highly fluid phase, nearly like water, which results in intimate penetration
and encapsulation of the fine wires and the lead wires. The resulting matrix
is mechanically rugged and protective of the element while remaining thin for
excellent heat transfer and low thermal mass.
The surface-type sensors provide a response time of less than 50 msec
when immersed in agitated liquid. In actual use the response time will be
considerably slower because of the thermal lag caused by the tube wall.
Because the sensors are extremely thin (approximately 0. 254 mm (0. 010 in. )),
their low thermal mass adds very little to the time constant.
Maintainability. -- The simplest and lightest-weight installation method on
external surfaces is bonding or taping; however, a variety of simple clamping
methods can be used so that the sensor is held in place, protected from back-
side temperature effects or mechanical damage, and easily removable.
Certain sensors are preshaped to conform to the outside diameter of 6.35-mm
(1/4-in.), 9.53-mm (3/8-in.), 12. 7-mm (1/2-in.), and 15.88-mm (5/8-in.)
tubing. Preshaped surface sensors may be inserted in a perforated 6.35-mm-
(1/4-in.-) dia tube for monitoring air temperatures. The sensor is shaped so
that it will bear against the inside diameter of the tube for restraint while
being exposed to the flow of air. Each of the surface sensors is supplied with
1. 22-m (48-in. ) leads consisting of No. 30 AWG stranded tin-plated copper
wire with Teflon insulation. It is recommended the wires be terminated at a
subsystem electrical connector for interfacing with the common power supply
and signal conditioner. The use of insert pins on the subsystem electrical
connector will permit easy replacement of a failed surface sensor.
Wire sensors have superior long-term stability (within 0.050 C per year)
and often are used as temperature standards against which other temperature
sensors are calibrated.
Wire sensors can be furnished with tolerances from 1 to 0. 1 percent, or
better. Sensors thus can be interchanged, often without the need for calibra-
tion, and therefore represent an important aspect for maintenance on Shuttle.
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Test Article Configuration. -- Table 4-1 provides a chronological summary
of all the temperature sensors used in the development test program. The
low-test temperature was selected on the basis of using dry ice for the cold
195 0 K (-1090 F) bath; the high-test temperature of 422 0K (+3000 F) was selected
to be substantially below the limited life rating of 478 0 K (4000 F) for the epoxy
used in the fiberglass laminate. More importantly, these temperature extremes
encompass all of the temperature measurement applications in the Shuttle ECS.
The test articles used initially conformed to the flat-shaped sensor shown
in Figure 4-1. Later test articles were molded with a curvature to conform
to the inside wall of a 9.53-mm- (3/8-in.-) dia tube. An example of this con-
figuration is shown in Figure 4-1. The curved and the flat-shaped sensors
are identical except for shape. The reason for changing the flat shape of
the test articles to curved was to permit the use of thin-walled metal test
tubes for containing the test article, so that the sensor would not be wetted by
the high-temperature (422 0 K) (+300'F) fluid. Sensor failures experienced with
the first two batches of 5 sensors were attributed to the solvent action of the
4221K (+300 0 F) Coolanol acting on the bond between the Teflon-insulated lead
wire and the fiberglass laminate. One of the test articles in Figure 4-2 is
shown with the Teflon lead wire broken away from the fiberglass.
During the selection and test of the first three batches of 5 test articles
each, great care was given to finding test articles that were over 5 years old
and still representative of current production configurations. Considerable
care also was given to conducting performance record tests at Tylan and
AiResearch so that the data would be useful for showing the repeatability of
these sensors over a 5-year (or longer) time period. Electrical continuity
tests were substituted for performance record tests in the latter part of the
development test program to maximize the cycle time. The early part of the
program verified that the sensors were stable over a 5-year program (see
Figure 4-3). The latter part of the program was more concerned with the
longevity of the various configurations tested. The electrical continuity check
was made each day at the cyclic test apparatus with minimal effect on cycle
time.
Thermal Shock. -- The three temperature sensors (Serial Nos. 014, 015,
and 023), on which cycle testing was begun March 28, 1974 (see Table 4-1),
were connected to an oscilloscope to determine their response to the 195 0 K
(-109 0 F) and 422 0 K (+3000 F), (227 0 K temperature excursion) (409 0 F) fluid baths.
The response time to achieve a 63-percent change (143 0 K) (258 0 F) for Serial
No. 014 is approximately 2 sec for increasing temperature and approximately
3 sec for decreasing temperature (see Figure 4-4). During this test the
curved fiberglass sensor was in contact with the inside wall of a 9. 53-mm-
(3/8-in.-) dia stainless steel tube with a wall thickness of 0.254 mm (0.010 in.).
A heat-sink compound (Dow Corning 340 silicon) was used between the sensor
and the tube to promote a fast thermal response between the temperature of
the fluid bath and the temperature sensor. The response times of Serial Nos.
015 and 023 also were measured and found to be 2 sec and 1 sec, respectively,
to reach 63 percent of the 227 0 K temperature excursion (4090 F) (see Figures
4-5 and 4-6).
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TABLE 4-1
SUMMARY OF CYCLIC TEMPERATURE TEST LOG
Test Article Cycle Testing at AiResearch! 7Couter
Date Age at Dates Total Reading
Serial Manu- Test Cycles No. of
Date Task Configuration No. factured Date Start Stop Applied Reason for Stopping Test Cycles
i-iapprats, oleoid pnumaicaly eril Tst rtile ycl TStpa Aplesdr perfonc ror tengCyle
8-73 Fabricate cyclic test Electric timer, 3 -way 0
apparatus, solenoids pneumatically
2 actuated arm over hot and
>cold baths (see Figure 4-1).
0
o 8-73 Performance record tests at Fiberglass epoxy platinum 036 12-67 5-3/4 yr 10-11-73 11-12-73 11,600 Cyclic test was stopped after
z the Tylan Corporation (see resistance surface tempera- 11, 600 cycles for repeat of
o0 Tylan test report, Appendix ture sensors; flat shape for performance record test.
E). bonding to flat or semiflat 196 4-69 4-1/2 yr 10-11-73 11-12-73 11,600 Two of five sensors were
surfaces, found to be failed open. A
microscopic examination of
9-73 Fabricate an immersion fix- Five-sided fixture with a 172 3-70 3-1/2 yr 10-11-73 11-12-73 11,600 the failed units revealed that 11,600
ture for mounting five temper- temperature sensor bonded the bond between the fiber-
ature sensors, to each side. glass and the etched Teflon
087 6-72 1-1/2 yr 10-11-73 11-12-73 11,600 jacket that covers the copper
10-73 Performance record tests at lead wires was failed. Failure
the AiResearch Mfg. Co. of of this bond transfers the inter-
California (see Figure 1, 209 5-73 1/Z yr 10-11-73 11-12-73 11,600 face loads to the 1-mil plati-
73-9404(5), p. 2-Z). Repeat num wire. The small diameter
Tylan test for correlation of platinum wire is unable to with-
test setups. stand the cyclic loads occurring
during alternate immersion in
11-73 AiResearch cyclic testing. the hot and cold Coolanol baths.
Immerse the sensors in Examination of the other three
195*K (-109*F) Coolanol temperature sensors indicated
(product of Monsanto, partial loss of the bond between
St. Louis, Missouri) for the Teflon and fiberglass. This
approximately 60 sec fol- was evidenced by the inclusion
lowed by approximately of Coolanol fluid in a portion of
60 sec of immersion in the bonded area. The cause of
422*K (+300*F) Coolanol failure was concluded to be the
fluid. result of softening (solvent
action) of the bond between the
fiberglass and the etched Teflon
by the high temperature 4220 K
(+300*F) Coolanol fluid. Pre-
liminary cycle testing to 422*K
(+300*F) in an oven with air as
the ambient media has not indi-
cated a weakening of the bond.
Ten of these cycles between
219*K (-65'F) and 422.K
(+300 0 F) were conducted
- between the initial performance
( record tests.
(0
ir W
TABLE 4-1 (Continued)
Test Article Cycle Testing at AiResearc
Tes Aricl _Counter
Date Age at Dates Total Reading
Dsi aSerial Manu- Test Cycles -ao. of
Date Task Configuration No. factured Date Start Stop Applied Reason for Stopping Test Cycles
11-73 Redesign and fabricate new
holding fixture at Tylan.
z
11-73 Install new test articles.
11-28-73 Tylan performance record Flat shaped as described 110 9-67 6 yr 11-30-73 12-18-73 5. 975 Test was stopped to conduct a
o tests. Test each of the above. These sensors were performance record test. Dur-
o test articles for ice point bonded and taped to the out- ing the performance record test
S (273°K, 32*F) resistance side diameter of a segment 199 4-69 4-1/2 11-30-73 12-18-73 5.975 of December 18, 1973, SN 135
Sbefore mounting. Mount the (approximately 76.2 rnm was found to be failed open.
units to the tabular test fix- (3 in.) long) of aluminum Further examination of the fix-
S-< ture and sequentially measure tubing. The aluminum tube 135 5-69 4-1/2 yr 11-30-73 12-18-73 5. 975 ture indicated that the adhesive 17,575
the resistance of each article measures 76.2 mm (3.00 in.) on the aluminum foil tape was
at 273*K (32*F), 195oK OD by 1.52 mm (0.060 in.) dissolved which resulted in a
(-109°F), 273°K (32-F), wall and serves as a holder 187 3-70 3-1/2 yr 11-30-73 12-18-73 5.975 loss of bond. As a consequence
373°K (212°F), 422 0 K for the temperature sensors the temperature sensors were
(300*F), and 273°K (32*F). during the cyclic immersion wetted by the Coolanol fluid,
Place the test articles in the of the sensors in the 195*K 088 6-72 1-1/2 yr 11-30-73 12-18-73 5.975 resulting in failure of the bond
AiResearch cyclic test setup (-109*F) and 422*K (300*F) between the fiberglass and the
without a repeat of the perfor- Coolanol fluid. The sensors etched Teflon jacket that covers
mance record tests to maxi- are completely covered over the copper lead wires. The
mize the number of cycles in with aluminum foil tape failure of this temperature
the time available (see Figure including a portion of the sensor (SN 135) was identical
1, 73-9404(7), p. 2-2). Teflon-insulated lead wires. to the failure previously experi-
The previous test articles enced. The aluminum foil tape
were only partially covered did not afford the required pro-
with tape in their holding fix- tection from the solvent action
ture and consequently were of the 4220 K (300*F) Coolanol
wetted by the Coolanol fluid, fluid.
I LNJ
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TABLE 4-1 (Continued)
Test Article Cycle Testing at AiResearch Counter
Date Age at Dates Total Reading
Serial Manu- Test Cycles No. of
Date Task Configuration No. factured Date Start Stop Applied Reason for Stopping Test Cycles
2 1-74 Obtain a new group of temper- A new batch of five surface- 014 1967 6 yr 1-15-74 2-15-74 13,464 The test was stopped after
ature type temperature sensors were 13,464 cycles for the purpose
z made available to AiResearch of conducting a performance
1-74 Modify holding fixture, for continuation of the stability 015 1967 6 yr 1-21-74 2-15-74 13,464 record test. No performance
0 test program. The sensors data was recorded during the
o 1-18-74 Mount sensors in the fixture were supplied by the Tylan cyclic testing. Two of the five
Z and conduct a performance Corporation, Torrance, Cali- 017 1967 6 yr 1-21-74 2-15-74 13,464 temperature sensors indicated 31,039
SG) record test. fornia. These sensors were an open circuit. An investiga-
22 equivalent to the previous test tion of the failure revealed
S1-21-74 Alternately cycle the sensors articles except that they were 023 1967 6 yr 1-21-74 2-15-74 13,464 that the Teflon lead wire lost its
i Zfrom 195*K (-109*F) to 422*K molded in a curved condition bond between the Teflon and the
- (300*F) on a 24 hr/day basis, to conform to the inner wall of fiberglass that surrounds the
(The automatic cycle testing a 8.5-mm-(3/8-in,) dia tube. 016 1973 <1 yr 1-21-74 2-15-74 13,464 platinum temperature sensor in
apparatus is not operated on The cyclic test fixture was the form of a laminate, trans-
weekends and holidays.) modified to contain five thin- ferring all the load to a welded
walled 0.25-mm-(0.010-in.-) junction between the 0.025-mm-
thick stainless steel tubes with (0.001-in.-) diameter platinum
one end of each tube welded wire and the copper lead wire.
closed. A temperature sensor The cyclic thermal expansion
was installed in each of the and contraction soon causes
five tubes near to the closed failure of the platinum wire at
end. The fixture held the tubes the welded junction.
vertically such that during
cycling the closed ends of the An examination of the failure
tubes were immersed in the shows that the bond between
195*K (-109F) to 422°K the Teflon insulation surround-
(300 0 F) Coolanol. The tubes ing the lead wires and the
were long enough to preclude fiberglass weakened causing
Coolanol fluid from being breakage of the platinum wire.
splashed into the open end. This failure was shown to be
The fixture allowed the temper- the same as the previous two
ature sensors to be cycled from failures that were attributed
195 0 K (-109*F) to 422*K (300 0 F) to the solvent action of the
without becoming wetted by the 422
0 K (300 0 F) Coolanol. The
Coolanol fluid. The freezing latest failure occurred on
and drying of the moisture in sensors that were protected
the air adjacent to the sensor from intimate contact with the
is typical of the ambient condi- Coolanol. The failed sensors
tions the sensors are designed were viewed under magnifica-
to meet. tion, and it was determined
that the Teflon-jacketed wire
was not properly etched to
effect a suitable bond during
the heat cure of the fiberglass
lamination. Discussions with
A Tylan Corp. personnel indi-
0IQ cated that the entire roll of
( : Teflon insulated wire is pur-
0 chased in the etched condition;
N however, no specific inspec-
\ UI tion is conducted by the Tylan
Corp. for whether or not the
Teflon is adequately etched.
TABLE 4-1 (Continued)
.IJ Test Article Cycle Testing at AiResearch
______ _____ _______ ______Counter
-Date Age at Dates Total Reading
Serial Manu- Test Cycles No. of
Date Task Configuration No. factured Date Start Stop Applied Reason for Stopping Test Cycles
2-74 Fabricate three new sensors. The test fixture was also modi- 001 Z-74 <I mo 2-3-74 4-1-74 5,778 SN 002 developed an inter-
z (Three lengths of the Teflon fied by flattening one end of two mittent condition. It had
insulated wire were etched by metal test tubes to accept the received 5778 temperature
the AiResearch Materials and flat shape of these sensors. 002 2-74 <1 mo 3-3-74 4-1-74 5, 778 cycles. The metal test tube 36,817
Process Engineering Labora- The flattened end of the test was cut open to remove the| tory and were furnished to the tube was welded closed after sensor. An examination of
o0 Tylan Corp. for fabrication insertion of the temperature the sensor under a microscope
o' and assembly of three complete sensor to ensure a good seal did not identify the exact cause
_ temperature sensors. Each of from the hot and cold Coolanol of failure. The other sensor
the three sensors had varying thermal fluid. The two flat- SN 001 was returned to the
> < lengths of etched Teflon sand- shaped temperature sensors cyclic test apparatus for a
wiched between the fiberglass incorporated a lead-wire con- continuation of the tempera-
laminate. The length varies structed from a cross-linked ture cycling.
from approximately 2. 8 mnm . polyalkene insulated, tin-
(1/8-in.) to 8.5 mm (3/8-in.). coated copper wire conforming
Two temperature sensors using to military specification MIL-
MIL-W-81044/12 wire were W-81044/12. It was decided
made available by the Tylan to cycle these two sensors to
Corp. for cyclic testing. These compare the adhesive property
surface sensors contain a of the polyalkene insulation to
cross-linked polyalkene- the etched Teflon insulation.
insulated, tin-coated copper All Tylan temperature sensors
wire), previously cycled during this
development program incorpo-
3-1-74 Conduct performance test on rate Teflon-insulated silver-
the two temperature sensors plated copper wire conforming
that incorporate the cross- to military specification MIL-
linked polyalkene insulated W-16878 Type E.
wire. Check electrical con-
tinuity weekly to determine
if breakdown of the sensors
occurred.
I-I
0
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STABLE 4-1 (Continued)
Test Article Cycle Testing at AiResearch Counter
Date Age at Dates Total Reading
DSerial Manu- Test Cycles No. of
Date Task Configuration No. factured Date Start Stop Applied Reason for Stopping Test Cycles
0
3-74 Fabricate three new sensors. The sensors incorporated 014 3-74 <1 mo 3-28-74 4-12-74 6,674 The sensors were checked for
(Three new surface-type tem- Teflon-insulated lead wire that electrical continuity once each
perature sensors were fabri- was etched by the AiResearch week to determine if and when
cated by the Tylan Corp. for Materials and Process Engi- 015 3-74 <1 mo 3-28-74 4-12-74 6,674 failure occurs. One of the 43,485
C AiResearch.) neering Laboratory. Each of three sensors (SN 015) was
T the three sensors had varying reported to be failed open on
0 3-74 Conduct performance record lengths of the etched Teflon pril 12, 1974 after 6674
0 test at AiResearch on these sandwiched between the fiber- temperature cycles. The
three sensors at Z73*K glass laminate. The lengths other two sensors continued
(32-F), 195K (-109'F), varied from 2.8 mm (1/8-in.) cyclic testing.
373°K (212'F), and 422*K to 8.5 mm (3/8-in.). The
(300oF) prior to cyclic testing. sensors were moldedwith a Because of the failure during
curvature to conform to the this development program,
inner walls of the 8.5- rmm- Tylan Corporation reviewed
(3/8-in.-) dia metal test tubes the materials of construction
contained in the cyclic test and processing of the fiber-
apparatus. glass surface sensors; all
sensor failures were associ-
ated with a softening of the
fiberglass. This transfers
the load to the weld junction
of the copper lead wire and
the 0.025-mm- (0.001-in.)
dia platinumn sensing element.
Thermal contraction and
expansion during the cyclic
temperature tests causes
fracture at this junction.
Tylan Corporation personnel
obtained updated processing
instructions for the fiberglass
resin from their supplier. A
new batch of sensors were
fabricated in accordance with
these procedures, and an extra
layer of glass fiber was placed
on either side of the weld junc-
tion for additional strength and
insulation. Three of these
sensors were furnished to
AiResearch for the cyclic test
program. These three sensors
were molded in a curved shapep A to conform to the 8. 5-mm-g I (3/8-in.) ID of the metal test
C tubes attached to the cyclic
) temperature test apparatus.
I N
00 1
TABLE 4-1 (Continued)
Test Article Cycle Testing at AiResearch
Counter
Date Age at Dates Total Reading
Serial Manu- Test Cycles No. of
Date Task Configuration No. factured Date Start Stop Applied Reason for Stopping Test Cycles
I
4-74 Fabricate three new sensors Molded with a curvature to
with updated fiberglass pro- conform to the inner walls of
cessing instructions, the 8. 5-mm- (3/8-in.-) dia
metal test tubes contained in
0 the cyclic test apparatus.
,z
> 5-3-74 Cycle test three new sensors. These sensors shared space in 1 4-74 <1 mo 5-3-74 5-20-74 5,571
o the metal test tubes with Serial
SNos. 014 and 023, which were 2 4-74 <1 mo 5-3-74 5-20-74 5,571 SN 002 was found to be failed 51,653
z installed on 3-27-74. open on May 20, 1974.
3 4-74 <1 mo 5-3-74 5-20-74 5, 571
5-20-74 Conclude test. 001 2-74 <1 mo 3-3-74 5-20-74 24, 713 These sensors were in the test
fixture at the time the test
1 4-74 <1 mo 5-3-74 5-20-74 5,971 program was concluded. 57,624
3 4-74 <1 rno 5-3-74 5-20-74 5,971
014 3-74 <1 mo 5-28-74 5-20-74 17,802
(D
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Figure 4-1. Temperature Sensor Cyclic Test Apparatus
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Figure 4-2. Tylan Corporation Surface-Type Platinum
Resistance Sensors, Series FG100P
7(6-in. ruler shown for comparison)
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Figure 4-3. Loss of Bond Between Insulated Leadwire and
Fiberglass Laminate Shown on Sensor on Right-
Hand Side Only
(6-in, ruler shown for comparison)
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CODE
C)
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22
0 , Symbol Se ,al na. Date -nufacturec
0 003 Dec 19 7
A 1 72 Mar 157D
O 082 June 1972
< O 209 May 1973
.0 -
- .0 -
Test
. . .... . I1I I1 I1 1 It II I I I
(oF) - 32 32 -109 32 212 300 32 32 -109 32 212 300 32 32 212 300 32 32 32
Resist ance Tylan Corp. test data Tylan Corp test data
check at before 10 t p cycles after 10 temp cycles Oct 4, 1973
date of Aug 28, 1973 Aug 30, 1973 AiResearch test data before cyclic testingmanfacture
S-W576.
tK = 5/9 (t F + 459,67) 
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Figure 4-4. Temperature Sensor Stability vs Time
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Figure 4-5. Resp.pnse Time of Temperature Sensor SN 014
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Figure 4-6. Response Time of Temperature Sensor SN 015
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Figure 4-6. Response Time of Temperature Sensor SN 02315
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Figure 4-7. Response Time of Temperature Sensor SN 023
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Built-In Test (BITE) Development.--A development program for defining
and demonstrating built-in-test provisions in platinum resistance temperature
sensors was subcontracted to Tylan Corporation of Torrance, California.
The objective of incorporating BITE provisions in the temperature sensors
was to provide a simple means of verifying the status of the temperature
sensors installed in the Shuttle ECS during ground checkout. Many of these
sensors are installed in insulated liquid loops and in relatively inaccessible
areas; therefore, it would be extremely difficult and time-consuming to per-
form checkout of the sensor at the sensor interface.
The BITE development has been conducted on surface-type platinum
resistance sensors; however, the results also are applicable to immersion-
type and well-type platinum sensors.
Platinum has a fairly high temperature coefficient of resistance. In
these sensors, a length of wire having the desired resistance is wound into a
convenient physical form and is electrically connected as one arm of a Wheat-
stone bridge. The bridge completion circuitry, signal conditioning, and power
supply are located in the centralized power supply and signal conditioner for
data-type signals aboard the Shuttle. In the event the temperature signal is
used for control, then the bridge completion circuitry, signal conditioning,
and power supply are contained in the electronic control box for that particular
system. Therefore, the end-item temperature sensor considered for the BITE
development consists of a wire-wound platinum sensor representing one leg
of the Wheatstone bridge. Wire sensors of this type are available with toler-
ances of 1 to 0. 1 percent, or better, and thus can be interchanged without
the need of recalibration.
The approaches considered for incorporation of BITE provisions in wire-
wound resistance sensors are described below.
Special Temperature Sensor with Built-In Heater (Method A). -- During
this development, an electrical heater was incorporated by laminating a
second 0. 254-mm- (0. 010-in.-) thick surface sensor over the primary tem-
perature sensor to act as a heater (RH) when the BITE circuit is energized.
The increased temperature was sensed by the primary sensor (RT) to verify
that it is functional. The bridge completion circuitry and associated signal
conditioning also are verified using this approach. The final configuration
for this method may include the primary temperature sensor and heater
element made integral in a single temperature sensor. This method is
illustrated schematically in Figure 4-8.
Following are the design features of the special temperature sensor
with built-in heater.
(a) Bridge design is independent of BITE.
(b) Reaction to BITE actuation depends upon dissipation coefficient
of sensor mounting (results in possibility of overheating sensor).
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BITE METHOD A
B+ 15±1
IT
AL'TERNATE BITE
SWITCH
RH
s-83757
Figure 4-8. Special Temperature Sensor with Built-In Heater
(c) Special 2-element sensor required.
(d) Two power supply levels required. (Second supply might be taken
from some bridge supply at much higher current if preferred.)
(e). Normal operation of bridge is not affected by any fail-open
malfunctions of BITE circuit. (Other types of failures are far
less likely. )
This method was demonstrated in the laboratory by cementing the lamin-
ated assembly of two surface sensors to a 2.4-kg copper block. The copper
block represented an infinite heat sink for the extremely small, lightweight
surface sensors. Each sensor weighed less than 12 grams. The large heat
sink was used to simulate a liquid coolant loop typical of the Shuttle ECS and
to determine whether or not the surface sensor would indicate an increase
in temperature in the presence of the large heat sink and the small heater
element. The temperature sensor (RT) was sandwiched between the heater
(RH) and the copper block.
The data contained in Table 4-2 were recorded during the test.
The test data show that Temperature Sensor No. 1 increased in the
presence of both the adjacent sensor that was used as an electrical heater
and the large heat sink.
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TABLE 4-2
TEST DATA OF TEMPERATURE SENSOR WITH
BITE HEATER LAMINATED TO THE SENSOR
FG-102P FG-102P
Temperature Sensor No. 1 Temperature Sensor No. 2
(Used as an Electrical Heater)
Ice Point Resistance Ice Point Resistance
lRo = 150.1 R o = 150.4
Power Supply = Spar Model 500
RI TI E2 I2 R2 2
Fluke 2117, From Platinum Weston 2304, Weston 2103, (Calculated), From Platinum
ohm Table, oF v amp ohm Table, OF
1o3.5 73 0 0.0 163.8 73
177.0 115 28 0.125 224.0 260
174.2 109 24 0. 114 210.2 217
171.3 97 20 0.0985 203.0 194
168. 5 88 15 0. 0808 185.6 140
166.0 81 10 0.0580 172.4 99
164.4 76 5 0.0302 165. 5 78
163.8 73 0 0.0 164.1 73
5tK  - (tF + 459.67)
Special Sensor with Built-In Heater and Sensor Temperature Limiting
(Method B). -- Another approach to incorporating BITE in the temperature
sensor also involved the use of an integral resistance heater laminated adjacent
to the platinum resistance temperature sensor as described in the first BITE
method above, except that the sensor is protected from accidental overheating.
The power to the integral resistance heater is regulated in the temperature
sensor power supply. Figure 4-9 schematically illustrates this approach.
BITE METHOD B
B+
BITE
R SWITCH
RT
S-83758
Figure 4-9. Special Sensor with Built-In Heater and
Sensor Temperature Limiting
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Following are the design features of the special sensor with built-in
heater and sensor temperature limiting.
(a) Bridge design is somewhat interdependent with BITE.
(b) Reaction to BITE actuation is less dependent upon sensor-mounting
dissipation coefficient than the first method, and sensor is protected
from accidental overheating from BITE heater.
(c) Special 2-element sensor required.
(d) BITE heater power requirement must be provided by both bridge
power supply and amplifier capacities.
(e) Normal operation of bridge is not affected by any fail-open
malfunctions of BITE circuit.
Self-Heated Sensor (Method C). -- In the approach shown in Figure 4-10,
the platinum resistance temperature sensor is used alternately as a heater
during system checkout via the BITE system. In the BITE mode, electrical
power is applied to the sensor causing it to heat up as an electrical heater.
The resistance simultaneously increases and is monitored by the output
circuitry of the temperature sensor.
BITE METHOD C
B+
-I
SBITE
SWITCH
S-83755
Figure 4-10. Self-Heated Sensor
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Following are the design features of the self-heated sensor.
(a) Bridge design must be specifically optimized to permit BITE to
function.
(b) BITE switch requires two poles, one to increase bridge excitation,
the other to give compensating reduction in amplifier gain.
(c) There is some difficulty in getting adequate self-heating for
BITE indication, but no danger of overheating the sensor.
(d) Sensor can be a standard single element.
(e) Power supply must be sized to accommodate higher current in
BITE mode.
(f) The number of extra parts and connections indicates that reliability
in normal operation may be lower.
Calibrated Bridge Offset (Method D). -- In the approach shown in Figure
4-11, a resistor is installed in parallel to the platinum resistance tempera-
ture sensor. The BITE switch completes the circuit to the resistor when
actuated so that the output indicates a known offset during checkout. The BITE
switch also enables a check of the zero point of the amplifier in the second
position.
BITE METHOD D
B+
RT
BITE
SWITCH s-83756
Figure 4-11. Calibrated Bridge Offset
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Following are the design features of the calibrated bridge offset.
(a) Bridge design is independent of BITE.
(b) Reaction to BITE actuation is quantitatively repeatable and
independent of sensor mounting.
(c) Amplifier zero can be checked by same BITE switch with
minimum added complexity.
(d) Sensor can be standard single element.
(e) Power supply design is not affected by BITE.
Summary of Built-In-Test BITE Methods. -- The design features of each
of the various methods for incorporating built-in-test provisions in resis-
tance wire temperature sensors were evaluated and ranked against each other.
Table 4-3 shows the results of the analysis.
TABLE 4-3
COMPARISON OF BITE METHODS
Operational Features Method
A B C D
Checks sensor calibration 0 0 0 0
Checks sensor continuity 2 2 2 2
Checks that sensor changes resistance as 2 2 2 0
temperature changes
Checks amplifier zero 0 0 0 2
Checks amplifier gain quantitatively 0 0 0 2
Does not adversely affect sensor cost or reliability 0 0 2 2
Does not restrict bridge design parameters 2 2 0 2
Function of BITE is independent of sensor-mounting 0 0 0 2
dissipation constant
Does not risk overheating sensor during BITE 0 2 2 2
operation
Does not require extra power supply complexity or 0 0 0 2
increased current rating
Does not add significant complexity or failure rate 2 1 0 1
to normal operating function
Totals 8 8 8 17
Scoring: 2 = good
1 = fair
0 = poor
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Results and Conclusions
A total of 23 surface-type platinum resistance temperature sensors were
temperature-cycled between 195 0 K (-1090 F) and 4220 K (+300 0 F) for a total of
57,624 cycles. The sensors responded to the temperature change in less than
2 sec for a 63-percent change and were held at each temperature alternately
for approximately 60 sec. One cycle included 60 sec of cold bath followed by
60 sec of hot bath. Eight of the sensors failed open as a result of breakage
of the 0. 0254-mm- (0. 001-in.-) dia wire platinum resistance element. The
cause of failure, however, was due to the loss of bond between the insulation
covering the dual lead wire and the fiberglass laminate, which is molded over
a portion of the insulated lead wire. The fewest number of cycles to failure
was 5, 571 and the greatest number of cycles logged was 24, 713. The sensor
with 24, 713 cycles, and three other sensors with 17, 802, 5, 971, and 5,971.
cycles, respectively, were still functional and were in the cyclic test apparatus
at the time the test program was concluded.
The following conclusions are relevant to the use of the Tylan Corp-
oration platinum resistance surface sensors:
* Cycle life may be increased substantially if the low- and high-
temperature extremes are lowered to a range of 2190 K (-65 0 F) to
347 0 K (+165 0F). This temperature range encompasses most of the
ECS control and monitoring temperature applications.
* Since all of the failures experienced with the temperature sensors are
open failures, it is suggested that built-in-test provisions be included
in the centralized signal conditioner and power supply, which (in the
case of temperature sensors) includes the bridge completion circuitry.
This method is illustrated by the fourth BITE method, Figure 4-11,
which offers the advantage of simplicity and the capability of checking
the zero calibration of the signal conditioner.
* The lightweight (less than 12 gr including 1. 22 m (48 in.) of lead
wire), low-cost features of the temperature sensors tested permit
several (three for example) to be installed initially, especially in
areas with little accessibility so that during maintenance, the second,
and later, the third sensor can be connected in place of the failed
unit(s) at the subsystem interface connector.
* Surface-type temperature sensors may be replaced readily without
the necessity of breaking into the hard-fill of spacecraft liquid loops
that have been evacuated and back-filled with deaerated thermal
transport fluid.
* The test data show that sensors conforming to a particular part num-
ber may be replaced with new sensors of the same part number with-
out the necessity of recalibrating the centralized signal conditioner.
* The test data show that the sensors are stable and repeatable even
after being in storage for over five years.
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* The test data show that the performance of the sensors does not
degrade as a function of temperature cycles applied up to the time
of failure, which is characterized by an open circuit. Thus,
temperature-sensor failures are easy to diagnose by means of a
computerized fault-detection system or by conventional maintenance
schemes.
Recommendations
The FG-100 series surface-type platinum resistance temperature sensors
mnade by Tylan Corporation provide an accurate, low-cost, lightweight device
for monitoring temperature. The results of this development program show
that the minimum cycle life is between 5, 700 and 13, 500 temperature cycles,
with a temperature cycle consisting of immersion of the sensor in 195 0 K
(-1090 F) thermal fluid for 60 sec, followed by immediate immersion of the sen-
sor in 4220 K (+3001F) thermal fluid for 60 sec. It is recommended that the
sensor be used in applications where the temperature extremes are less than
those used in this test program; preferably 219 0K (-65 0 F) to 347 0 K (+165 0 F).
Since all failures experienced during this test program were initiated by
the softening of the bond between the insulation on the lead wires and the fiber-
glass laminate, AiResearch recommends that Tylan continue the development
program to provide improvements to the bonded joint by incorporating mechani-
cal interlocking in addition to the adhesive bond. AiResearch also recommends
continuation of the investigation of the selection, the compounding/processing,
and the cure of the epoxy used in the fiberglass laminate to provide an ultimate
bond that does not soften and lose strength at ambient temperatures up to 422°K
(300-F).
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SECTION 5
NUCLEONICS CONTENTS GAGING SYSTEM
SECTION 5
NUCLEONICS CONTENTS GAGING SYSTEM
This section describes a development and test program in which a
nucleonics gaging system, produced by General Nucleonics, a division of
TYCO Laboratories, Pomnona, California, was interfaced with an Apollo
bladder-type (zero-g) water storage tank.
Background
A thorough review of the chronic problems associated with the quantity-
mneasuring devices on the Apollo Environmental Control System (ECS) program
was conducted during the transducer evaluation phase of this program. The
objective was to identify problems and develop remedies to ensure that the
quantity-measuring devices would be highly reliable for use on the Space
Shuttle ECS. The Apollo Command Service Module (CSM) water tank gaging
system suffered a total of 25 failures during the period December 1965 through
January 1971. A review of the failure reports indicated that the contents gaging
system was generally troublesome, sensitive to orientation of the tank, and
unreliable for measurement of water quantity. Existing devices were con-
sidered unworthy of modification, because the concepts used were considered
inappropriate for Shuttle use. A summary of the failures of the Apollo CSM
water tank gaging system, effectively substantiating this decision, is presented
in Appendix E. As a result of investigation of alternate devices, it was con-
cluded that a nucleonics gaging system that could be interfaced with an exist-
ing CSM water tank and evaluated for future use in the Space Shuttle program
should be developed.
Review of Candidate Devices
Various approaches to quantity measuring were reviewed in an effort to
find an alternate, reliable system. Some of these devices were:
CSM Water-Glycol Pump--The accumulator in the CSM water-glycol
pump consisted of a normally collapsed bellows that was designed
with a known spring rate. With the water-glycol system filled to
capacity (bellows elongated), the spring rate of the bellows caused
an increase in pressure that was monitored by a pressure transducer.
As the quantity in the accumulator decreased due to system leakage
or temperature changes, the bellows approached a collapsed position
and also applied less force on the liquid. The reduced pressure was
monitored by the pressure transducer and thus the output signal of
the pressure transducer was related to accumulator quantity. The
Shuttle Freon pump requirements showed that a much larger bellows
accumulator is required than was used in the CSM water-glycol
pumps. The larger size makes it impractical to design the bellows
as a spring or to apply force with an external spring because of the
large forces that are required. A more efficient method is to apply
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pressure pneumatically to the enclosure surrounding the external
shape of the bellows. In this application the pneumatic pressure is
held reasonably constant; therefore contents gaging with a pressure
transducer is not possible. Other means must be used, e. g.,
attachment of the end of the bellows to a rotary potentiometer with
a cable or the application of several reed switches that are actua-
ted by a magnet attached to the upper edge of the bellows. As the
magnet travels close to the respective reed switches, the appro-
priate switch closes to cause the indicator to give a readout of FULL,
3/4, 1/2, 1/4, or EMPTY.
Linear Variable Differential Transformer--Linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) transducers are sometimes used for measuring
quantity. Figure 5-1 shows the diaphragm or bellows attached to a
magnetic core that is moved inside a differential transformer as the
quantity varies. The length of the LVDT housing must be at least as
great as the stroke of the bellows or diaphragm, and thus may pre-
sent a problem for some aerospace applications. The LVDT, how-
ever, does offer the advantages of continuous resolution, high output
signal, and low hysteresis.
PRIMARY DIAPHRAGM OUTPUTPRIMARY INPUT SCALE
AC OUTPUT BUFFER AMPACIPU\- DEMOD 0 TO 5V
AC INPUT E&FILTER 1 
=
REF. POWER 28VDC
OSCILLATOR SUPPLY
CORE
Figure 5-1. LVDT Transducer
Measurement of Fixed Charge of Ullage Gas--Another means of meas-
uring the contents is to measure the pressure and temperature of the
fixed charge of ullage gas contained on one side of the bladder or
bellows. Both the lunar module (LM) and the portable life support
system (PLSS) used a water quantity measuring device (WQMD) that
relied on a pressure signal of the ullage compartment. This method
is not recommended because of the large pressure excursions between
empty and full. Other problems associated with this method include
the difficulty of maintaining a suitable hermetic seal of the ullage gas
and the complexity of integrating a temperature and pressure signal
(both of which are subject to respective inherent inaccuracies)
to establish fluid contents.
Capacitance Probes--Capacitance probes are not applicable to bladder-
type tanks or bellows accumulators and therefore were not evaluated
during this development program.
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Nucleonics Gaging System--This system measures mass directly,
and therefore is unaffected by error due to changes in temperature or
pressure that occur with conventional systems, which are based on
level or volume measurements. Since the system measures total
mass in the tank, it is unaffected by the position of fluid in the tank,
and therefore provides a true, continuous, highly accurate reading
at all times. This device was considered the most appropriate of all
systems evaluated, and was selected for development.
Safety Assurance
The first consideration in the nucleonics gaging system was that of
personnel safety. A radiation source must provide the right gamma energy
and sufficient source strength to accomplish the purpose for which it is
being used; however, it is essential that it does not cause any significant
radiation dosage to crew members, ground maintenance personnel, or any-
one who might be required to handle it in transit or in storage.
The threat of leakage and resulting radioactive contamination has pre-
vented use of many excellent gaging devices. Since the nucleonics device
provided by General Nucleonics for this program utilizes Krypton, its safety
features are enhanced, because Krypton is inert and is not retained by the
human body even if it is inhaled. It is permissible to ship the Krypton-85
source can in a standard cardboard carton to all parts of the world via all
types of common carriers. An emission strength of 2 milliroengten/hr at
one foot from the source is generated by 400 millicuries of Krypton-85 in
1/4-in.-OD aluminum alloy tubes. By comparison, a luminous-dial wrist-
watch emits more than 2 milliroentgen/hr at the face; a faulty color tele-
vision set as much as 900 milliroentgen/hr; dental X-ray as high as 15, 000
milliroentgen/hr; and fluoroscopic examinations up to 50, 000 milliroentgen/hr.
The average background radiation on the ground from cosmic rays is 0. 5
to 1. 5 milliroentgen/day.
Background Radiation
In space, background radiation is an error source caused by cosmic radi-
ation, solar particles, and Van Allen particles detected by the gaging system.
The gaging system may be provided with a separate background detector that
monitors background radiation and electronically compensates the gage read-
ing for changes in background. Considerable data have been gathered on
space radiation rates over the last ten years from instrumented satellites and
the Gemini and Apollo missions. Dose rate data extrapolated from space mis-
sions indicate a very low background count rate; increases will occur during
solar events or passage through the Van Allen belts; however, solar events
have very low probability and most spacecraft missions spend only a small
portion of time in the Van Allen belts. The gaging system can be precalibra-
ted for a nominal background rate so that only increases or decreases will
constitute errors. Gaging system errors can reasonably be estimated at less
than 1 percent.
A more detailed discussion of radiation is presented in Appendix F.
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Description of Device Selected
The nucleonics gaging system selected is highly developed for monitoring
oil quantity on military aircraft, and is qualified to MIL-O-38338A.
The system is simple; the source tube and the detector are the only two
functional units on the tank; they are very light, have no moving parts, and
transmit quantity information to the master indicator or onboard computer
through one coaxial cable. The only moving part in the entire system is the
dial pointer. The source tube fits snugly around the tank and is held in
place by a simple bridle assembly. The detector is held in position by
brackets that fit under the tank. The system is entirely external to the tank,
thus greatly simplifying maintenance and tank design.
Operation of the system is based on the properties of radiation emission
from radioactive materials, and the ability of matter to absorb, decelerate,
or pass these emissions to varying degrees. The radioactive gas (Krypton-85)
sealed in the source tube emits beta and gamma radiation in all directions,
but the beta rays are absorbed completely by the walls of the aluminum tube.
Krypton-85, chosen as the radiation source for both technical and safety
reasons, is an inert gas that cannot be absorbed or retained by the body.
Hermetically sealed in the aluminum source tube, only its gamma rays need
be monitored. If the source tube should rupture for any reason, the gas
dissipates harmlessly into the atmosphere and does not leave any radioactive
residue. The major precaution is to avoid excessively prolonged direct con-
tact with the source tube; it contains 400 millicuries of Krypton-85, which
emits with a strength of 2 milliroentgen/hr at one foot from the source, a
relatively low level of radiation.
The gamma rays pass out of the tube, through the metal tank wall and the
water, to the detector, a simple Geiger-Mueller tube mounted on the top
surface of the tank in such a position that most of the radiation reaching it
has passed through the greater portion of the tank that normally holds water.
As each photon penetrates the case of the detector, an internal electrical
discharge occurs. Each event generates a negative pulse that passes through
the coaxial cable to the master indicator. The pulses are of relatively con-
stant amplitude; therefore the required information is found in the number of
pulses generated in a given time period (pulses per second). This pulse rate
is proportional to the number of photons received, and thus is always
inversely proportional to the amount of water in the tank.
The master indicator is a completely self-contained unit enclosing four
modules in one case--the power supply module, rate meter module, switch
module, and meter module. All modules are solid-state, welded, potted
designs suitable for man-rated space applications, completely interchange-
able between shipsets. The meter module is a separate hermetically
sealed unit. A 400-cycle, 115-vac power supply generates 700 vdc for
detector use and various low voltages for internal electronics use.
The switch module is calibrated by adjusting the potentiometer marked
EMPTY until the meter reads empty, nulling out the mass of the tank itself.
The tank then is filled with any desired quantity of water and the potentiometer
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mnarked FULL is adjusted until the meter reads full. The detector receives
varying amounts of radiation from different areas of the source tube, but
the cumulative effect of the energy is transmitted as a given pulse rate for
a given amount of water.
Development Program
Introduction--The nucleonics quantity gaging system was selected for inves-
tigation, and a program plan was prepared and submitted to NASA, describing
the proposed interface of the-nucleonics gaging system to the Apollo ECS
zero-g/bladder-type water tank. Approval was granted under NASA JSC con-
tract NAS 9-13446, and AiResearch selected General Nucleonics, a division of
TYCO Laboratories, Pomona, California, to perform the development program.
The development program was conducted on the Apollo waste water tank
(AiResearch PN 812260-4-1, SN 46-103, which was transferred from NASA
Contract NAS 9-150 to NAS 9-13446). The tank was an expended qualification
test article that was fully functional except that most of the conventional
gaging system was missing from the tank assembly. The performance charac-
teristics of the tank are presented in Table 5-1.
TABLE 5-1
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS, APOLLO WASTE WATER TANK
Waste water tank AiResearch PN 812260-4
Configuration Cylindrical tank with pressurized bladder for water expulsion at
zero graviy
Water collection channels prevent trapping of water port by bladder
(tank empty); flow passages through bladder supporting frame pre-
vent trapping of oxygen by bladder (tank full)
Ports
Oxygen, nitrogen, Expulsion gas inlet-outlet
or air
Water Water inlet-outlet
GSE service Water-side servicing
Oxygen vent Overboard vent to prevent hydrogen accumulation in oxygen
expulsion gas (uncombined hydrogen in fuel cell water permeates
through bladder)
Fitting has internal 50-micron abs filter and internal 0. 1016-mm
(0. 004-in.) orifice to control bleed
Storage capacity 25.4 + 1.36 -0 kg (56 + 3 - 0 lb) H 2 0 at 3390K (150*F)
Expulsion gas pressure 225.5 kPa to 287.5 kPa (18 to 27 psig)
Water-side pressure
Capability 0 to 432 kPa (0 to 48 psig)
Normal range Equal to expulsion gas pressure (tank neither full nor empty)
Water temperature 278°K to 339°K (400 to 150'F)
Water delivery rate 5.0 kg/hr minimum (11 lb/hr) at 225.5 kPa (18 psig) expulsion pressure
External leakage 7.2 standard cc/hr N2 (test fluid) max. at 377 kPa (40 psig) water side
and 287. 5 kPa (27 psig) gas side
Bladder leakage 1.25 cc/hr N 2 (test fluid) max. at 172.4 kPa (25 psi) expulsion-to-water
side AP
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The main area of development for this program involved the shaping of
the radioisotope source to the water tank to achieve a highly reliable, light-
weight quantity gaging system that accurately indicates the amount of water
remaining during all flight attitudes and zero-g operation for space application.
The Apollo CSM water tank was selected because it is a qualified zero-g
bladder tank and because it imparts a complex shape to the water contained
within the tank. The shape of the bladder and bladder restraints causes a con-
figuration of water that is difficult to measure; consequently the development
of a successful nucleonics gaging system for this particular tank demonstrates
that virtually any tankage system can be monitored accurately using this sys-
tem. The Apollo CSM water tank contains an elongated bladder that is
mechanically restrained at either end. Oxygen or nitrogen gas is plumbed
to the inside cavity formed by the bladder for maintaining the water in the
liquid phase and for expelling it out of the water collection channels located
around the periphery of the tank. The bladder forces the water in a partially
full tank into a toroidal shape at each end of the tank; however, the inside
diameter of each torus remains elongated because of the shape of the
bladder restraints. Also, when the tank is nearly empty, a thin film of
water is located about the periphery, representing a substantial volume of
water for very small thicknesses.
Design Program--A nucleonics gaging system was designed using off-the-
shelf hardware from existing nucleonics gaging systems, and interfaced with
the Apollo CSM tank. Primary design effort was to optimize the location of
the gaging elements on the tank to provide best gaging system accuracy.
Two basic gaging system configurations were utilized, and variations of these
two configurations were tested to determine the optimum configuration.
Nucleonic gages utilize the property of matter that results in the attenu-
ation of radiation flux incident to it. The nucleonics gage employs a radio-
active source of gamma rays positioned so that the material to be gaged is
located between the source and the detection devices. The radioactive source
emits gamma rays, a certain percentage of which are emitted in the direc-
tion of the gaging system detector and penetrate both the material to be gaged
and the walls of the container holding the material, and reach the detector.
In penetrating the container walls and the material to be gaged, the gamma
rays are attenuated according to the general relationship
I/i = ed
where I/o is the fraction of the radiation flux photons remaining after passage
through a thickness of material, d, with an attenuation coefficient, L. The
attenuation coefficient, , is a function of the energy of incident gamma ray
photons and of the atomic number of the material being measured. For a
given radioactive isotope, the energy of the gamma ray photons is constant;
in the case of Krypton-85, (which was used in the Apollo CSM water tank gage),
the gamma energy is 514 key.
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The equation above is the expression applicable for narrow beams of radi-
ation and geometries in which an approximate point source of radiation is
used in conjunction with a collimated detector. It results in an exponential
curve when detected gamma ray photons (counts per unit time) are plotted
versus material quantity; (in this case, the liquid contained in the water tank).
If the source is distributed and no detector collimation is employed, then not
only the broad-beam direct photons, but also photons scattered by the tank
and liquid contained within the tank, are counted when they are scattered
toward the uncollimated detector. In the Apollo CSM water tank, a distri-
buted source and an uncollimated detector were used to maximize the detec-
tion of both the broad-beam direct and the scattered photons. When the
source is properly distributed, the exponential plot of the equation can be
changed into an approximately linear relationship of counts per unit time
versus liquid quantity. The distribution of the source and the location of
the detector on the tank to accomplish the linearization of gage output with
liquid quantity is called mapping.
Mapping is primarily an empirical process. An attempt is made not
only to provide a linear gage output with liquid quantity, but also to provide
the same output irrespective of the location of the liquid in the tank. This
includes tank orientation in a gravity field, where the liquid will respond to
the gravity vector, as well as in a zero-gravity situation where the liquid
location within the tank would be determined by smaller forces such as
surface tension, etc.
In certain applications, it may be unnecessary to provide a linear output
as long as the gage output remains constant for a given liquid quantity over
the various tank attitudes and the random or zero-gravity situation. In
these applications, the gage output can be compared to a calibration curve
and the quantity information extracted from the curve. This can be
accomplished manually, by curve fitting electronics that can be made part
of the gaging system, or by simple computer "table look-up" data processing.
The output function for the Apollo CSM water tank is of the latter type,
i. e. nonlinear; however, the output is linear over a large portion of the
curve.
The gaging system used to gage the quantity of water contained in the
Apollo CSM water tank comprised three major component assemblies:
radioactive sources, radiation detectors, and a processing electronic unit.
Since the primary objective of the program was to establish the feasibility of
nucleonic gaging for this application, the program emphasis was placed upon
mapping of the radioactive sources and collecting experimental data. As a
result, existing detector assemblies and standard instrumentation electronics
were used in {he gaging system.
The detector assembly used was a nucleonic oil quantity indicating sys-
tem (NOQIS) Geiger-Muller tube. Instrumentation electronics consisted of a
NOQIS master indicator packaged into a test box to permit access to various
test points, and a standard scaler/timer to measure the counts from the
radiation detector. Aluminum tubes filled with radioactive Krypton-85 gas
at a pressure of approximately 0. 5 atm provided the radiation source.
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In the Apollo CSM water tank, the water distribution within the tank is
constrained by the pressurized bladder inside the tank. This is the pre-
dominant force acting on the water in the zero-g condition, and as a result,
the location of the water for any given fill level is fairly constant. Under the
influence of gravity the water location within the tank is a function of both the
mnagnitude and direction of the gravity field and of the force exerted by the
bladder.
Test Program. -- The tank was mounted on a tumbling fixture, which per-
mnitted the tank to be oriented in any position with respect to the earth's
gravity. Six positions were utilized for each of the tank fill levels. The tank
was filled using city water pressure, and the bladder was pressurized with a
constant 273. 7 kPa (25 psig) air supply.
The test was conducted by applying a l-g force in six different directions.
Data were taken in each of the positions and then compared. Excellent
results were obtained, ranging from -1. 0- to +0. 8-percent error with a full
tank, to -0.5- to 0. 8-percent error with an empty tank.
ALthough it is not a true source of error in the gaging system, the system
sensitivity or resolution does impose restrictions on the ability of the gaging
system to measure the quantity of water in the tank. The system sensitivity
is a function of the water quantity and of the tank mapping.
In the single-detector system, the system has excellent sensitivity from
full 26. 1 kg (57. 5 lb) to 9. 1 kg (20 lb) remaining; fair sensitivity from 9. 1 kg
to 4. 5 kg (20 to 10 lb) remaining; and poor sensitivity from 4. 5 kg (10 lb)
remaining to empty. In-the double-detector system, the sensitivity is fair
from full to 18. I kg (40 lb) remaining and excellent from 18. 1 kg (40 lb)
remaining to empty. The steeper the slope of the sensitivity curve, the better
the system sensitivity. The double-detector system provided much better
sensitivity than the single-detector system.
After some initial measurements to determine the approximate location
of the water in the tank at various fill levels and in various attitudes, a trial
source and detector location (mapping) was determined in order to gage the
tank.
The gaging system uses a single detector and a single Z-shaped source
with the two ends bent to conform to the tank. The source was mapped in
this manner, since it was discovered that, as the water quantity reached
approximately half, the water remaining in the tank was forced near the ends
of the tank, leaving the middle section with little or no water.
In order to improve the gage sensitivity from 11. 34 kg (25 ib) to empty, a
second mapping using a single detector was configured. Six small mapping
sources were used instead of the continuous source used in the first mapping.
Each of the mapping sources had a source strength of 50 millicuries (mci), so
the total strength used in the second mapping was 300 mci. This is slightly
less source strength than was used in the first mapping (364 mci). The map-
ping sources were used to simplify the mapping procedure;. once a source map
was completed, a single (or in certain cases, a double) source was designed
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from a continuous tube that approximated the location of the multiple mapping
sources. Where source was not required in the continuous tube, the tube was
flattened in that area to reduce the gas volume and thereby the source in that
area.
The slope near empty was greatly improved over the original mapping;
however, slope (sensitivity) at the full end was lost to improve the sensitivity
at the empty end, as predicted. The curve for the second mapping could be
improved somewhat by "fine tuning" the source locations, particularly to
reduce the position errors in a gravity field; however, the sensitivity was
nearly the best that could be expected using a single-detector configuration.
The reduction in total counts (area under the curves) from the first
mapping to the second was due primarily to the reduction in source strength
from 364 to 300 mci in the second map. By increasing the source strength
in the mapping sources so that the total would equal the 364 mci, the total
counts would be restored to approximately the previous value.
The next attempt at mapping the tank involved the use of two detectors
instead of the single detector used in the previous maps. In the two-detector
configuration, the detectors were mapped on the tank with their outputs
feeding a single set of electronics. The detector outputs were fed in parallel
to the same rate integrator within the electronics, and used a common high-
voltage power supply. Six different double-detector maps were tried, with
only minor differences detected.
In reviewing the data from earlier mappings, it was discovered that the
F-106 detector with a 15. 2-cm (6-in.) active length provided better gaging
resolution near full tank than did the shorter 7.6-cm (3-in.) active length
A-7D detector. As a result, the F-106 detector was used for the next four
maps in an attempt to improve this full-end resolution. The data showed an
improvement in resolution at the full end and an even more dramatic improve-
ment at the empty end. The countrates were much higher than in the previous
maps. The increased countrate in this mapping resulted from the use of twice
as much detector area as was used in the previous two detector mappings,
which employed the shorter detectors. Source strength also was reduced from
Mapping No. 4 (300 mci) to Mapping No. 8 (240 mci). This source strength
should be halved to approximately 120 mci for best test results, however, no
sources with this source strength were available. The advantage of using a
lower system source strength was twofold; it reduced the system dead time,
which can be as much as 10 percent at 1000 cps, and drops to approximately
1 percent at 100 cps. This dead time resulted from the duration of a detected
gamma ray output pulse from the detector (approximately 100 p1 sec in dura-
tion). During this time, the detector does not respond to additional gamma
rays and is therefore "dead" to them. The more pulses experienced, the
longer the integrated "dead" time. The overall effect on the gaging system
is to introduce an increasing loss in system resolution as the countrate
increases (near the empty end). Part of the decrease in the countrate near
empty is the result of the increasing dead time at these countrates. If the
source strength were halved, the countrate also would be approximately
halved, and the dead time reduced to less than 5 percent.
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The second advantage in reducing source strength was to reduce the
radiation exposure to personnel working near the gage. There is very little
radiation exposure from this gage even at the 300-mci level; however, the
source strength should be reduced as much as possible without sacrificing
system performance.
Test Result. -- It was concluded that Mapping No. 8 is adequate for the
intended gaging requirement. Resolution near the full end was not excellent,
but it had an almost linear response from empty to 15. 9 kg (35 lb), and the
sensitivity was excellent from empty to 15.9 kg (35 lb) and adequate from
15.9 kg (35 lb) to full tank.
The gaging system error profile for representative points (using data
from Mapping No. 8 and adding worst-case system errors) was:
Gaging
Fill Level, Ac curacy,
percent percent
100 1.2
73 1.9
45 3.7
18 3.0
0 0.9
These accuracy numbers represent the worst-case zero-g errors as deter-
mined by the six positions in an earth-gravity field; they should be consider-
ably reduced in the zero-gravity field. Neither do the errors include the
effect in the loss of system sensitivity. If the statistical error changes at the
fill levels and realistic zero-g errors (I±1 percent) indicated are used to deter-
mine the effect on system sensitivity, the error profile would be as follows:
Gaging
Fill Level, Accuracy,
percent percent
100 5
73 1.6
45 1.3
18 1.3
0 1.3
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The error envelope seems to be adequate for the gaging requirement under in-
vestigation. The error experienced near full may be somewhat excessive and
could be improved with additional refinement in the mapping; however, the
additional effort involved to refine the mapping did not seem warranted for this
program.
A complete, detailed report on the design and test program undertaken by
General Nucleonics is presented in Appendix G.
Conclusions
The design, development, and test program demonstrated:
(a) The nucleonics device provided for the program by General
Nucleonics interfaced successfully with an existing CSM tank.
(b) The nucleonics gaging device provides the most efficient, reliable,
and safe performance available from known quantity-measuring
devices.
(c) It was unnecessary to modify the water tank to accept the gaging
system, i. e. the gaging system is completely external to the water
tank assembly.
(d) Good accuracy can be achieved where needed. For example, the
initial mapping shown in Figure 5-Z produced good accuracy and
sensitivity when the water quantity measured over half full, whereas
the eighth mapping, shown in Figure 5-3, produced good accuracy
and sensitivity when the water quantity measured less than half full.
By combining the techniques used in the first and eighth mappings,
a location of the radioactive source tube and detector can be found
to produce good accuracy and sensitivity between empty and full.
The main area of development was concerned with the monitoring
of water quantity at near full and near empty because of the unique
shape of the water as confined by the internal bladder. The config-
uration of the water at these extremes is fully described earlier in
this section in the introduction to the Development Program.
(e) The safety aspects of using a nucleonics gaging system of this type
have been proven on the F-104 aircraft. The Air Force has deter-
mined by actual measurement that maintenance personnel do not
need to wear film badges while servicing the nucleonics gaging sys-
tem. Proof of this is contained in the Air Force letter dated 16
January 1968, attached to Appendix F.
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Figure 5-2. Apollo CSM Water Tank Nucleonic Gaging System
Output vs Quantity (Initial Mapping)
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APPENDIX A
STATHAM INSTRUMENTS, INC. TEST REPORT AND
AIRESEARCH STATEMENT OF WORK TO STATHAM
EMJB:301 1:1106
November 6, 1973
STATEMENT OF WORK
STRAIN GAGE PRESSURE SENSORS
I. PURPOSE
The purpoe of this SOW is to describe the development test work required
to demonstrate drift versus time of strain gage pressure transducers.
1.1I OBJECTIVE
The objective of this development work is to define highly reliable, low
cost, lightweigt pressure sensors for the Shuttle ECS that are easy to check
out and may be replaced without the need for recalibration of the common power
supply and signal conditioner.
1.2 END PRODUCT
The end product of this effort will be informal monthly progress reports
and an informal f;nal report consisting of test data, conclusions, photographs
and a summary of the overall test program.
1.3 BACKGROUND
The effort described in this SOW is in support of an environmental control
system (ECS) transducer development study for NASA JSC under Contract No.
NAS 9-13L46.
Tradeoff studies made on the Shuttle ECS instrumentation indicate a savings
in weight and electrical power are realized in the configuration of separate
sensors with a common power supply and signal conditioner unit. It is desirable
to be able to replace pressure sensors without having to recalibrate the common
P/S and S/C; therefore, it is of interest to conduct stability testing on several
pressure sensors to provide:
a. An indication that the pressure sensors are compatible with the
100 mission/lO year life requirement of Shuttle.
b. Information on the performance shift that is experienced from
sensor to sensor when new.
c. The degradation in performance as a result of cyclic testing and age.
2. SCOPE
2. I GENERAL
The subcontractor will provide the necessary resources and test articles to
perform the required tests and analyses per the technical requirements of this SOW.
The test articles shall be subjected to periodic record-type tests and the test
results shall be compared to the original ATP test data taken at the time the
sensors were manufactured.
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2.2 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
The subcontractor will comply with the schedule presented in Figure I.
3. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
3. I CONFIGURATION
The subcontractor shall fabricate four (4) strain gage pressure sensors for
this development program. ATP type data shall be taken at the time of manufacture
and retained so that subsequent test data can be related to the original data to
determine the repeatability (stability) of the sensors as a function of time.
The test articles shall generally conform to the following specifications:
Full scale range: 2 each at 0 - 50 psia and 2 each at 0 - 150 psia
Proof pressure: 1.5 times full scale
Burst pressure: 2.5 times full scale
Case material: 17-4 PH SST
Pressure port: Per MS 33656-4
Input voltage: 10 ±0.1% vdc
Output voltage: 20 to 50 mv:at full scale
Input power: 350 mwatts max
Nonlinearity and hysteresis: ±0.3% full scale
Long-term stability: < ±0.5% of full scale after 1000 hrs operation
Compensated temperature range: -650F to +250oF
Thermal zero shift: within 0.005% of full scale per OF
Thermal span shift: within 0.005% of full scale per OF
Operable temperature range: *-320oF to +350oF
Environmental: per AiResearch Document No. SC633502
Electrical connector: Bendix PTIH-10-6P, or equivalent
Materials are compatible with a temperature range of -320oF to +3500 F.
Units are available at a compensated temperature range of -320oF to +400 0F.
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nINaimE TIN
CALIRATON MTA DM EW
M~ 02-04-7
ltUDE PA.822-S0S/Is 15159
Pnas mws 0-50o pala
acITAI O VaIMELo: 10 VDC
SAAM S/o0#f 51842
AIR MEL so0 f O miss 3011:1106
mMR C RUM cYC.E COIL D 200,000 ooo
0_ _PUr IN MILLIV0ifr (open ci t
PREBSRm
psla +75OF -*67 +2507 +T5O
0 -0.02 -0.036 ' -0.255 -0.052
10 5.873 5.863 5.638 5.860
.D 11.785 11.773 11.5" 11.T
30 17.700 17.690 17.450 17.695
ho 23.625 23.613 23.357 23.62o
50 29.545 29.530 29.253 29.510
h0 23.630 23.617 23.352 23.625
30 17.'702 17.695 17.438 17.692
2D 11.787 11.780 11.535 11.775
10 5.883 5.875 5.642 5.865
o -0.025 -0.038 -0.255 -0.050
rULL aALJ Z 29.573 uV '29.566 V 29.508 29.592 Wv
3OMLIURWT&
n Ta 0.055 OS 0.059 pas 0.045 ovs 0.050 IRe
Tsa AL Zmo UM 0.0002 %/ o.o44 Wsp 0.081 n-
THImAL Sa N sasIM 0.0002 /' o.o.0013 %M/'r 0o.o6k %n
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEDP74-10325
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ENGINEERING Twr
CALIBRA!ION DATA 8SE
DAM 03-o-74
HMWD PA822-50
8/2: 15159
PREBU RAMGE: 0-50 pot&
IZCITATION VOLTAGE: 10 VDC
STATHAM s/Of : 5182
AIRESEI C 80W j : ENB: 3011:1106
IUMBER OF EBUR C SCL COMLSiTD M000
OUTPM II MILLIVOLTS (opM circuit)
PREB8URE
peia + 75 *7 -657 +250' *F +75'*7
o -0.048 -0.090 -0.257 -0.077
10 5.863 5.82 5.61o 5.833
_ D 11.775 11.7T 11.518 11.742
30D 17.695 17.68 17.1155 17.662
40 23.615 23.5W 23.368' 23.583
50 29.530 29.482 29.270 29.496
10 23.617 23. 570T 23.365 23.585
30 17.690 17.645 17.450 17.662
S_11.775 11.U7731 U.542 11.7
10 5.865 5.826 5.642 5.842
0 -0.053 -0o.o090o -0. 5T -0.0o.oT
FULL S29.578 mv -A 29.572 mV 29.597 mV 29.573 av
IERIY h 0.030 %n 0.03T 7 s 00 Oh 0.034 $rs
THERMAL eER, SHIM 0.0010 $"/or o.o0o pg/ o 0.098 ITS
THERMAL 8PA SHIMT 0.0001 %a'/'7 0.0010 %?8/4, 0.017 7SI
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EID.IRERIA TBT
CALIMMRAIO DATA BS
AMs 04-01-74
HMDE1s PA822-50
8/2: 15159
PRMSUMl PAMGs 0-50 peai
EXCITATION VOLTAGE: 10 VDC
STATHAM 8/0# : 5182
AIREARCE S0W : WJB:3011:1106
wMBE OF PRMSRE CTCLES COm4PLUED h00,000
O3PPU I1 MILLIVOLTS (open circuit)
PRESSURE
peta +75 " -65 7 +250 'O +75"7
psia
0 -0.030 -0.095 -o.022 -0.088
o10 5.85T 5.787 5.642 5.805
2 11.775 11.698 u.546 11 .716
30 17.698 17.618 17.450 17.640
140 23.622 23.542 23.351 23.565
50 29.517 29.W60 29.210 29.482
.0 23.603 23.552 23.337 23.572
30 17.675 17.623 17.427 17.638
D 11.755 11.710 11.523 11.722
10 5.86 5.8o00 5.695 5.812
0 -o.037 . -0.095 -0.264 -0.085
FuL scALE 29.547 mV 29.555 mv 29.482 *v 29.570 my
EOULINEARIITT & 011EESI 0.114 g 0.098 ,g 0.100 In 0.081 ps
THMAL ZE SIFT 0.0016 e/*r o.oo1 /*F 0.196 fs
TH01AL 8sA SNI 0.0002 %,s/*F 0.0013 %I S/' 0.078 $Fs
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lNDaEEIMan TEST
CALIBRATI DATA 8CE
DA!Em o5-0o6-74
MODELi PA822-50
B/x: 15159
RSRE MON: 0-50 p.ai
ZCITATIO VO AGE: 10 VDC
M!AIAM s/of , 51812
AIRESIACN SO : B-7 3011:1106
NUMBER or PRESSURE CIE CCNPLRED 500,000
O UPUT I MI.LIVoKLT8 (opm circi)
PRESSURE
Paln +757 -657 +250*7 +75
o -0.047 -0.062 -0.2o90 -0.075
10 5.852 5.780 5.598 5.824
2D 11.755 11.675 1.194 11.733
3D 17.667 17.583 17.398 17.646
40 23.585 23.497 23.303 23.567
50 29. 47 29.393 29.193 29. 476
40 23.592 23.502 23.298 23.565
30 17.645 17.586 17.388 17.643
2D 11.745 11. 68 4, 1191 U.731
10 5.845 5.794 5.603 5.830
0 -0.04 -0o.090 -0.29 -0.o078
FULL SALE t 29. 544 v 29. 455 mv 29.1483 WV 29. 551 V
WR.HEARRT &
x, xs 0.116 %r 0.166 %n 0.041 0.0490
TNIAL Zso SllT 0..007 %u'/ o.o95
TEMAL sn 5 31 0o.oo0m % u/' o.o FS/ o.o 02 %S
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Mlom 22
CA ~low an& 8
Ab 12-12-73
HWDAU PA822-50
8/5: 15160
am u auon o-50 pei
]=ITATIO VOltAGE: 10 VDC
SrA"aM S/of a 518&2
AIB wRC S f # : s: 3011:11 I06
JB OF PRESSU6 CTCLU CCPLVMED 0
_ _ _ UT IN MILLIVO*WS (open cirodf
Pa/sSung
psi& +7OF 657 +2507 +75O
0 0.398 0.500 0.390 0.406
10 7.049 7.145 7.024 7.o61
2D 13.687 13.779 13.653 13.685
30 2o. 333 20. 420 2o.56 20.3 344
40 26.981 27.060 26.925 26.996
50 33.612 33.680 33.546 33.626
40 26.962 27.040 26.903 26.980
30 20*.318 2D.402 2D.267 20.333
2D 13.684 13.780 13.640 13.695
10 7.09 7.149 7.026 7.063
o o.4oo 0.501 0.394 0.h1.
ruL, SCALE 33. 4 av 33.180 V 33.16 WV 33.220 my
NYaERIS 0.058 Irs 0.060 %rs 0.066 Irs 0.01.8 8TNIAL o.oa %e oooto oS o o %0 o.oM
TRUWL ZX0 SH0. 0022 %FB - 0.0001 49 0.024 p
THEIAL SPAN H8F o.0oo7 /71 0.0010 O,/', -o.o18 %m
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CALISPAT00 MiA SSW
M*l 01-11-71
NOW ?A822-50
S/n: 15160
PRWBRWW MWU: 0-50 pG1a
EIWETIOR VOAGfE: 10 VDC
8ae!AN 5/Of 51f8t2
AIRUM CE U0 # s DJWB 30D: 1106
m O u ueMu crc u comLD 100,000
o__ _ _R IN MIIIV0!U (ope cetrcuJuJesusI es t
m +7501 -65+O +250 7 +750O
0 0.355 0.522 0.W08 0.305
10 6.978 7.145 7.017 6.93D
2D 13.617 13.777T 13.740 13.567
30 20.260 20.412 2. 05 20.2 10
40 26.900 27.052 2T.070 26.845
50 33.535 33.685 33.730 33.480
1o 26.895 2.055 2.06A 26.840
30 20.250 2D.412 2D.366 2o.198
2D 13.620 13.780 13.723 13.567
10o 6.990 7.160 7.T072 6.935
o 0.355 0.523 0.382 0.308
tIL SCALE 33.180 av 33.163 mv 33.322 uv 33.175 AV
NOIJARIT! &
________ 
0.039 %vs 0.045 %m 0.078 IN 0.036 %,s
THEMAL Zsmo 5KM o.0036 %"le 0.0009 gy - 0.151 %ys
TEMAL MI SHIM o0.0004 %s/' 0.002k %uS/G 0.015 %us
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GIUIXgmU TT
CALIBASI DATA BMIW
Bik 02-04-74
MXa PA822-50
S/: 15160
PRERM2 mmAz& 0-50 pi&
1=ITA!IOB VOIASE: 10 VDC
"!A"aM B/Of : 51812
AIBUaC S f : LD: 3011:1106
M ER V PREBSUM CCLES C0MLlD 200,000
orit1u IN ILLIVES(o re t
PRtma
Pi& +75 *7 - 7 +2500 +75 *
0 0.391 0.547 0.166 0.3.8
10 7.013 7.162 7.122 6.971
2D 13.645 13.795 13.785 13. 608
30 2. 25 20. 430 20.455 20.250
40 26.92D 2T.067 27.120 26.888
50 33.555 33.687 33.780 33.'520
h0 26,915 27.063 27.118 26.880
30 2D. 2T5 20.425 20.445 20.250
20 13.642 13.800 13.785 13.608
10 7.020 7.175 7.125 6.980
o 0.391 0,5.8 0.463 0.3h8
PULL scAL 33.164 gv 33.140 ,g 33.314 m 33.172 mV
Al o0.044 % 0.039 ps 0.030 % 0.034
TNmAL Z s 0.003 mo 0.0013 0.1
TamAL s salT 0.0005 %n/F 0.0026 $s/or o.o024 l
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EGIZERING TEST
CALIBRAMTION DATA SHUT
DATE- 03-04-74
HODELs PA822-50
8/s: 15160
PRESSURE RAXGEs 0-50 pelta
EXCITATION VOLTAGE: 10 VDC
MATHAM $/Of : 51812
AIRZEARCH SOW j s Ei4J 3011:1106
NIUMBER Of PRMB8URE CCLES COM(PLT 300,000
OUTW II MILLIVOIZS (open oirti
PRBURE
pel +75'r .650? +250*7 +75 *
0 0.382 0.537 0.41.2 0.311
3o 7.018 7.170 7.082 6.948
20 13.657 13.802 13.750 13.588
30 20.300 20.438 2D.k15 20.230
40 26.938 27.075 27.085 26.868
50 33.575 33.695 33.7 45 33.508
40 26.938 27.075 2T.085 26.868
30 20.293 20.429 2.40T 20.225
2o 13.655 13.798 13.741. 13.592
10 7.022 7.180 7.087 6.958
o 0.381 0.535 o0.412 0.313
FULL SCALE 33.193 mV 33.158 mV 33.333 mV 33.197 maV
UOILIZEARITY &
._, 
_ &BS_ 0.021 0.035 FB 0.027 %gyg 0.030
THEMAL SER SHIFT o.ooo80033 %Fs/* 0.0005 F. ? 0.214 fr
THRALBA SIT0. 0008 %FB/ OF 0. 0024 %nj *F 0.012 FS]
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INssaalm TNT
CALMIT M SE
Ulb 04-01-711
UMdU PA822-50
s/2: 15160
FnSUMu mmll 0-50o p.i
EIXCITATI0O VOWAG : 10 VDC
8!ATAM 8/0# : 51842
AIESBacI S i : iJas 30:11110o6
ER OF PREBMUR CYCLES CCML D 400,000
OUTPUT IN ,MILLIVO8 (opm cirot
Iola +5 O657 +2507 +T5O
o 0.378 0.467 0.352e 0.290
_ 10 6.978 T7.069 6.998 6.903
2 0 13.673 13.705 13.671 13.545
3D 2D.268 20.353 20.342 20.180
_ 0 26.895 26.985 27.003 26.815
50 33.525 33.630 33.670 33.-453
4o 26.880 26.988 27.003 26.815
30 2D.255 2D.353 2o.330 2D.172
2D 13.616 13.708 13.667 13.548
o 6.980 T7.07o6 7.002 6.907
0 0.378 0.470 0.352 0.290
u scALZa 33.1147 V 33.163 m 3318 v 33.163 v
.r , o.172 n 0o.o92 o,o53 - o.o0059 Is
tmaL, z0o SI o.oo0019 %n/' o.ooo , %/L o.265 78
TNEMAL sm 0.0003 '/7 o.oo,0030 /" 0.04 FS
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EQIZIERING TEST
CALIBRATIOi DATA 8KMI
DAM 05-06-74
MODEL PA822-50
S/m: 15160
PRE URE RAMl 0-50 psita
I ITAT!ION VOIEAGE: 10 VDC
STATnAM /o 51812
AIRIZBJCI N 6 j s DJB: 3011:1106
UBIER OF PRESURE CYCLES COMPLIED w00,000
OUTPUT IN MILLIVOLT8 (ope ciroi
PRESSUREps +T*r .65* +250O' +75'7
o 0.390 0.619 0.473 0.351
10 6.998 7.233 7.130 6.9T4
20 13.633 13.864 13.798 13.608
30 2o.262 20.500 a.455 20.250
h0 26.892 27.142 27.125 26.888
50 33.522 33.765 33.780 33.515
40 26.853 27.141 27.115 26.886
30 20.0o 20.500 0.4.0 20.245
S13.6oo00 13.871 13.781 13.613
o10 6.995 7.250 7.129 6.986
0 0.388 o.6 o.46o 0.355
FULL SCALE 33.132 _V 33.146 uV 33.307 E 33.164 av
IOELIIEAKITT &
NmSTE ISm 0.209 %i8 0.051 %i' 0.052 %ps 0.036 %rs
THERMAL ZERO SHIFT 0.0049 %"1/o 0.0014 %w or 0.118
THEAL SEpA SRI"T 0.0003 %n/'F 0.0030 08/6' 0.097 n$S
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INGIuNoIR TOT
CALIBATION DATA BE=
DAM 12-12-73
NODW ?A822-150
S/,: 15163
PRES E BAIs 0-150 pala
ZICITATIO1 VOIRADEO 10 VDC
STaraM 8/0 : 5182
AIRESBUC S @ f s : Bs 3011:1106
MBER O PRI' SMRZ CTCLES CO4PLID 0
0urt, is all.Lvo9s (opm eircuit
PRESUREp4R +75 "7 -65 +250 7 +75 7
0 0.020' -0.155 -0.015 0.008
30 6.815 6.646 6.764 6.802
60 13.605 13.10 13.532 13.594
90 2o.o5 2D.246 2D.306 2.395
12D 27.214 27.064 . 27.099 27.29
150 34.053 33.908 '33.925 34.047
120 27. -233 27.086 27.118 27.225
90 20.432 2D.280 20.331 20.418
60 13.633 13.475 13.547 13.624
3D 6.843 6.679 6.775 .6.832
o 0.023 -0,157 -0.021 0.00oo8
7= scus 34.o33 ,V 34.o 0 ,V 33.94o UV 34.o39 Uv
0r.1a0 In oo 0o108 On o. 0.107
TaIrAL E MIR 0.0037 l/2 0.0006 -Y 0.035 fro
THINAL SPAN oI 0.0006 %ls/' 0.0016 %B/*r 0.018 ,
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INDolasIN TR
CALIBWRAOION TA BEE
Wif 01-14-74
MDE PA822-150
s/2: 15163
PFEU MmAk 0-150 psi
EXCITATIO YON AGE: 10 VDC
SrAraM S/O : 51842
AIRO.BNC 0 # : 3B: 3011:1106
mua or miu CYCLS cmarD 100,000
o__ _ _r Is unIIvoLTs (open alenir
PRESUR
Pia +75 65*? +250*? +75.1
0 0.114 -0.087 0.o072 0.o93
30 6.902 6.70Too 6.843 6.80
60 13.707 13.506 . 13.628 13.682
90 2.512 2.317 2.05 _8_.
LID 27.310 27.125 27.190 27.288
150 34.125 33.932 33.975 34.08
l 27. 32 27.125 27. 188 27. 25
90 .523 2. 32 2D. 410 2D. 492
60 13.T710 13.507 13.633 13.687
30 6.912 6.702 6.845 6.887
o 0. U4 -0.096 0.075 0.093
uLL SCAIZ 34.011 V 34.019 AV 33.903 WV 33.995 WV
TAEIN 0.042 $ns 0.049 %sy 0.02 *N 0.035 lus
TIImAL Z190 Irn 0.0042 $"/ 0.0007 p 0.062 p
THW.AL SPAN SHI 0.0002 %v/. 0.0018 lu/F 0.047 %nS
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BOINIR3 TOT
CALZRWIOs DATA WENT
MM 02-o0o-74
HXaW PL822-150
8/.: 15163
P sam Rum& 0-150 pOiLA
lI!ATIOW VOIRAGE: 10 VDC
Sa!IM B/Of : 518I42
AIRE ICK ~ON s IBs: 3011:1106
mIB 7 OFRU CRCLE COSPLZD 200,000
i& T5*' -65 6 +2507 +T57
0 0.169 0.038 0.108 0.165
30 6.957 6.830 6.878 6.957
60 13.7T58 13.639 13.663 13.757
90 20.562 20.450 2.4W8 20.560
120 27.363 27.275 2.22 27.360
150 34.172 34.075 34.023 34.159
120 27.370 27.275 27.235 27.365
90 20.572 20.1460 2o.60 20.567
6o 13.767 13.656 13.670o 13.765
S30 6.966 6.840 6.887T 6.960
0 0.170 0.039 0 .12 0.165
FoLL SCALE 34.003 mV 3..o37 mV 33.915 WV 33.994 uv
. 0.037 gs 0o.050 o o.03 fg 0.02 s
TRFIAL ZENO SRI" 0.0025 Ip 10.0010 0.012 $VB
TKEmAL SPAN SIM 0.0007 $n/ F 0.0015 FB/ o 0.026 %e
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GIZEUNG TET
CALIBAMIO DATA BE
DATE: 03-04-Th
MODEL: PA822-150
8/3: 15163
PRESSURE RAUGE: O-15Opsia
EXCITATION VOLTAGE: 10 VDC
a/ATA 8/0 : 51842
AIREBEARC 80 j : DUBt 3011:1106
INUMBER OF PREBURE CTCLES COMPL TID 300,000
_OUTPUT IN MILLIVOLTS (oen cirt )
PRESSUREpsis +75* -657 +250*7 +75ey
0 0.216 0.068 0.157 0.190
30 7.013 6.867 6.936 6.986
60 13.813 13.675 13.722 13.785
90 ).616 20.483 20.512 2D.590
12D 27.419 27.292 27.296 27.396
150 31.226 34.103 34.092 34.199
1o 27.425 27.295 27.303 27.404
90 so.633 2D.495 2D.525 2D.607
60 13.822 13.685 13.725 13.807
30 7.018 6.875 6.9" 6.996
0 0.217 0.068 0.158 0.193
FULL SCAL 34.012 av 34.035 mv 33.935 m 30.oo009 myV
DONLINNARITT 4
______BS 0.050 %rs 0.035 On 0.038 %vs 0.065 %n
T M oAL Z. 8f 0.0031 $PS/? 0.0010 %/ o 0.076 _,s
THRMIAL SPAN SIFT 0.0005 %M/*7 0.0013 e8/r 0.009 On8
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sm=lmalm su
CALIM MO DMA 8MW
&1 04-01*4
MARM PA821-150
8/2: 15163
PRESURE MamZ 0-150 pss
ZCIYATION VOIEMAG 10 VDC
STAHAM S/Of 5A1842
AIrB XWI S # X MJs 3011:1106
mWUBER oi. a Cm B c C WmD 400,000,,,
__o___MRu IN MILLIVOs (open circutL
,5F.6 i o , , ''psi.+T5 OF +2507 +757
o o0.232 0.105 0.180 0 .25
30 7.010 6.872 6.9" 6.990
60 13.815 13.677 13.72 13.790
90 20.613 2D.495 20.515 20.598
12D 27.410 27.292 27.288 27.o
150 34.201 34.o098 34.070 34.195
120 .2707 27.296 27.88 2.403
90 2D.618 20.506 20.523 20.610
60 13.818 13.693 13.730 13.805
30 7.017 6.878 6.953 6.996
0 0.230 0.102 0.180 0. 207
ULL SCALE 33.969 A 33.993 RV 33.890 W 33.990 uv
sOna.ummE &
-NDmBT 0.047 ,S 0.093 Pps 0.041 .o
N RImL M I 0.00W27 Frm o.ooo9 0.079 %rS
T EMAL SAn I' 0.0005 IMP/ 0.0013 oln/ 0.062 F
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miIzinaM Tin
CALIMBAIO WTA BMEW
DATEs 05-06-74
NDm4 PA822-150
B/: 15163
RmsSm UA0ons 0-150pala
EITATIOU VOZAO 10 VDC
STATan $/Of : 5182
AIM IMCN 80 i i3JBs 3011:1106
ID= Or aUiR CTCUB COMPLED 500,000
OUTPUT I MI.LIVI (ope cirul.
mo = +T5r 
-657r +250 7 +75 '
o 0.232 -0.o02 0.154 0. 8
30 7.017 6.758 6.923 6.996
60 13.816 13.560 13.706 13.798
90 2O.617 2D.362 2D.484 20.599
10 2T.417 2T.165 27.265 27.392
150 34.213 33.972 34.046 34.191
12 27.416 27.162 27.260 27.399
90 2D.62T 2D.372 20.490 ao.610
60 13.82T 13.570 13.710 13.809
30 7.02To 6.765 6.928 7.00oo
0 0.232 -0.o034 0.155 0.o8
LSCALE 33.981 aV 34.000 ,V 33.892 Vy 33.983 V
,nRm, I 0.033 %uS 0.041 Se 0.02B N 0.036 0y
TUEAL ZO SHIN 0.0055 %m/oo 0.0013 /o 0.071
Tm .AL Bl s1, 000o. %oo /g 0.0015 s/ 0.0o6 %n
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CALIAIO amA SE
M*A 10-12-73
MMDE A822-150
5/2: 15164
PRES8UR Mmms 0-150 paa
ZZIUTfION VOIEA.0 10 VDC
arIAM /of a 518&2
AImBUMUcD i : u:a 3U11:10 6
M ER OF PREf6UR CYCLES CCOIWE D 0
OUTP T IN ILLIV I (open ctr
Pala +75 ? -60 F .250 +75'?
0 0.1o2 0.o85 -0.026 0.116
30 7.26 7. 214 7.077 7. 238
60 14. 376 14. 350 14.19 414.366
90 21.504 21.489 21.311 21.1496
120 2. 629 8.622 . 5 26. 625
150 35.765 35.775 35.557 35.766
120 28.638 .625 28.432 2__.62
90 21.508 2. 495 21.322 21.505
60 14.382 14.350 l1.206 14.375
30 7.247 7.236 7.065 7.240
0 0.123 0.085 -0.020 0.116
PIAL SCALE 35.641 mV 35.690 KV 35.583 UV 35.650 mv
EONLINEAR1TT &
fTHFARIT[ 0.022 In 0.042 %yn 0.038 Is 0.031*
T zRIAL ZUO SHIFT 0.00018 / o.oo0094 %W/-O 0.022 fs
THm&AL SPAN SHI o.ooo0010 n/ 0.0009 %n/' 0o.o25 %F
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=laNzaaI TSrT
CALIUAtIO DATA aE
MM~ 01-14-74
WWEW PA822-150
8/1: 15164
PREBUSURE RAID 0-150 psi&
EXCITATION VOIAGE: 10 VDC
STATEAN /Of : 51842 -
AIREBRU C OW j : EDT:s 3011:1106
m ER F R UR C"mB CCMLUumm 1oooo
OUTPUT IN KMILIvos (opm circuit
PREB8UREpsu +7 "5t -650 +250 " +75 7
o 0.183 0.187 0.000 0.160
30 7,293 7.300 7.102 7. 275
60 14.-42o 14. 432 14. 215 14. 40 2
90 21. 547 21.563 21. 325 21.530
12D 28. 670 28. 690 28. 4o 28. 655
150 35.810 35.84o 35.570 35.797
1 28.680 28.700 28. 442 28.660
S21.560 21.580 21. 337 21.54o
60 14. 435 14. "7 14. 225 14. 420
30 7.303 7.312 7.110 7.283
o 0.183 0. 187 0.000 0.162
FULL SCALE 35.62T KV 35. 653 -v 35.570 V 35.637 Av
__LREY 0.043 $?S 0.054 11s 0.048 Irs 0.051 W
TEUDAL ZfNO SHIT 0.0001 %Fr/ 1 0.0029 %,/7 0.065 %ps
THEMAL SPA SHIFTn o.ooo0005 %1/' o.ooo9 %/r o.o%8 o0s
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EUGINNERING TEST
CA.LIB TIO DATA SET
DAtM 02-04-74
HMDE: PA822-150
8/2: 15164
PRJESSURE UANOE: 0-150 psita
EXCITATION VOIZAGE: 10 VDC
sATHAN 8/0o : 51842
AIREEA.C H BOW j : 4,JB:3011:1106
IlER4 OF PRESSURE CTCLES COPLZM) 200,000
OUTPUT IN MILLIVOLTS (open circuit)
PRESSUREpsi& +75 r -65' F +250 *7 +75 7
0 0.350 0.420 0.165 0.327
30 7.460 7.538 7.265 7.W0
60 14.583 14.668 14.375 14.565
90 21.705 21.800 21.490 21.690
1. 25.838 25.935 2.605 2.820
150 35.977 36.080 35.727 35.960
120 5.837 26.948 2.618 2.825
90 21.720 21.817 21.513 21.702
60 14.597 14.680 14.396 14.580
30 7. 463 7.548 7.290 7.450
0 0.341 o. o420 0.172 o.32T
FULL SCALE 35.627 mV 35.660 mV 35.562 my 35.633 my
-OIL EARITT &KYSTIRsF Y 0.060 %s 0.048 %ps 0.059 gn 0.o043 frs
THHRAL ZERO SHN 0.0014 %/ 0.0030 %/.i 0.065 ,rs
THEAL SPAN SIlT 0.0007 fS/ 1 0.0010 F S/' 0.017 %FS
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ENGINEERING TEST
CALIBRATION DATA SHEET
DATE: 03-o0-74
MODEL: 1A822-150
S/N: 15164
PRESSURE RANGE: 0-150psia
EXCITATION VOLTAGE: 10 VDC
STATWAM S/0O : 518142
AIREBEAERCH BOW : EHJB:3011:1106
IRIUMBER OF PRESSURE CTCLES COMPLETED 300,000
OUTPUT IN MILLIVOLTS (open ciremuit)
PRESSURE
Paa +75*F -65*r +250*F +7507
0 0.383 o.437 0.239 0.372
30 7.498 7.557 7.341 7.187
60 14.617 14.683 14.451 14.605
90 21.730 21.813 21.561 21.728
120 28.855 28.951 28.676 28.857
150 35.988 36.096 35.795 35.990
120 28.865 28.960 28.682 28.862
90 21.745 21.833 21:578 21.745
60 14.620 14.701 14.467 14.622
30 7..97 7.564 7.352 7.492
0 0.380 0.431 0.2.42 0.370
FULL SCALE 35.605 myv 35.659 mV 35.556 mV 35.618 mAV
MOILINEARITY &
_-srEzaREs 0.045 $7s 0.056 ws o.o048 on 0.048 %s
THEROAL ZERO SRI" 0.0011 $Fsp*v 0.0023 O 0.031 rs
THE~RMAL SPAN SHIFT 0.oo0011 , /7 0.ooo0008 FS/*f 0.037 7FS
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WGINSZRIBD TEST
CALIBMIOU DATA 8ES
DAft 04-01-74
MlDEW PA822-150
5/1: 15164
PRESSURDE: M 0-150 Pei&
C ITAION VOIEAGE: 10 VDC
STAT AM s/o# : 51&2
AIR BEAR &0N # : EMJ :3011:1106
NUM3BER OF MREBURE CTCLUB CMPLZED O,400 OOo
OUTPUT I ILLIVOLTS (open circuit
PRKESSURE
Pi& +756 -657 +250 + 75t
o 0.343 0.053 0.228 0.319
30 7.458 7.152 7.320 7.430
60 14.580 14.267 14.432 14.545
90 21.686 21.398 21.545 21.662
a12 28.810 28.54oo 28.647 28.775
150 35.935 35.678 35.757 35.920
12D 28.808 28.550 28.647 28.785
90 21.688 21.417 21.548 21.670
60 14.560 14.278 14.Wo 14.552
30 7.437 7.150 7.326 7.430
o 0.343 0.052 0.232 0.315
FULL SCALE 35.592 mY 35.625 AV 35.529 av 35.601 myV
EONLINARIYT &
.. T UM BI 0.069 %ps 0.101 1ps 0.039 Fn 0.0 0
THEROAL ZERO SIFT 0.0058 $ /-, 0.0018 ! J /' 0.067 %rs
THERMALss SI " 0.0007o S/ 0.0010 6 //.e1 /. s0.025
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EGIEERING TEST
CALIBRATIOI DATA SHT
DATE: 05-o6-74
MODELs PA822-150
8/s: 15164
PRESSURE RADGE: 0-15Opsia
EXCITATIO VOLTAGE: 10 VDC
STATHAM S/0o : 51842
AIRESARCE S BO : JB33011: 1106
NUMB OF PREBSURE CYCLES COMPLETD 5oooo00
OUPUT IN MILLIVOLTS (open circuit
PRESSURPma +75*' -65 F +250 , +75F
0 0.320 0.294 0.230 0.322
30 7.420 7.384 7.315 7.428
60 14.555 14.476 14.414 14.550
90 21.678 21.571 21.518 21.660
120 28.810 28.683 28.638 28.772
150 35.923 35.810 35.756 35.897
120 28.808 28.683 28.640 28.770
90 21.702 21.569 21.528 21.668
60 14.572 14.454 14.427 14.568
30 7.449 7.365 7.323 7.4ho
0 0.326 0.291 o.242 0.323
FULL SCALE 35.603) V 35.516 Av 35.526 MV 35575 RV
RmmR _I 0.081 u'8 0 .13 1 . 0.077 LF 0.051 rM
TRERMAL ZMO BRI o.ooo0005 %n/r /' 0.0014 os/r 0.00oo6 p,
TEWAL SHIFT 0.001oo8 %FS/'F 0.0012 l'/*F 0.079 %FB
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APPENDIX B
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION TEST
PROCEDURE AND TEST DATA
TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR LX 1600A PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
1. TEST SETUPr
1. TEST SETUP DANA 5500 12 to 5 vdc
-.----0 to 7.5 v out
LX 1600A 10 --
Vacuum Source 20 --
30 to 2 in. Hg ' . . 30
40
I
50
2. TEST SCHEDULE
2.1 Calibration over temperature
2.2 Temperature Cycle
2.3 Calibration at Lab Ambient
2.4 Pressure Cycle
2.5 Calibration at Lab Ambient
3. TEST EQUIPMENT ACCURACY
Pressure Measurement to within ± .002 in. Hg
Temperature Measurement ± 50 F
Voltage Ratio (Use DANA 5500) ± .004% 10-V Range
4. CALIBRATION OVER TEMPERATURE
4.1 Lab Ambient
Measure output voltage rates at 2 in. Hg intervals between
30 and 2 in. Hg abs.
In order to be able to measure hysteresis, conduct 5 sweeps
at this temperature.
.w AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
SOF CALIFORNIA Page B-1
4.2 + 1800 F - as in 4.1 only one sweep
4.3 + 2400 F - as in 4.1 only one sweep
4.4 - 40 0F - as in 4.1 only one sweep
Note: allow 1/2-hour soak at temperature with power off
before testing.
5. PRESSURE CYCLE
500 pressure cycles from 30 to 2 in. Hg. Abs. at approximately
2 min per full cycle
Repeat test 4.1 with only one sweep before and after test.
6. TEMPERATURE CYCLE
+ 2400 F 1/2-hr
/ 1/2-hr 
/
-4 00 F I- 20 min-> r-20 min-'- 400 F
1/2-hr
Perform 20 temperature cycles to above requirement.
Repeat Test 4.1 before and after.
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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APPENDIX D
TYLAN CORPORATION TEST REPORT
STABILITY AND CALIBRATION TEST RESULTS
PLATINUM RESISTANCE SURFACE THERMOMETERS
INTRODUCTION
This report describes work which was performed in response to
Air Research Purchase Order No. 444-24004-3, and Statement of Work EMJB:
3006:0615 dated June 15, 1973. The first phase of testing under the
statement of work Paragraph 3.2 (Stability Test Requirements) is covered
by this report.
SUMMARY
The test articles are representative samples of.Tylan fibreglass
epoxy platinum surface resistance temperature sensors which were selected
from stock with manufacturing dates from December 1967 through May 1973.
Each unit had been stored at room temperature along with its original
calibration certification specifying the ice point resistance as measured
when it was built. Each unit was recalibrated at the ice point, then
calibrated in sequence at -109o F., 320 F., 2120 F., 3000 F., and again
at the ice point. Each sensor was then subjected to ten temperature
cycles from -650 F. to +3000 F. The sequential calibration from -1090 F.
0
to +300 F. was then repeated as before. The data was analyzed to show
the stability at the ice point from the date of manufacture through storage,
and then through sub:sequent temperature cycling. Repeatability at the
temperat.jre extremines was also analyzed, as was the degree of correspondence
_ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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with the Tylan platinum table characteristics.
Based on these five samples the ice point resistance showed a
repeatability of ' 0.14% in the worst case. The average of all samples
tested showed that the correspondence with the Tylan platinum table was
0 0
within 0.06% from -20 F. to +300 F. The nature of the difference was
in the direction of greater nonlinearity than shown by the table.
DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
Tylan FG-100-series temperature gauges with platinum elements
were selected for the stability testing. All transducers in the FG-100
series use an epoxy fibreglass carrier with a reference grade (99.999%
pure) platinum element. The various gauges in this series differ from
each other primarily in physical size and resistance at the ice point.
Since the materials and method of construction are identical on all units
in the series, their data can be compared on a nondimensional basis without
regard to model number. The five test units are tabulated below:
Part Number Date Manufactured Serial Number
FG-107P 12-67 036
FG-103P 4-69 196
FG-106P 3-70 172
FG-105P 6-72 087
FG-103P 5-73 209
Each of the test units was accompanied by a calibration certificate
listing the ice point resistance which was measured when the unit was
. AIRESEARCHMANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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mainuFactured. Each sensor was then subjected to the temperature calibraLir
test in the sequence noted on the temperature calibration data sheet. The
First reading was the 320 F., so that this reading gave a direct comparison
with the previous ice point reading before the unit was placed in storage.
0
Each sensor was subsequently tested at -109 F. in a CO2 bath, the ice point
0* 0
was repeated, then 212 F. and 300 F. readings were taken in an oil bath,
after which the ice point was again repeated.
Following the temperature calibration tests, the units were placed
in a Statham oven which was stabilized at -65o0 F. After a 30 minute
soak they were transferred immediately to a second oven which was stabilized
0
at 300 F. This process constituted one temperature cycle; it was repeated
for a total of ten temperature cycles. The previous calibration test
procedure was then repeated, beginning and ending with ice point resistance
checks. The later temperature calibration tests were run on the morning
following the evening completion of the temperature cycling.
All data was reduced so that the resistance data corresponded to
the nominal test temperatures. These resistances were divided by the nominal
ice point resistance of the sensor, so that all data are presented in non-
dimensional form. This permits the direct comparison of gauges of different
resistances on a common scale.
TEST RESULTS
Data are appended which show the actual test results, and the
corrected parametric values. The data for each transducer is plotted on
a separate data sheet which indicates the effect of the test sequence on the
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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parameter values. A butterfly tolerance band is also drawn to show the
envelope of all units tested, but with the original manufacturing tolerance
0
(initial 32 F. reading) removed as a variable.
The data shows slight negative hysteresis effect during temperature
transients. In other words, when the resistance is going up the readings are
somewhat higher, and when the resistance is going down the readings are
somewhat lower than nominal. The reason for this is not known; however, it
is presumed to be a strain effect caused by the differential thermal
expansion between the fibreglass and the platinum. This same effect is
probably responsible for the nonrepeatability of all readings at the ice
point. It should further be noted that the repeatability at temperatures
other than the ice point is certainly no better than at the ice point, but
does not show up in the data because fewer readings were taken.
A comparison with the Tylan platinum resistance table shows the
o
average values to be in relatively good agreement except at the -109 F.
temperature. Since the readings appear to be low at both the cold and hot
extremes, it indicates a discrepancy in the value of delta in the Callendar
VanOuzen relationship. A discrepancy in the value of alpha would cause a
slope difference, whereas the difference in the value of delta shows up as
a difference in nonlinearity.
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S ecien T'c~eprature Sensor Job No. 7039
Date Z,, - " 7. Report No. 7- /
Part No. / - A -I Specimen Temp.
Serial No. 34- Amb. Temp.
Mfg. Date /9 --.- ( Ice Point Res. on Ntfg. Date f'5V-- _
R/14o = .00/3
.Test Equipment
1 Wheatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. therm. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, thermos
3 Galvanometer 396f 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Icebath, thermos 10
Test Titl Temperature Calibration
Dcription ef Teis Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
01 Nominal temperature oF 32 -109 32 212 300 32
SReference therm. res. Ohm! -  1. I 4' - P , # 6O.3.Jy
0 Bath temperature OF 52.0o "f.' ,.o -,II,)7 3 L7/ 3Z.0
n Measured sensor res. Ohms 15 / 2o4 156 J.. I o3 * / l
SCorrection rate, ohms/*F 3. , " -- .9 3. j " -
S Correction AR - _x_ -_
( Corrected R =( -(ohs at Idffil H J I
nominal temperature
/Sooo'. .) 1oI..... /5, l d:, Z'J 25oo,.3 _ ?'t"£_
Spz e- en Failed Tested by ' Date:
Spet-e Paosed Witness Date. -
NOD ',W,1ten Sheet No. - -- - - - of
Approved
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Specir men Te;-oerature Sensor Job No. 7039
Date 7 Report No. - 99-/
PSrt No. -/ Specimen Temp,
Serial No. /Amb. Temp.
Mfg. Date __ __ Ice Point Res. on M fg. Date 25- 
o b
Test Equipment
1 Wheatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. therm. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, 
thermos
3 Galvanometer 6__ 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Ice bath, thermos 10
eti Temperature Calibration
Test Title. m
Description of Test, Stabilize and test at each temperature 
in sequence.
SNominal temperature OF 32 -109 32 212 300 
32
SReference therm. res. Ohm - 17.1q7 - 5,343/ 6.370 -
3 Bath temperature OF 3$2o -q.; i 32.o L. 3a.54 -z.o
Measured sensor res. Ohms i,56 47 /114,. a$0.9 3 6' 393.d7 ].7
QS Correction rate, ohms/OF - 0, S-"j Va~
S Correction AR _nX_- n
S Corrected R = (- ohms at ; . 7JT O 5., 9 3J/.7/ 3cl.F/ 4~,9
nominal temperature __
A?. AI /A COJ lO7- A; Y1 9' 90 . 9 '16
Speci *.em Foiled Tested by A Date: 3
Specime Possed Witness Date.
NOD Wtitten Shooeet No. of
Approved
SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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S:ecimen Termerature Sensor Job No. 7039
Date - j. 7 Report No. -~3?-i
Part No. F-/O&P Specimen Temp.
Serial No. j -.. Armb. Temp.
Mfg. Date - Ice Point Res. on Mfg. Date F 2 l
Test Equipment
i Wheatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. them. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, thermos
q Galvanometer .L0 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Ice bath, thermos 10
Tet Title* Temperature Calibration
Decription of Test: Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
Nominal temperature OF 32 -109 32 212. 300 32
(o Reference therm. res. Ohm- - j,7J)7 -35 46 / Q.3Y -
Bath temperature OF 52.0 . 32.o //. 3 2.o
Measured sensor res. Ohms 5 '.35 ,P", ' ?9. 2 7 . "
Correction rate, ohms/oF - 2-.7 - .i/ . -c
correction & -(____ _-(i___
CorrectedR -(-®ohms at ,999..€ / ,i4 iq1/ .. I 7.# q '-
nominal temperature
© ~ /eNIM 4?6r ?92 n -9 ' ?9?7' -? '
Spec;,.en Failed Tested y Dote, : 
73
Specnmen Panoed Witness Dote:
NOD W,itten Sheet No. .--.-- - - of --
Approved
SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74- 10325
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S;,cimen Temperature Sensor Job No. 7n39
Date 7 g , Report No. ~-o3'-7
P'art No. FGC- Specimen Temp.
Serial No. _ p_ Amb. Temp.
M!fg. Date _-22-- Ice Point Res. on Mfg. Date 6-o. o
Test Equipment
1 Wheatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. therm. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, thermos
3 Galvanometer .3 b 5 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Ice bath, thermos 10
Tor Tillr , Temperature Calibration
Decription. of Te,, Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
Nominal temperature OF 32 -109 32 212 300 32
SReference therm. res. Ohms -T - ___,,,
)_ Bath temperature OF 92.0  -/-b,4 32.o 0'I/3 , / 2.o
SMeasured sensor res. Ohms 50.-6 3471 560.o5 , 7 2. 77 Y9 -
5 Correction rate, ohms/OF - /./z. -/, A /.o /
C6 Correction R = x_( -_
Corrected R =( ohms at 5 , -b 35 3.0 5o6. _af 7;'j /,,.0
nominal temperature
--
ao 39-? 9ft 1W, 0&0 /47 17e 9.y /O/2- 57e
spe'. en Failed Tested ly Date: I
SSpc.ei n Passed Witlness Date;
NOD Written Sheet No. . ----- - of
Approved
SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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Secimen TeolIgerature Sensor Job No. 7039
Date - -'/ Report No. P- 9 -y
Part No. /-. /p- Specimen Temp.
Serial No. _ _ Amb. Temp.
Mfg. Date 5- . Ice Point Res. on Mfg. Date -. /
Test Equipment
I Wheatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. therm. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, thermos
3 Galvanometer 36,09 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Ice bath, thermos 10
To Title Temperature Calibration
Description of Test, Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
Nominal temperature oF 32 -109 32 212 300 32
Reference therm. res. Ohm - - -7 35.5/5
O Bath temperature OF 32.0 -@?, 32.o '.. 3,. . 32 0
S Measured sensor res. Ohms n50. , 171 1 5 I 3 .,
m Correction rate, ohms/OF a- .2y -t 5-2- , 57-,
SCorrection, -n5 X(_-_
Corrected R = -()®ohms at 256.0 17/ y( 'P5-19 3 %K 1 .6,
nominal temperature ._ _
Sp,- cim Failed Tested by A Date:
Spec-men Passed Witness Date:
NOD Writen Sheet No. -- ----- of
Approved
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DATA SHEET.
Specimen Temperature Sensor Job No. 7039
Date 6 - zC - z Report No. e- _e -_
Part No. kb-1UW  Specimen Temp. noted
Serial No. 036 t, 196, 172, 087, 209 Amb. Temp.
Test Equipment
1 Temperature chamber 5 4 0 9 /S i0 6
2 Thermometer (300F) ? 13 925 6 7
3 Thermometer (-65°F) 8 ( 
4 9
5 10
Test. Title, Temperature cycling
D.esciptiee of. T.st, Soak parts at -65 + 10*F for 30 minutes (min.), then +300°F for 30 minutes
(min.). Repeat for 10 cycles total.
COLD HOT
C Nt Tg Stop )uratior Start Temp. Stop Dur tio
Cycle No. Time Min. Time OF Time Ain.
3 7 430-L/ F :o 3 6 '0oo 3 e i3o 3d7 -"io -2i 1.:00 0 : 3 6 jj(0 1:30
3
8 : -LL 3:o) 3co 33' 0-1 3 6_ _
1o 13' 3 j Soo o 5q 0 3o0 q 30o 3
Soee..e. Filed Tested By /* Date:
Specimen Posted Witness Dote:
NOD Written Sheet Ne. /-... of
Approved
SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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Specimen Temperature Sensor Job No. 7039
Date 9 _ _ 3 ' -_ _ Report No. _ -_ _ _ _ __-- 
Part No. 1- 0;' / Specimen Temp.
Serial No. 036 Amb. Temp.
Mfg. Date /ix - >- Ice Point Res. on Mfg. Date /-57- _-r
Test Equipment
1 Wheatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. therm. bridge, 3803 7 CO2 bath, thermos
3 Galvanometer 36Y 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Ice bath, thermos 10
Tet Title Temperature Calibration
D.scription of Test Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
S Nominal temperature OF 32 -109 32 212 300 32
Reference them. res. o - 7,3y$f 5 7_ __,/_ --
SBath temperature OF 32.0 "__,_ 32.o jl .3 99.5, 32.o
Measured sensor res. Ohms 560. j 9. 5 iso,.' aOb. &3fy.9 lqgq,/
5 Correction rate, ohms/*F -- 3. . 3. / --
E6 Correction AR - nx((- i) 
_
( Corrected R =G)-®ohms at 13 66. ILA 5 64 j j34e4 *
nominal temperature
(AW.4 0 /03 /4 5Mr o W . Z351 :3 /S-lv
Specimen Failed Tested Fy * Dole:
Specimen Possed Witness Dote:
NOD W,;ten Sheet No. // . .. of
Approv.ed
e AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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SpeciL:en Teperature Sensor Job. No. 7039
Date - ) -7Z.3 Report No. _ - _39_-/
Part No. p- - /j , Specimen Temp.
Serial No. /_ Amb. Temp.
Mfg. Date I'- Ice Point Res. on Mfg. Date 2- ~ -
Test Equipment
I ,heatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. therm. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, thermos
3 Galvanometer _ _ 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Ice bath, thermos 10
T.,t Tile: Temperature Calibration
Description of Test, Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
Nominal temperature OF 32 -109 32 212 300 32
SReference therm. res. O -7.; _ .q-
3 Bath temperature OF f.2.0 - 3 .o _.o
Measured sensor res. Ohms P06-./3 7/. 17L 1. VY1/'/31,. , 17)
SCorrection rate, ohms/*F _ _ 0, - 4 S-'92 .- o
n CorrectionAR - x -a
C7 orrected R -()-()ohms at 50. )7/.r
nominal temperature __
__ ____, __,___.,_ *. o.' i /.96 2'.,, 39, ,.?i- 3?. -/ . ,'
Specinen Foiled ,Tested By Date?- o.
Specimen Poissed Witners Date;
NOD Written Shooeet No. of
Approved
SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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DATA SHEET
Specimen .Tempergure 6 nsor Job No. 7039
Date , . y_ Report No. _ -o 4 39- _
Part No. IeP;'- (.1: ' Specimen Temp.
Serial No. /7& Amb. Temp.
Mfg. Date 3- PC, Ice Point Res. on Mfg. Date . +:p
Test Equipment
I *Wheatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. them. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, thermos
Calvanometer 3 O S,
Ref. thermometer 8052 9
Ice bath, thermos 10
Test Tite Temperature Calibration
De.,scription of T.est, Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
Nominal temperature oF 32 -109 32 212 300 32
Reference therm. res. Ohm -O- - 3.5f 4.3;06 -
Bath temperature OF 12.o -109.3 z.o /,2 p ,s .o
Measured sensor res. Ohms ?993 9V39' 999-q7 1'1 43 57/a M 0
SCorrection rate, obms/*F 2o--"- . -'- r.f /7 -
c orrection A - () X () -- ()
Corrected R 0 -Gohms at ??8.3'/ 4,954-T *? .7 j84.. /57/. 9
nominal temperature
__ 
_ ___ 
___ 
_ ,n~ 9W(2-j,975- f.??/ 1,997/ ,9M7
Specimes Failed Tested by Aeter
specime" Passed Witness Dete:
NOD Written Sheet . .----- e
Apprveed
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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DA7A $2-".T
Specimen Temperature Sensor Job No. 7039
Date 2 - 7 ) " Report No. - _ _ _ 3-/
Part No. Fa - /a- & Specimen Temp.
Serial No. ot; Amb. Temp.
Mfg. Date 6 2.- Ice Point Res. on Mfg. Date 6-00 a
Test Equipment
1 Whneatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. therm. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, thermos
3 Galvanometer j bo a 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Ice bath, thermos 10
T.,, Ti., Temperature Calibration
Descriptie of TeI Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
SNominal temperature OF 32 -109 32 212 300 32
SReference therm. res. Oh - 17q3q7 - 3.5313 V,343 -
( B) ath temperature OF 12.o --.3 z o 3,//.// 320 gz.o
Measured sensor res. Ohms 199-71 3 4 119.7 .31 0 330 7?4,50 9
Correction rate, ohms/"F - /. - /. '0 /. __
SCorrection & = -
Corrected R -(-&ohms at
nominal temperature 9. 71. ,3 ( D3, 4 , q9/.,
SWiV fl6 1.99gs~-?> "1" ?p
Sptcimen Failed Tested fy Date:
Specimen Poassed Witness Date:
NOD Wrillea Sheet No. ' . . of
Approved
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Specimen Temperature Sensor Job No. 7039
Date - 3p--7 Report No. /L - f-
Part No. /=--/ - / a Specimen Temp.
Serial No. g Amb. Temp.
Mfg. Date 6- ~ Ice Point Res. on Mfg. Date 2 - i.i
Test Equipment
1 Wheatstone bridge, sensor, 3801 6 Oil Bath and stirrer
2 Ref. therm. bridge, 3803 7 C02 bath, thermos
3 Galvanometer 3409 8
4 Ref. thermometer 8052 9
5 Ice bath, thermos 10
Test Title: Temperature Calibration
Description of Test, Stabilize and test at each temperature in sequence.
Nominal temperature F 32 -109 32 212 300 32
SReference them. res. 0 - 17,g37 - 3,53 yvb39-
Bath temperature OF 92.0 .I 32.o J,. 71 3 .50 S .o
Measured sensor res. Ohms . .' 39, . 37,
Correction rate, ohns/*F 0- ___-_F_ A90
Scorrection AR -n (x()-l
Corrected k -(&)-oms at,~99. 7,~4 ~ 3'~C .f __
nominal temperature
Aw/es'- G) /2 99,7Y, 79. - 79',n, __
Specimen Foailed -, .Tested Iy A Date: 3 73
Specimen Passed Witness Date:
NOD Written Sheet Ne. of
Approved
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74- 10325
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APPENDIX E
SUMMARY OF APOLLO CSM WATER TANK
GAGING SYSTEM FAILURES
APPENDIX E
FAILURE SUMMARY OF APOLLO CSM
WATER TANK GAGING SYSTEM
This report presents a review of 25 failures reported on the water tank
gaging system that was designed and used in the Apollo CSM environmental control
system. The failure reports cover the period of December 1965 through January
1971. These reports were prepared by AiResearch Manufacturing Company, Torrance,
California, and the Rockwell International Corporation, Downey, California,
including the failure analysis and the implementation of the required corrective
action.
The GFE failure reports were furnished to AiResearch for this analysis
as part of an ECS transducer development program contracted to AiResearch under
NASA JSC Contract NAS 9-13446.
Apollo CSM Water Tank Gaging System
The Apollo CSM water tank gaging system consists of a cable driven rotary
potentiometer as shown in Figure C-I. One end of the cable is attached to the
bladder in the water tank and the other end is wrapped around a drum which is
part of the rotary potentiometer. The rotary potentiometer incorporates a
clock-spring which maintains the cable taut. The inside'cavity formed by the
expulsion bladder is pressurized with gaseous oxygen thus maintaining the bladder
in intimate contact with the water. As water is drawn from the tank, the bladder
stretches which causes the cable to reposition the rotary potentiometer. The
resistance change in the potentiometer is proportional to water quantity.
Quantity Gaging System - Operational Characteristics
Output signal dc voltage proportional to water
quantity
0 vdc = empty tank
5 vdc = full tank
6.5 vdc = max output for
mechanism overtravel
Signal accuracy ±0.5 vdc (±10 percent of full
scale) max error
Signal ripple component 10 my rms max
Load resistance 30,000 ohms
Supply voltage 28 +2, -3 vdc
The cable-driven rotary potentiometer gaging system provides a straight-
forward approach for gaging the contents of expulsion bladder water tanks in zero-g.
The problems encountered were largely due to improper assembly (28%) and cali-
bration (20%) of the gaging system. The position of the bladder was dependent
on orientation of the tank in one-g and as a result several of the failures
S AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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Figure C-I. Apollo CSM Water Tank Gaging System
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were erroneously reported because the fixture for holding the tank assembly
in its proper attitude was not used. Design was responsible for 20 percent
of the failures which were not repetitive; however, they were corrected by
design changes.
The customer's installation permitted moisture from the urine and waste
water dump line to backflow into the gaseous cavity of the expulsion bladder.
Twelve percent of the failures indicated that this moisture caused the poten-
tiometer to become corroded resulting in malfunction.
The rotary potentiometer gaging system provides a compact design capable
of gaging a long stroke device with little or no increase in size. Attachment
of the cable to the center of a bellows or piston-type accumulator would preclude
inaccuracies due to rippling as experienced with a bladder.
The failure reports furnished by NASA JSC were reviewed and the pertinent
information was reduced to key words that best describe the failure modes and
causes. These failures are described in Figures C-2, C-3 and C-4. Figure C-5
contains a summary matrix of the 25 failures including a percentage breakdown
for each of the failure categories. The format is relatively self-explanatory,
although, for clarification, the definitions of certain terms are presented
below:
* Failure type -- This refers to the general type of failure, usually
either mechanical, electrical or human.
* Failure mode -- This refers to the failure symptom which the transducer
exhibits. Examples would be drift, no output, high output, or set-
point shift.
* Failure mechanism -- This refers to what has failed, and in what manner
that resulted in the given failure mode. Examples would be bellows
leakage, broken leadwire, failed transistor, or cracked sensing bead.
* Failure cause -- This refers to the action that resulted in the occur-
rence of the failure mechanism. Examples would be overpressure applied
to the unit, poor weld quality, inadequate circuit design or test pro-
cedure not followed.
* Problem area -- This refers to the general area responsible for the
failure cause. This would generally be either design, manufacturing,
testing, installation, handling, human or random.
* Corrective action -- This refers to the corrective action taken that is
referred to on the trouble report.
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TRANSDUCER FAILURE EVALUATION
TRANSOUCER APPLICATION CONTENTS GAGING - APOLLO CSM WATER TANKS TRANSDUCER TYPE WIND-UP CABLE DRIVEN POTENTIOMETER
BASIC PART NUMBER A/R B20978 NAAo M92-0007-002 OPERATING PRINCIPLE POTENTIOMETER
TRANSDUCER MANUF. AIRESEARCH MEASUREMENT RANGE
TROUBLE REPORT SOURCE AIRESEARCH AND NAA MEASUREMENT MEDIA BLADDER.POSITION VS WATER QUANTITY
SPART SERIAL FAILURE T/R FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE PROBLEM CORRECTIVENUMBER NUMBER DATE NUMBER TYPE MODE MECHANISM CAUSE AREA ACTION COMMENTS
820978-2-I 105-109 12-31-65 AR008209 HUMAN OUTPUT HIGH POTENTIOMETER PROCEDURE TESTING ERROR UNIT CALIBRATED
< 105-I12 1-15-66 AR006628 HUMAN OUTPUT DOES NOT FRACTURED CABLE OVERPRESSURIZATION TESTING ERROR RESPONSIBLE PERSON-
CHANGE OF TANK BLADDER NEL CAUTIONED
105-110 1-4-66 AR008213 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT WIRE CABLE 
-MISROUTED ON POTEN- ASSEMBLY COMPONENT REWORKED
TIOMETER
105-109 1-4-66 AR008214 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT WIRE CABLE AND CABLE MISROUTED AND ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS REPLACED
POTENTIOMETER WRONG POTENTIOMETER AND REWORKED
USED
105-108 1-6-66 AR008217 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT CABLE DRIVEN POTEN- DESIGN INADEQUACY DESIGN INDICATOR ASSY RE-
TIOMETER PLACED IN WATER TAN
105-109 I-6-66 AR008218 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT CABLE DRIVEN POTEN- MISROUTED WIRE ASSEMBLY UNIT REWORKED
TIOMETER CABLE
15-110 2-3-66 AR006640 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT AIR IN WATER LINE LEAKAGE THRU THREAD- DESIGN LOCTITE APPLIED TO
ED MOUNTING SCREWS THE SCREW THREADS
105-114 2-22-66 AR006644 HUMAN NO OUTPUT ELECTRIC LEADS BROKEN DUE TO MIS- ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY PERSONNEL
HANDLING CAUTIONED
105-114 3-17-66 AR007654 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT CABLE DRIVEN POTEN- FREON CLEANING FREON CLEANING FREON CLEANING
TIOMETER CAUSED POTTING COM- ELIMINATED
POUND TO SWELL BIND-
ING PULLEY
0on I~
IN
TRANSDUCER FAILURE EVALUATION
X TRANSDUCER APPLICATION CONTENTS GAGING - APOLLO CSM WATER TANKS TRANSDUCER TYPE WIND-UP CABLE DRIVEN POTENTIOMETER
SBASIC PART NUMBER A/R 820978, NAA No. ME192-0007-0021 OPERATING PRINCIPLE POTENTIOMETER
STRANSDUCER MANUF. AIRFSFARrH MANIIFACTIIRING inCOMPANY MEASUREMENT RANGE
TROUBLE REPORT SOURCE AIRESEARCH AND NAA MEASUREMENT MEDIA BLADDER POSITION VS WATER QUANTITY
- PART SERIAL FAILURE T/R FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE PROBLEM CORRECTIVE
SNUMBER NUMBER DATE NUMBER TYPE MODE MECHANISM CAUSE AREA ACTION COMMENTS
S820978 105-112 4-28-66 AR008829 HUMAN OUTPUT DOES NOT CABLE DRIVEN POTEN- CORROSION FROM IN- IMPROPER TEST HARDWARE DISASSEM-3 CHANGE TIOMETER HIBITORS IN WATER OPERATION BLED AND CLEANED
z GLYCOL
075102 5-25-66 MAO21124 HUMAN NO OUTPUT POTENTIOMETER WIPER WIRE FRACTURED DESIGN DRAWING CHANGED
WIRE WHERE IT PASSES
THRU RESISTOR
HOUSING
105-115 6-24-66 MA028737 HUMAN NO OUTPUT PIN IN THE ELEC- PIN WAS BENT DURING INSTALLATION MIS- RETURNED TO A/R
TRICAL CONNECTOR INSTALLATION HANDLING FOR REPAIR
46-103 7-21-66 AR006636 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT TANK BLADDER OUT OF SYMMETRY ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE REVISED PROCEDURE
105-116 8-30-66 AR008841 HUMAN NO OUTPUT WIRE CABLE CABLE WAS OFF OF DESIGN NONE
THE POTENTIOMETER
46-10 9-21-66 AROI303 HUMAN OUTPUT LOW CABLE DRIVEN POTEN- UNKNOWN UNKNOWN NONE STATED
TIOMETER
46-114 6-16-67 AR014194 MECH LOW INSULATION POTENTIOMETER MOISTURE LEAK IN ASSEMBLY REPAIRED UNIT
RESISTANCE PACKING
46-103 7-25-67 AR015437 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT TEST FIXTURE INCORRECT TANK TESTING NONE WATER TANK ROTATED
ORIENTATION 180 RESULTING IN
CALIBRATION SHIFT
0010511 8-23-67 MPOI2011 MECH CALIBRATION SHIFT VEHICLE INSTALLA- INCORRECT TANK NONE NONE INSTL. IN VEHICLE NOR-
TION ORIENTATION MALLY GIVES INCORRECT
ORIENTATION
oC
t11c.n
.4 TRANSDUCER FAILURE EVALUATION
TRANSDUCER APPLICATION CONTENTS GAGING - APOLLO CSM WATER TANKS TRANSDUCER TYPE WIND-UP CABLE DRIVEN POTENTIOMETER
BASIC PART NUMBER A/R 820978, NAA No. ME192-0007-0021 OPERATING PRINCIPLE POTENTIOMETER
TRANSDUCER MANUF. AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY MEASUREMENT RANGE
c TROUBLE REPORT SOURCE AIRESEARCH AND NAA MEASUREMENT MEDIA BLADDER POSITION VS WATER QUANTITY
NE PART SERIAL FAILURE T/R FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE PROBLEM CORRECTIVEc NUMBER NUMBER DATE NUMBER TYPE MODE MECHANISM CAUSE RE
AREA ACTION COMMENTS820978 46-117 8-24-67 AR015156 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT ELECTRIC POTTING MISHANDLING DURING ASSEMBLY STRAIN RELIEF PRO-CRACKED AND LEAD ASSEMBLY 
TECTION ADDED BY0 WIRES BROKEN DRAWING CHANGE
126-119 9-30-67 AR015190 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT CABLE DRIVEN POTEN- CALIBRATED IN ERROF ASSEMBLY AND CALl- UNIT TO BE RECALI-z 
TIOMETER BRATION BRATED
0046111 12-27-68 PFI03515 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT CORROSION OF POTEN- URINE BACKUP INTO DESIGN INSTALLATION DUMPING PROCEDURE
TIOMETER WATER TANK GASEOUS DEFINED
BLEED
39-131 4-23-69 AR019168 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT CABLE DRIVEN SPRING RETURN DRUM ASSEMBLY CAUTION NOTE IN-
POTENTIOMETER SLUGGISH, ERRONE- CLUDED ON ASSEMBLY
OUSLY LOOSENED DOCUMENT
0078122 11-14-69 PF108521 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT CABLE DRIVEN CORROSION DUE TO DESIGN INSTALLATION NONE
POTENTIOMETER BACK FLOW OF MOIS-
TURE IN DUMP LINES
0046118 4-12-70 PF109501 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT UNKNOWN NOT DETERMINED UNKNOWN NONE
0028120 1-21-71 D63165 HUMAN CALIBRATION SHIFT UNKNOWN NOT DETERMINED UNKNOWN NONE
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APPENDIX F
BACKGROUND RADIATION
1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION
It is expected that many people who will read about
and use nucleonic gaging systems will not be familiar
with radiation, the use of radioactive sources or the
terminology used. While use of nucleonic gaging
does not require any specialized knowledge of radiation
and is designed to eliminate any hazards to the user,
a brief discussion of radiation may be of interest to
users of nucleonic gages.
Everyone is exposed to some radiation throughout their
life. First, a small part of the cosmic radiation that
strikes our atmosphere penetrates the earth's blanket
of air to reach the surface. Second, the earth contains
naturally occuring radioactive material (Uranium ore,
Potasium-40, etc.) and there are minute quantities of
radioactivity in practically all the materials we use
and even in our bodies. Third, nearly everyone is exposed
to medical or dental x-rays from time to time. The
following sections discuss the units used in measuring
radiation.
0 AIRESEARCHMANUFACTURING COMPANY 74-10325
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2.0 UNITS UID IN DISCUSSING RADIATION
2.1 The Roentqen
Several units are used when discussing radiation dose
or radiation dose rate. Historically, the first unit
used was the roentgen, named after the discoverer of
x-rays, W.K. Roentgen, which is actually a measure 
of
the amount of ionization caused by radiation. The
roentgen is often abbreviated as R and the milli-
roentgen as mR (1/1000 of one R). The roentgen
identifies radiation intensity and not its effect so
it is called exposure, or exposure rate when expressed
in roentgens per hour (R/hr) or milliroentgens per
hour (mR/hr).
2.2 The Rad
Because different kinds of radiation have different
effect on materials, other units are often used. One
of the most used units is the rad, which stands for
radiation absorbed dose. One rad is equal to 100
ergs of energy absorbed in each gram of material
(100 ergs/gm) and a millirad (m rad) is 0.1 ergs/gmn
(also rad/hr and mrad/hr for absorbed dose rate).
2.3 The Rem
For living tissue, even the same number of rads of
different kinds of radiation are not equivalent, so
O AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 7410325
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another unit, the rem for "radiation equivalent
man" is used. The rem and rem/hr (also milli rem and
milli rem/hr) are the standard units for radiation
protection. With the rem family of units, we can compare
the absorbed dose rate of x-rays, cosmic rays, neutrons,
etc.,knowing that the same quantities will have equivalent
effects on the person or persons exposed.
2.4 The Curie
The curie (named after Madam Curie, the discoverer
of Radium) is different from those discussed above;
the curie is a measure of the activity of radioactive
material in terms of the average number of atoms that
undergo disintegration every second. One curie* is
3.7 x 1010 disintegrations per second; one millicurie
(mCi) 3.7 x 107 (37,000,000) disintegrations each second
and one microcurie (pCi) is 3.7 x 104 disintegrations
per second. A wrist watch with a luminous dial might
contain a few micro curies or less of source
while a radioisotope powered battery contains
thousands or millions of curies. Yet both are quite
safe when properly built and properly used.
*Originally defined as one gram of Radium or equivalent.
In each gram of pure Radium-226, approximately 3.7 x 107
atoms will decay to radon gas each second.
. AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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RADIATTION SAFETY AND HANDLING
Radiation Dose to Personnel
Radiation safety and the safe handling of the source
assembly is prime consideration in the design of each
nucleonic system. While the radiation source must have
the right gamma energy, and sufficient source strength to
accomplish the gaging job, it must not cause any signifi-
cant radiation dosage to the aircraft crew members, the
ground crew or to any personnel who might handle the
sources in transit or in storage. The AEC regulations
(Title 10, CRF 20) and conforming regulations of the
agreement state agencies specify occupational dose limits
(maximum allowable radiation dose for people who wear
film badges or pocket dosimeters) and much lower dose
limits for the general population. Radiation workers
may receive up to 5 Rem* per year while personnel who
are not on film badge programs should receive less than
0.5 Rem (500 milliRem) per year.
The radiation absorbed dose received each year by any
one person is a function of the radiation field they are
exposed to and the time of exposure. This is the expo-
sure dose rate and is measured in Roentgens per hour
*Rem is the "Roentgen equivalent Man" - the dose of any
radiation that has an equivalent biological effect of
exposure to one Roentgen of X-rays or gamma rays.
SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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(R/hr) or milliRoentgens per hour (mR/hr). For x-rays
and gamma rays, the conversion is direct, that is
exposure to one mR/hr for one hour results in one
mRem of absorbed dose. A person will receive 5 mRem
if they should spend one hour in a 5 mR/hr field, or
5 hours in a one mR/hr field. More succinctly, absorbed
dose is a product of exposure dose rate and exposure
time. For the mathematically inclined, it is actually
the integral:
D (in Rems) = (t) dt
where 6 (t) is the instantaneous exposure dose rate.
But it is the concept that is important: every person
should keep their absorbed dose to a minimum. This
is done by keeping the time spent in any radiation field
to a minimum.
Data presented at a 1969 Symposium on Radiation
1,2
Legislation by Dr. K. Z. Morgan shows that 94% of
the radiation dose received by the average person in
the United States is from medical exposure as shown
*The conversion of Roentgens of exposure to Rems of
absorbed dose depends on the Relative Biological Effective-
ness (RBE) of the radiation type. The RBE of x-rays and
gamma rays is 1 but it is 10 for neutrons and ranges from
1 to 20 per particle.
1. Director, Health Physic Division, Oak Ridge Natl Laboratory
2. Fifty-Fifth Scientific Assembly and Annual Meeting of the
Radiological Society of North America at Chicago, Illinois
November 30 - December 5, 1969.
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in the following table:
ESTIMATED AVERAGE IONIZING-RADIATION
EXPOSURE TO PERSONS LIVING IN THE UNITED STATES
mRems/year
Medical Exposure
Gonad dose from diagnosis (1964) 55
Gonad dose from therapeutic use (1964) 7
Bone-marrow dose from diagnosis (1964) 125
Thyroid dose from diagnosis (mostly
dental) (1964) 1000
Weapons Fallout Dose (1968) 2
Occupational Exposure
Nuclear energy industry gonad dose (1966) 0.2
All other occupational exposure gonad
dose (1966) 0.4
Other Man-Made Sources (watches, television,
shoe-fitting machines, radioisotope appli-
cations, etc.)
Gonad dose (1966) 0.1
The total average absorbed dose is about 1.190 mRem/year.
Added to this is the radiation absorbed dose from terrestrial
radiation (radioactive materials in the earth's crust) and
cosmic radiation. Both of these depend on the area a
person lives in. The terrestrial component varies between
SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 74 103 5
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70 to 200 mRem/year (more living over granite) but is
nearly 1000 mRem/year in Kerak, India. The cosmic ray
contribution to total absorbed dose varies considerably
with altitude from about 50 mRem/year at sea level to
about 125 mRem/year in Denver, Colorado.
The total average absorbed dose then is between 1200
and 1400 mRem/year with the largest contribution
(and most variation) coming from medical and dental
x-rays. Thus, if a person who was not on a film badge
program received the maximum allowed, 500 mRem in one
year, he would only increase his total dose by about
40/%.for that year. His total 30 year dose would hardly
be increased at all. General Nucleonics feels that it
behooves the instrument manufacturers to keep radiation
exposure well below the "safe" levels.
In all of the 2000 avionic gaging systems built by GND,
the exposure dose rate is kept below 2 mR/hr in any area
where maintenance personnel might spend any length of
time. When the GND NOQIS (Nucleonic Oil Quantity
Indicating System) was first installed on all F104's at
Luke AFB, the installing personnel were required to wear
film badges. After several months, with the same crew
members doing the installation on several hundred
aircraft, the requirement for wearing film badges was
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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removed as the film badge did not show any significant
readings above natural background (see Attachment 1).
3.2 R-dioactive Contamination
The potential hazard of radioactive contamination,
that is, the possibility that a source will leak or
break open and radioactive material will spread around
to eventually be ingested or inhaled, has prevented
many otherwise useful gages from being used by non.
licensed people. Even when use is allowed, most sources
must be professionally leak tested at 6 month intervals
(or more often) to lessen the chance of contamination.
Kr-85 sources need not be leak tested because Kr-85
sources cannot contaminate. The reason Kr-85 is so
much safer than almost any other source material is
because krypton is an inert gas. Because krypton
is inert (like all noble gases, krypton does not combine
chemically with other elements), it will not be retained
by the body even if some is breathed into the lungs.
IaA AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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01' AI"WTM'NT OF I' IC: AIll FOItCF'..
2 AI7Ju UNITLC SiTAVCr i Alit rC1.. 0IW4I;.NVANY dAl LC 0
McCLCLLAN AI' tI1CL: UA5t 0, C.ALBIFOIINIA S '.52
ATO: SMSDOM (Mr. Theep/33491) 6 JAN 9
su,--CT: Installation of the Nucleonic Oil Gage
TO: SMNATA (Mr. Ack)
1. We have monitored the installation of the Nucleonic Oil Gage since
April 1966 and the results of the film badge readings are as follows:
Dates Readings
4 Apr 66 to 6 Jun 66 00.000
6 Jun 66 to 9 Sep 66 00.000
9 Sep 66 to 7 Dec 66 00.000
7 Dec 66 to 6 Apr 67. 00.000,
6 Apr 67 to 12 Jul 67 00.000
12 Jul 67:to 11 Oct 67 00.000
2. To date we have had no exposures that would warrant any concern to
S the health of the installers listed below:"
Marcus G..Buckner
Edward C. Collins
Albert C. Riley
Fred C. Wynn RpRODUCmLITY OF THE
OR GINAL. PAGE T P.
J. CE , Capt, USAF, MC
--lief, mill Public Health 4 Occ Med Sec
, "1 •
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APPENDIX G
GENERAL NUCLEONICS DESIGN AND TEST PROGRAM
general nucleonics
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NUCLEONICS CONTENTS GAGING SYSTEM FOR
ZERO-G BLADDER-TYPE WATER TANKS
Prepared for:
GARRETT AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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1.0 ABSTRACT
This report covers the design and test evaluation of
a laboratory breadboard nucleonic gaging system for
measuring the quantity of water contained in a bladder-
type water tank used in a zero gravity spacecraft
environment. The gaging system components consist of
radioactive source elements containing Krypton-85
gas, Geiger-Muller tube radiation detectors, and
processing electronics.
Testing of the gage included quantity measurements in
five pound increments from Full tank, at approximately
55 pounds of water, to Empty tank. Quantity measure-
ments at each of the fill levels were obtained with
the water tank oriented in six different orthogonal
positions with respect to earth gravity.
Included in the report is a brief discussion of the
nucleonic gaging technique0  system error analysis and
an evaluation of the data obtained during the testing
of the gage. Gaging system accuracy in a zero-gravity
environment was determined to be 1.3% from Empty to
75% Full and approximately 5% at Full tank.
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2.0 RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Nucleonic gaging techniques may be applicable to
those difficult gaging requirements where conventional
gaging methods fail to obtain the desired results.
The Apollo CSM Water Tank used a variation of the
conventional resistance wire gage as shown on Figure
1. In this application, the water to be gaged is
contained between the outside tank walls and an
internal pressurized bladder which contains the tank
ullage and provides the water expulsion pressure.
The quantity of water in the tank is determined by
measuring the location of the expulsion bladder with
respect to the center of the tank. Although this
gaging technique is conceptually sound, a number of
technical problems resulted from its use and an
alternate gaging method was sought.
Garrett Airesearch granted a sub-contract to General
Nucleonics Division of Tyco Laboratories (GND) to
investigate the use of a nucleonic gage to measure
the Apollo CSM Water Tank quantity. The investigation
concentrated upon proving the gaging technique, using
off-the-shelf hardware, breadboard electronics, and
standard laboratory equipment.
The results of the investigation were quite satisfactory.
Gaging accuracies of 5% near Full and 1.3% from 75% Full
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Figure 1. Apollo CSM Water Tank Gaging System
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to Empty tank were determined for the gaging system
in the zero gravity field. In the earth's gravity
field, with the water tank oriented in six different
(orthogonal) positions the gaging accuracy was only
slightly reduced from that determined for the zero
gravity case.
The equipment used in the experiment consisted of
assemblies taken from GND's Nucleonic Oil Quantity
Gaging System which is used to gage the oil quantity
on thousands of military aircraft. GND is also currently
supplying nucleonic gages of the same type for measuring
the quantity of Hydrazine in bladdered tanks in a
space satellite application.
This program established that the Apollo CSM Water
Tank can be gaged with adequate accuracy using a
nucleonic gaging system. We further believe that a
more accurate gage could be developed for this application
if required. The reliability of nucleonic gages has
been established in both aircraft and space environments
as is evidenced by their current use in both.
GND recommends, based upon the results of this program
and results from previous and current production
programs, that nucleonic gaging be given serious
consideration as a viable alternative to the more
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conventional gaging methods when the conventional
methods are difficult or impossible to implement.
Nucleonic gaging systems are particularly applicable
to Zero-g gaging requirements when the location of
the liquid is randomly distributed within the tank.
Another salient feature of nucleonic gaging is that
it requires no modification of the tankage to install
and, in fact, does not even require that the gaging
system components be in physical contact with the
tank being gaged.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION
This report discusses the results of a program to
investigate the use of a nucleonic gaging system to
provide the liquid quantity measurement for the Apollo
CSM waste water tank. The stated objective of the
program was "to define a highly reliable, lightweight
contents gaging system that accurately indicates the
amount of water remaining during all flight attitudes
and during Zero-g operation for space applications".
To this end, a nucleonic gaging system was designed
using off-the-shelf hardware from existing nucleonic
gaging systems and interfaced with the Apollo CSM tank.
The design effort consisted primarily in optimizing
the location of the gaging elements on the tank in
order to provide the best gaging system accuracy.
The tank was gaged using two basic configurations.
Variations of the two basic configurations were tried
in order to obtain the best results.
This report contains experimental data obtained from
both of the gaging system configurations and discusses
the data obtained in view of the system requirements.
A brief discussion of the theory of nucleonic gaging
preceeds the system description and data analysis.
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4.0 Technical Discussion
In this section, a brief discussion of the theory and
practice of nucleonic gaging and of the specific gaging
system used to generate the data presented herein is
provided. An analysis of the data and of the system
error sources is also discussed.
4.1 Brief Theory of Nucleonic Gaging
Nucleonic gages utilize the property of matter that
results in the attenuation (through absorbtion and
scattering) of radiation flux incident to it. Gages
have been designed using radiation particles, neutrons,
and gamma rays. The gage classification is normally
characterized by the type of radiation employed and
by the specific interaction pheomenon used in the
measurement. Thus, a beta backscatter gage; which
could be used to measure the thickness of one material
plated on a substrate; uses a radiation source of beta
particles (electrons) and detects those electrons which
are scattered back toward the source by the material
under investigation. In gaging the total mass or liquid
quantity contained within a vessel, as is required in the
Apollo CSM Water Tank, a gamma ray attenuation gage is
the applicable nucleonic technique.
Gamma ray attenuation gages employ a radioactive source
of gamma rays positioned so that the material to be gaged
is located between the source and the detection device.
The radioactive source emits gamma rays which are radiated
isotropically from the source. A certain percentage of
these gamma rays are emitted in the direction of the
gaging system detector and penitrate the material to be
gaged and the walls of the container which holds the
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material and are detected in the detector.
In penetrating the container walls and the material to
be gaged, the gamma rays experience an attenuation which
follows the general relationship,
I/Io = e-4d (eq. 1)
where I/ois the fraction of the radiation flux photons
remaining after passage thru a thickness of material (d)
with an attenuation coefficient (p). The attenuation
coefficient (p.) is a function of the energy of incident
gamma ray photons and of the atomic number of the material
being measured. For a given radioactive isotope, the
the energy of the gamma ray photons is constant; in the
case of Krypton 85, (which was used in the Apollo CSM
Water Tank Gage) the gamma energy is 514 Kev.
Equation 1 above is the expression applicable for narrow
beams of radiation and gaometries in which an approximate
point source of radiation is used in conjunction with a
collimated detector. It results in an exponential curve
when detected gamma ray photons (counts per unit time)
are plotted versus material quantity, or in this case,
the liquid contained in the water tank. If the source is
distributed and no detector collimation is employed, then
not only the broad beam direct photons but also photons
scattered by the tank and liquid contained within the tank
are also counted when they are scattered toward the
uncollimated detector. In the Apollo CSM water tank, we
purposely use a distributed source and an uncollimated
detector in order to maximize the detection of both the
broad beam direct and the scattered photons. When the
source is properly distributed, we can change the
exponential plot of equation 1 into an approximately
linear relationship of counts per unit time versus
liquid quantity. The distribution of the source and the
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location of the detector on the tank in order to
accomplish the linerization of gage output with liquid
quantity is called "mapping".
Mapping is primarily an emperical process. We not only
attempt to provide a linear gage output with liquid
quantity but also to provide the same output irrespective
of where the liquid is contained within the tank. This
includes tank orientation in a gravity field, where the
liquid will respond to the gravity vector, and also in
a zero gravity situation where the liquid location with-
in the tank would be determined by smaller forces such
as surface tension, etc.
In certain applications, it may not be necessary to
provide a linear output so long as the gage output
remains constant for a given liquid quantity over the
various tank attitudes and the random or zero gravity
situation. Inthese' applications, the gage output can
be compared to a calibration curve and the quantity
information extracted from the curve. This can be accom-
plished manually, by curve fitting electronics which can
be made part of the gaging system, or by a simple computer
"table look-up" data processing.
The output function for the Apollo CSM Water Tank is of
the latter type, i.e. a non-linear output; however, as
will be seen in the data presentation, the output is
linear over a large portion of the curve.
4.2 Apollo CSM Water Tank Gaging System
The gaging system used to gage the quantity of water
contained in the Apollo CSM Water Tank is comprised of
three major component assemblies; radioactive source(s)
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radiation defector(s) and a processing electronics
unit. Since the primary objective of the program was to
establish the fesibility of nucleonic gaging for this
application, the program emphisis was placed upon
"mapping" of the radioactive source(s) and in collect-
experimental data. As a result, existing detector
assemblies and standard instrumentation electronics
were used in the gaging system.
The detector assembly used was a Nucleonic Oil
Quantity Indicating System (NOQIS) Geiger-Muller tube
detector which GND currently manufactures by the thousands
for the gaging of aircraft oil tanks. During this program,
a single detector gaging system using a GND Part No.
1002-00-300 Detector Assy. (which is specified for the
A7D Aircraft Oil Gaging System) was tested as well as a
two detector system which used two GND Part No. 1007-00-300
Detector Assys. (which are specified for the F-107 Air-
craft Oil Gaging System).
The instrumation electronics used in the testing consisted
of a NOQIS Master Indicator (GND Part No. 1002-00-000)
packaged into a test box to permit access to various test
points, and a standard scaler/timer to measure the counts
out of the radiation detector. The NOQIS indicator has a
d'Arsonval meter linearly calibrated from Full to Empty;
however, this meter was not used in the data taking since
the system output of the CSM Water Tank gage has a non-
linear output. All data presented is in counts per unit
time for a given water quantity as measured on the scaler/
timer. The instrumentation electronics only provided the
detector high voltage (+700 VDC) and provided access to the
detector output pulses for counting.
The radiation sources used all contain gaseous radioactive
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Krypton 85 supplied in 0.25 inch O.D. aluminum tubes with
a 0.049 inch wall thickness. The aluminum tubes, of
various lengths, are filled with the radioactive gas at
approximately one half atmosphere pressure.
Krupton 85 is one of the safest radioistopes available
since it is an inert gas that does not chemically combine
with any other element. Other features such as a 10.7
year half life, sufficient energy to provide penetration
of the CSM water tank and its contents while presenting
minimum personnel and storage hazards, and the ease in
fabricating sources make Krypton 85 the obvious choice
for this gaging application.
4.3 System Error Analysis
The error sources for the data obtained during this
program can be somewhat restricted since we need not
consider errors contributed by the environment, (specific-
ally temperature extreemes) or by electronics calibration.
These error sources are generally small at any rate, and
being independent error sources, that is, they vary
randomly with respect to each other, would have little
effect on the overall system accuracy.
The total system error is derived from the root sum
square (RSS) of the individual error sources:
2 2 2 2tC al = €i + s + --- e
Stotal 1 2 N (eq. 2)
The error sources identified for the system used in
obtaining the data for the CSM Water Tank are as follows:
estat which is the signal fluctuation error due to
the statistical nature of radioactive decay. The one sigma
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(a) fluction is determined entirely by the total number
of counts accumulated and is found from the expression
ACR = C (eq. 3)
ZT
where (ACR) in the one a change in countrate with an
experienced countrate of (CR) and (T) is the electronic
system time constant. The system time constant used in
the NOQIS is 15 seconds.
To eliminate the error contributed by counting statistics
in the data obtained during this investigation, we
accumulated count data for 100 seconds with the scaler
timer and reintroduced the error based upon a 15 second
time constant.
In the single detector system the countrate range was
from 215 cps at Full to 668 cps at Empty. In the double
detector system the countrate ranged from 488 cps at Full
to 1158 cps at Empty. The statistical errors for these
systems would be as follows, using equation 3 above:
Single Detector System:
Full ACR = 2.68 = 1% System Error
Empty ACR = 4.72 = 0.7% System Error
Double Detector System:
Full ACR = 4.03 = 0.8% System Error
Empty ACR = 6.21 = 0.5% System Error
CZero - g This is the error due to the variations in
water distribution within the tank for the Zero-gravity
and gravity conditions.
In the Apollo CSM Water Tank, the water distribution within
the tank is constrained by the pressurized bladder inside
the tank. This would be the predominate force acting on
the water in the Zero-g condition and as a result, the
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lication of the water for any given fill level would be
fairly constant. In the gravity condition, the water
location within the tank would be a function of both
the force and direction of the gravity field and of the
force exerted by the bladder. In our esperimentation,
we applied one "g" force in six different directions as
described in the next section. Data was taken in each of
the positions and then compared. The error that would
be experienced in zero gravity would be certainly be no
greater than the spread of the six position data and in
fact should be much less. The (Czero-g) is a function
of water quantity; maximizing near half full and approach-
ing zero at full and empty. The experimental data for the
two detectors systems, using the six tank positions,
resulted in worst case count rate variations of:
FILL LEVEL AVG. COUNTRATE LOW ACR HIGH ACR
Full 487 -6 +4
73% Full 540 -6 +14
45% Full 755 
-24 +30
18% Full 1030 
-29 +30
Empty 1158 
-6 +10
Resulting in worst case system errors as follows:
Full 
-1% to + 0.8% error
73% 
-1% to + 2.5% error
45% 
-3.2% to + 3.9% error
18% 
-2.8% to + 2.9% error
Empty 
-0.5% to + 0.8% error
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Although it is not a true source of error in the gaging
system, the system sensitivity or resolution does impose
restrictions on the ability of the gaging system to
measure the quantity of water in the tank. The system
sensitivity is a function of the water quantity and of
the tank "mapping".
In the single detector system, the system has excellent
sensitivity from Full (57.5 lbs.) to 20 pounds remaining,
fair sensitivity from 20 lbs. to 10 lbs. remaining, and
poor sensitivity from 10 lbs. remaining to empty.
(See Figure 3 in the next section) In the double detector
system, the sensitivity is fair from Full to 40 lbs.
remaining and excellent from 40 lbs. remaining to Empty.
(See Figure 9 in the next section).
To better understand the significance of the sensitivity
problem, consider the following example:
On Figure 3 assume that the system countrate is 300 cps.
The measured quantity is 49.7 lbs. of water at 300 cps
taken from the figure. If we now experience a countrate
change .f 10 cps to 310 ps, the measured quantity would
be 48.9 lbs.; less than a one lb. change. However, if
we have a countrate of 650 cps (12 lbs. quantity) and
have a 10 ps change to 660 cps we have quantity measurement
of 7 lbs.; a 5 lb. change.
It should be apparent that the steeper the slope of the
sensitivity curve, the better the system sensitivity.
The double detector system provides much better sensitivity
then the single detector system as can be seen by compar-
ing the sensitivity curves (Figures 3 and g).
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4.4 Data Analysis
The equipment used during the development and evaluation
of the nucleonic gaging system is shown on the Figure 2
photograph. The tank is shown mounted on the tumbling
fixture with the bladder pressurant hose entering from
the right in the photograph. The valves on the left-
hand side of the tank are used in filling and emptying
the tank. In operation, the tank is filled using city
water pressure and then the bladder is pressurized
using a constant 25 psi air supply. The tank is emptied
thru the same tank port as is used in filling. A hose
connected to the small upper valve shown on the photo-
graph is routed to the waste can shown in the backround.
The waste can is setting on a scale to permit determination
of the weight of water drained from the tank at the tank
fill levels measured.
The electronic instrumentation is shown on the table on
the left side of the photograph.
The tumbling fixture permits the tank to be oriented in
any position with respect to earths gravity. During the
testing, we took countrate data in six positions for
each of the tank fill levels.
The six positions employed were, (considering the tank
as a cylinder) four positions rotated 90' about the
axis of the cylinder with the axis horizontal and two
positions rotated 1800 about the axis with the axis
vertical. The fill levels measured were full (approx-
imately 57.5 lbs. of water) and incremental steps of 5
lbs. down from Full until we reached Empty.
After some initial measurements to determine the approx-
imate location of the water in the tank at various fill
levels and in various tank altitudes, we determined a
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trial source and detector location (mapping) in order
to gage the tank. The results of this firnt mapping are
shown on the Figure 3 graph. The abscissa is the pounds
of the water contained within the tank and the ordinate
is the countrate measured for a given tank fill level.
As can be seen on the graph, the gage output is linear
from Full to 25 lbs. with good sensitivity. From 25 lbs.
to Empty tank, the sensitivity drops off rapidly and the
gage becomes non-linear. The mapping configuration used
in obtaining this data is shown on Figure 4.
As can be seen on Figure 4., the gaging system uses a
single detector and a single source shaped like the letter
"Z" with the two ends bent to conform to the tank. The
source was mapped in this manner since it was discovered
that, as the water quantity reached approximately half,
the water remaining in the tank was forced near the ends
of the tank leaving the middle section with little of no
water.
In order to improve the gage sensitivity from 25 lbs. to
Empty, a second mapping using a single detector was con-
figured. This mapping is shown on Figure 5.
As can be seen on the figure, we employed six (6) small
mapping sources instead of a continuous source as was
used in the first mapping. Each of the mapping sources
has a source strength of 50 millicuries (mci), so the
total strength used in the second mapping was 300 mci.
This is slightly less source strength than was used in
the first mapping which was 364 mci. The mapping sources
are used to simplify the mapping procedure; once a source
map has been completed, we generally design a single or
in certain cases a double source from a continuous tube
that approximates the location of the multiple mapping
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Figure 3. Apollo CSM Water Tank Nucleonic Gaging System
Output vs Quantity (Initial Mapping)
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sources. Where source is not required in the continous
tube, we flatten the tube in that area which reduces the
gas volume and thereby the source in that area.
The gaging system output plotted against water quantity
for this mapping is shown on the lower curve in Figure
6. The upper curve is the data taken from the first
mapping, it is included for reference.
As can be seen from the figure, the slope near empty has
been greatly improved over the original mapping. We did,
however, lose slope (sensitivity) at the full end in
order to improve the sensitivity at the empty end, as was
predicicted. We could improve the curve for the second
mapping somewhat by "fine tuning" the source locations,
particularly to reduce the position errors in a gravity
field (data not shown on figure). However, this is about
as good a sensitivity curve as we can expect to get by
using a single detector configuration.
The reduction in total counts (area under the curves) from
the first mapping to the second is due primarily to the
reduction in source strength from 364 to 300 mci, in the
second map. By increasing the source strength in the
mapping sources so that the total would equal the 364 mci
we would restore the total counts to approximately the
previous value.
The next attempt at mapping the tank involved the use of
two detectors instead of the single detector used in the
previous maps. In the two detector configuaration, the
detectors are mapped on the tank with their outputs
feeding a single set of electronics. The detector outputs
are fed in parallel to the same rate integrator within the
electronics and use a common high voltage power supply.
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Six different double detector maps were tried (Maps 3 thru 8).
The difference between these six mappings was subtle to
a large extent so only the data from Maps 4 and 8 is
presented in this report.
Mapping #4 is shown on Figure 7 and the data is shown
on Figure 8.
Figure 8 shows the gage output versus quantity data and
also the positional error limits experienced in a one "g"
field for the six positions using Mapping #4. The
positional error is greatest at 30 lbs. of water or
approximately half full, diminishing to little or no
error at full and at empty tank. The largest spread in
count rate occurs between the tank axis horizontal and
tank axis vertical positions. This one- "g"positional
error could be reduced by refining the map, however,
there seems little reason to do so from a practical
viewpoint since the tank fill levels normally experienced
in the "G" field would normally not be half tank. Addition-
ally, because of the bladder action in the tank, "g" forces
less than one-"g"would proportionally reduce the position-
al error experienced.
Mapping #4 resulted in good sensitivity from 40 lbs. to
Empty but poor sensitivity near Full.
In reviewing the data from earlier mappings, it was dis-
covered that the F-106 type detector with a 6 inch active
length provided better gaging resolution near full tank
than did the shorter (3 inch active length) A7D type
detector which was used on Mapping #4. As a result, we
changed to the F-106 type for the next four maps in an
attempt to improve this full end resolution. The data
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shown on Figure 9 is the result of the eighth mapping
which is shown on Figure 10 and on the photograph Figure
11.
The Figure 9 data shows an improvement in resolution at
the full end and an even more dramatic improvement at the
empty end. As can be seen on the graph, the countrates
are much higher than in the previous maps; we have, how-
ever, kept the same scale so that all the data in this
report may be compared on a one-to-one basis. The error
bars shown are a result of the positional error in a one
"g" field and are the maximum excursions seen during the
testing for Mapping #8. A tabulation of these errors
was presented in Section 4.3 of this report.
The increased countrate in this mapping results from
the use of twice as much detector area as was used in the
previous two detector mapping which employed the shorter
detectors. Note should also be taken of the reduction
in source strength from Mapping #4 (300 mci) to Mapping
#8 (240 mci). This source strength should really be
halved to approximately 120 mci for best test results,
however, we did not have any sources on hand with this
source strength. The advantage of using a lower system
source strength is twofold; first, it reduces the system
dead time which can be as much as 10% at 1000 cps and
drops to approximately 1% at 100 cps. This dead time
results from the duration of a detected gamma ray output
pulse from the detector which is approximately 100 micro-
seconds in duration. During this time, the detector does
not respond to additional gamma rays and is therefore
"dead" to them. The more pulses experienced, the longer
the intregrated "dead" time. The overall effect on the
gaging system is to introduce an increasing loss in system
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Figure 9. Apollo CSM Water Tank Gage Quantity vs Countrate
(Eighth Mapping)
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resolution as the countrate increases (which is near the
empty end). Part of the tail-off in the countrate near
empty, shown on Figure 9, is the result of the increasing
dead time at these countrates. If the source strength
were halved, we would approximately halve the countrate
and reduce the dead time to less than 5% instead of over
10% as in the present situation.
The second advantage in reducing source strength is to
reduce the radiation exposure to personnel working near
the gage. Although, in the case if thus particular gage,
there is very little radiation exposure even at the 300
mci level, it's always good practice to reduce the source
strength as much as possible without sacrificing system
performance.
Mapping #8 should be adequate for the intended gaging
requirement. It still lacks real good resolution near
the full end, but it has an almost linear response from
Empty to 35 lbs. The sensitivity is excellent from Empty
to 35 lbs. and adequate from35 lbs. to Full tank.
If we take the data from Mapping #8 and add the worst case
system errors, the gaging system error profile, for repre-
sentitive points is as follows:
Fill Level Countrate Estat ezero - g Gaqing Accuracy
Full 487 0.8% ±0.9% ±1.2%
73% 540 0.7% ±1.8 +1.9%
45% 755 0.7% ±3.6 ±3.7%
18% 1030 0.6% +2.9 '  3.0%
Empty 1158 0.5% ±0.7 -0.9%
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These accuracy numbers represent the worst case Zero-g
errors as determined by the six positions in an earth
gravity field and should be considerably reduced in the
zero gravity field as previously discussed. The errors
also do not include the effect in the loss of system
sensitivity. If we take the statistical error changes
at the fill levels indicated to determine the effect on
system sensitivity and take realistic zero-g errors (±1%)
the error profile would be as follows:
Fill Level Countrate ADR(Stat) Sensitivity Gaging
Accuracy*
Full 487 4 ±5% ±5%
73% 540 4 ±1% ±1.6%
45% 755 5 ±0.5% ±1.3%
18% 1030 6 ±0.5% ±1.3%
Empty 1158 6 ±1.% ±1.3%
The error envelope would seem to be adequate for the
gaging requirement under investigation. The error
experienced near full may be somewhat excessive and
could be improved with additional refinement in the
mapping. However, the additional effort involved to
refine the mapping did not seem warrented for this program.
* All errors are combined by RSS (See Equation 2 Section 4.3).
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